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Jerry Devine 
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An Irregular 
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Neighbor 
by 
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Directed by 
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MARCH 6 and 7, 1961 
CAST 
ACT ONE 
June Lewin 
Dennis Allen 
Guinevare Breeding 
Steven Weyte 
Stanley Blackman 
Louise Alexander 
Robert Lehan 
Georgianne Boyle 
Abbott Baker 
Harry Hallenbeck 
Harry Hallenbeck 
David Carrey 
Harry Hallenbeck 
Abbott Baker 
David Carrey 
Robert Lehan 
David Carrey 
Joan Rollins 
The living room of the two-room tenement of the Boyle family in Dub-
lin-1922. 
The same. 
The same. 
ACT TWO 
ACT THREE 
A few days elapse between Acts I and II, and two months between 
Acts II and III. During Act III the curtain is lowered for a few minutes 
to denote the lapse of one hour. 
Production Managm· 
Stage Manager 
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Assistant Stage Managet·s 
S et Designer 
Costume Designer 
Lighting Designer 
Properties Mistress 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
Michael Carson 
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Huntington Parker 
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D~>.!e Rott 
Nancy Funk 
Susan Casey, Barbara Ashman, Rebecca Seidenberg, Suzanne 
Ciccone, Wendy Goodwin, Anne Morris, Lynn Jacobson, 
Susan Drury, Mary de Martini, Arthur Waldman, William 
Guild, John Chamard, Athan Anagnostopoulos, Judith Acker-
man. 
*As partial fulfillment for the Master of Fine Arts Degree requirements. 
Juno and the Paycock 
by 3ean 01 Casey 
The Director's Statement of Intention 
I The Dramatic Idea 
Nan tries to avoid suffering, Still it exists and nru.st be dealt 
with if he is to find meaning in lifee The play deals with how he 
realizes that pain and love giYe meaning to life. The dramatic idea 
then is TO EXIST MAN J.VIUST vfEAVE PAIN WITH LOVE. Juno finds this mean-
ing and tells us: 
JMother 0' God, Mother 01 God, have pity on us allT. Blessed 
Virgin, where were you when me darlin son was riddled with 
bullets, when me darlin' son wa.s riddled with bullets? Sacred 
Heart 01 Jesus, take away our hearts o1 stone, and give us 
hearts o' flesht Take away this mur.dherin 1 hate and give us 
Thine Own Eternal Love~ 
II The Theatrical Kev to the Dramatic Idea 
The Idea and Creative Purpose in Act I is to depict the futile 
existence of a particular Irish family in the year 1921; Act II. is 
meant to illustrate how and why people forget there is suffering in 
the world, and Act III contributes to the dramatic idea by showing 
the suffering hate can cause. 
III The Theatrical Realization of the Dramatic Idea 
Actors The need for an authentic Irish dialect was stressed,. Each 
actor was advised he should concern himself mainly with the logical 
and continuous development of his characters' actions. Individual 
patterns of movement, gesture, and speech were created by the director 
and actors to measure to the rhythm of the characters' actions. 
Scene Designer vias asked to recreate a tenement flat which would 
serve as the background for the play's action. Mention to realistic 
detail was stressed. 
Lighting Designer Was asked to set the mood for each of the scenes 
so they would conform with what the playwright wished to delineate 
as the setting for his characters. 
Costume Designer Was asked to authenticate the costumes as near 
to the original as possible so each of the characters would be able 
to manifest his individual personality by what costume he wore and 
how he wore it. 
Sound and l':iusic No rusic will be used either to introduce the play 
or serve as a divertimento between its acts. The music actually 
proper to the ~lay is to be found in its language. 
Few sounds serve to characterize the play, and when they are used 
are meant to support the play's implicit action. 
Properties l•'iere askeEi to be verisimilitudes of the implements and 
furniture used by the poor Irish during the times, except for the 
gaudy acquisitions to be found in Act II. Detail to authenticity 
again was stress~d. 
The Stage Manager Was to become familiar with all the implications 
conducive to t~play' s jrc~atic realization. 
Directed by Frank E. Mel~9 
1_. PROJECTED STYLES 
a. General Statment of Production Plan 
The dramatic idea of this nroduction of Juno and the 
Paycock is To Exist Man Must Weave Pain With Love. The thea-
t~ical ley towards the d~amatic realizatiort of this idea is 
self-preservation. Throw~hout the play, each of the main 
(as well as the minor) characters manifest this instinct, from 
its inception to its ironic conclusion. 
The play is concerned mainly with Man 's basic instincts 
of Love and Hate. Both elements are sometimes entwined one 
with the other, but basically both are still diametrically 
opposed one to the other. They are polarities antagonistic 
II 
to one another. O'Casey is concerned with this finite dualit~, 
this wu-wei, as personified, nourished, and nerpetrated through-
out every phase of our daily lives. Regardless of the p0iemj 
leal material inherent in the play, its pacifist diatribe 
a~ainst the then Republican resolution of unconditional cess~j 
tion from Britain which in 1921 had already caused much bloo 
shed, or any other prevailing reason that the 
wished to elucidate or propagate, I sincerely 
to contain a vision concerned with life's ups 
author would h~ve 
feel the play I 
and downs - thf :t 
they must be posi~ively absorbed by Man is he wishes to find 
a meaning for his existence . 
The play, as most of O'Casey's writings are, concentratE~ 
itself principally with ~~n's relationship to his environmen1. 
O'Casey wishes to cause Man (through the Aristotelian motifs 
of fear and pity) to be conscious of his place in the universe -
-
to accept and battle its ups and downs. To his way o~ seeing 
things, Man must cut his cloth to fit the pattern of his exis l 
tence, but must change w~at is evil in it and therefore con-
trary to his innate nature, for O'Casey has often said that 
'no one deserves to live who doesn't fight to make life greater 
to live'. 
This ruthless idealism is contained in almost every ele-
ment of the play, and is best understood when Juno utters her 
plea for hope and understanding in the second scene of the II 
third act. Man ; O'Casey feels, should concern himself and is 
concerned with what he has termed the only essentials for liv-
ing in this world - ' a 
and love in the heart'. 
roof over the head, bread on the table, 
This is the basic concern Juno has f~~ 
her own raison d'etre. If she has differed from this at all, I 
it has been because she has indulgently felt sorry for hersel~, 
and refused to weave the pains of life with the love within 11 
her heart. Doing so, she lives for her daughter and her grand~­
child. Love, a deep selfless love, has emerged from her pain. 
Her own wants are a subservient factor to those of her loved 
ones - now it is a purified love. She has accepted the pain 
and sacrifice of existence, and gone on to make life greater 
to live for her loved ones as best she can. 
I as director have sou~ht to recapture the trivial atmos-
phere of the Bovle household in the very first act, and the 
futile existence each of the Boyles lead, and have led for 
many years. The first act ws well as the two others contain 
2 
3 
two distinct acting styles - a realistic one and a comic, 
vaudevillia.n one. Both styles are fraught with melodramatic 
devices, episodes, situations. Juno, Mary, Johnny, Madigan, 
and Jerry are each concerned with their egoistic needs, their 
relationships with the world in and aoound them. They are II 
serious, introspective, deeply concerned with the vicissitudeF 
I 
and the tediousness of their daily lives. Hence their behav~!Qr-
patters of speech, movement, and gesture are detailed and re-
fleet human nature. They have pur ose, or strive to achieve 
it. II 
This differs with the existences of Boyle and J~~ the 
comic unrealists. Thev are concerned with their relationships 
with the world in and around them, but openly avoid their pro-
blems, and evade the responsibilities that go along with liv-
ing on this earth. Their speech, behavior, movement is out-
rageous, music-hellish, paradoxical, and opposed to the be- II 
haviourism manifested by the other characters. They supply 
the comic element of O'Casey's realistic period of comi-tragic 
theatre when he was readcally influenced by Boucicaultean-
Shakespearean mthods of approaching art. ,, 
These onposing forms, then, have been consciously used 
by the director to best illustrate what O'Casey wished to I 
delineate in the ~lay, Juno and the Paycock. They renresent 
Man's comic and tragic nature. Man, to O'Casey, is not just 
a rational, social animal seriously concerned with life's II 
idiocyncracies and vicissitudes. He also loves to laugh, joke, 
I 
====*===-=== --
sing, drink, etc . Needless to add, O'Casey's conception of 
Man is very much the Irish character if not its actual delin-
eation. Since he is a purely subjective writer it had to be; 
and since be is a realist concerned with his native land and 
people, Irishmen or derivatives of the Irish nature permeate 
his plays. 
Therefore to best illustrate, both imaginatively and 
realistically (for the play's style still remains realistic I 
in that there are real characters delineated, real situatio 
enacted despite the director's differentiation inindividual 
styles) O'Casey ' s ideas, the direct or chose to strongly accent 
both comic and realistic styles of acting so that these ele-
ment s would play one against the other, which would tend to 
stimulate its climactic moments and its ironic conclusion. II 
After the seriousness of act one (despite Boyle and Joxer's 
comic interlude at the breakfast table) the play moves into 
an almost ideal state of high-living, party-going, drinking, 
singing, devil- may-care attudinizing, which is abruptly dis-
pelled by a ma.ior-chord recapitulation of the first theme -
when ~ITS . Tancred appears to disrupt the joviality of the 
party . How best to maintain the farcical-serious natu:re of 
the Irishman and his circumstances was the issue that the 
director had to cope with before he could get into the deepe 
material of the play . 
The third act is not only more serious than the previou 
eritical scenes of the play, but a heavy, often melodramatic 
~-----------------------------
4 
hour or so of sheer tragic occurrence, with incidents which 
react in a chain of events, one after the other. It too is 
11 
offset in tone as the two codgers scamper into the Boyle house-
hold drunk to the world. O'Casey's vision contains a beavil L 
accented concern with life's many hardships, but it also 
lilts with a robustious song that is sometimes played in uni-
son with its prayers of despair and hope. Fence it has been 
alluded to as impure, trashy art. Art fortunately is not im-
pure. It cannot be. What critic or esthetic doctrine has I 
ever sought to violate the human intelligence with an absolut~ 
theory of art as to its purity~ Art is pure in the sense thav 
it is also impure, for what great work of art has never soug~t 
to present or represent life as it exists? Indeed O'Casey's I 
constant ambiguity, irony, paradoxes are life and human natur~ 
as he himself has experienced it. If he sees the good as wel 
as the bad in life it has only been because he has come in 
contact with it. As Xrause has said of O'Casey's writings: 
'It is a drama which is neither exact tragedy nor pure comedy, 
end yet it is a diverse drama which boldly combines thesetwo 
genres in a reconcilliation of opposing forms'. His people 
are forced to reveal their resourcefulness in wild scenes of 
tragi-comic irony in which the grotesque laughter seems to 
mock at death. 
And so the director has strived to realistically create 
the bathos-pathos attitudes of the Irish character, the equal y 
diverse polarities which inundate human existence. The actin, 
~ ------~~------------------------
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and directing style has been realistically ws well as foren-
sically and comically executed. One cannot, the director 
supposes, merely distjnguish Juno and the Paycock as a real-
istic play that can be created only for the sake of realism. 
Certainly it is concerned with Man and his environment; indeed 
it seeks to recapture his moral, political, and religious 
dilemnas, but there is also the comic situations contained 
within it which one meets every day in any existence conceivla-
ble. Its characters as well as its philosophy and style of ln 
contradicts itself, and we see hilarious interludes inserted 
before, during and/or after a serious scene has taken place. 
It is O'Casey's irony mocking at evil and death. The ~oduc1• 
tion has sought to combine these polarities which circumspec~­
ly underline our lives. By emphasizing the ambiguities in-
herent in the Play's action, dialogue, situation, and plot, 
the director has attempted to recapture and relive the dilernaas 
of the 1920s in Ireland, as well as the varied problems whid~ 
even today confront Man 's relation to his environment. 
b. Met hods of Work with the Actor 
As briefly stated in the director's statement of intenl 
tion contained in the previous section preceding this essay, 
the director has emphasized that the actors should concern 
themselves malnl~r with the logical and continuous developmerrt 
of their characters' actions. With these goals in mind , they 
were then told to concentrate their energies, talent, and 
6 
imagination with individual patterns of movement, gestu:re, speech 
meant to measure to the rhythm of their respective actions as I 
characters. With these elements to be carefully worked on, the 
director and actors then stressed the Irish dialect and sought t lo 
approximate its intricate pattern. 
A week of two-hour daily rehearsals was spent by the director 
and the actors as they devoted themselves to recapturing the 
Dublin technique. A recording by Cyril Cusick and his company 
was purchased and played during these hours. The director and 
actors carefully went through the acting script, underlying key 
workds and intonations, emphasizing vowel and cononant sounds. 
It was felt that the actors would best benefit by Hearing and 
then speaking the dialect rather than having this problem to conr 
tend with during the actual rehearsals. With this out of the war 
the director could world with the characte:rs' actions, gesticulb-
1 
tions, movments, and the rhythm of their individual speech habit • 
The week after this, the actual rehearsals took place. Some 
of the methods the director sought to impose on the actors were 
sometimes unoribodox and other tines orthodox. One thing he I 
dwelled on, and that was to let each actor find his own individukl 
action all by himself by way of discovering, logically, what he II 
wants in the play, why he wants it, and how he will go about II 
getting it. The director went through each of the specific situ,a-
tions, beats, words that each of the characters spoke or bodily I 
manifested, and hoped that by the time of the actual performance 
was to be enacted that each of the characters knew what he was 
7 
doin~, why he was doing what he was doing. The method was 
largely an inductive one of systematically arriving at a con-
clusion or hypothesis by the given facts. 
Another method explored was the director's attempt to 
"suit the action to the word, the word to the act ion . " This is 
not only a realistic approach, but a naturalistic one and often 
8 
a symbolic one . Johnny's psychological concern with his relati)R 
ship ~o his particular environment constantly manifested itself 
when he would abruptly turn from the outstretched arms of his 
mother, mope about the house in hopeless ap,itation when no one 
was about, poke the fire as a symbol of his need to keep life 
going on within him . P is movment, gesture, and sppech was mean" 
to manifest his tortured mind and soul . The same with Boyle, 
Joxer, Juno and the others. The director believes that a per-
son's envinonment, manner of walking and comportment and speak-
ing to be manifestations of that person's mind and soul. In th s 
sense the eody is the soul of the individual . Hence the direc-
tor has strived to recanture and delineate this strongly-felt 
conviction of suiting action to movement, and both to what a 
character says and how he says it into his particular method of 
direction . 
Lastly the method used by the director to acquaint and aid 
his actors with their individual means of achieving their goals 
was one of constant, lo12;ical analysis as to what made their 
characters act and/or react as they did. It may be said to 
be a scientific, naturalistic approach of continuous observe-
~--------------------------------
tion, introspection, and careful analysis of the dialogue of 
the particular characters involved . The actors were continuous-
ly asked by the director why they acted as they did , or why 
they said a particular statement , or what they really wanted 
to accomplaah . This was meant to make the actors think and grc~ 
introspective so as to explain their behaviour patterns - why 
their characters behaved as they did. Each of the actors wrotE 
down what he believed his specific b6jects and obstacles to be 
They he logically summarized his specific actions and arrived 
at a general one. This was carefully worked out in the<iry and 
pnactice , during each of the rehearsals until individual solu-
tions were finally attained. Then the actors were askea by th . 
director what their individual motives and purpose was in the 
play . By the last week of rehearsals , each had found a genera 
action with which to pursue their goals . Juno's was to help 
keep her family ~ogether , Johnn~ ' s to escape his punishment, 
Boyle's to become master of his home, Mary's to get out of the 
household, and so on. In order to achieve this the director 
told his actors that he was only another actor Gbserving their 
actions, that his role was to aid them to achieve their motiva 
tional needs, and serve to point out their mistakes and their 
good points. The director never told his actors what their 
actions were , cut and dry . It would have accomplished nothing 
at all, for they ~~uld have become lazy, complacent, and sta-
tic . He wanted them to theorize , yes, but most important of 
all be wished them to continuously seek meaning for the way th y 
~--------------------------------------------
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behaved and spoke until they could arrive to the general con-
elusions why they existed in the play. 
c. Speech 
The projected style for the speech rhythms, dialect, intol 
nations, etc., is contained under the preceding Methods of Wortf 
with the Actor section. 
d. 1bvement 
The movmment that the director imposed on his actors and 
into the theatrical key of the play came out of the characters .' 
behaviour-patterns. Juno was slow, purposeful, constantly tir,~d . 
Her manner of speaking also manifested this. Boyle was spas-
modic , erratic, spontaneously inclined to move. His movement 
was meant to show a man who does not know where he is going, I 
what he is doing, indecision. His movement, comportment, ges-
ticulation, then was comic, pathetic, affected, indecisive. I 
Joxer, the same, only he is cunnin~ as a fox. While Boyle takes 
his good old time getting somewhere, and deliberating his arm I 
or leg movements, Joxer is uneasy and moves about the househol~ 
al~ays looking everywhere for Juno, his nemesis. The other 1 
characters were told and advised to do the same. Methods were 
worked out by the director to aid them in achieving this. 
As to the overall movment of the plav, the director wante 
to anproximate a fluid, continuous flux of movment in the Boyl~ 
household. There is hardly a auiet moment. Be used all six 
J() 
I 
acting areas of the stage, and constantly had the actors walk 
ing into each of the areas so as to not stultify their move -
ment and activity . This was mostly aimed at the main roles . 
He also told his actors he did not believe in static scenes 
where characters sit about and are inactive. This would mani j 
fest a dull, tedious atmosphere. Other plays may call for th s 
such as the Chekbovian ones, but O'Casey does not. 
The play, then, has been perfectly conceive to achieve 
this constant flow of movement since the characters and the 
environment is of Irish ori~in . A scene whjch had little mov-
ment and little nhysical action was ~:tven more. Grouping oft Jn 
was active, with each character interested in his own well- I 
being . This went in with the theatrical key of self-preserve-
tion. The general idea of the movement was meant to be an 
erratic one in that this would , the director hoped, best ex-
press the dolemnas that each of the members of the Boyle hous -
hold had to face in their daily lives . Secondly, the wild, 
spontaneous natures of the characters demanded constant activ -
ty . 
e . Scenery 
The scenic deslm1er was asked to realistically recreate 
a tenement flat in Dublin d urinpr, the 1920s . Authentic detail 
was stressed. Since the play is essentially a realistic one 
(that is, it is the depiction and delineation of people as 
ourselves, and that ~e as the audience are observing their 
~ ------~---------------------------
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II 
lives th:eough t.ne mea1um or· an TnvJ.:s~oJ.e 1.ourt.u Wli.L.L rt:::urt:::at.t:::u 
to serve as a looking glass, while they in turn are completely 
oblivious to our participation in their lives) the scenery 
was recreated to serve as a realistic representation of the 
original tenement flats in Dublin during the year 1923. 
The play is in one set. It is the Boyle household where 
the four members of the family have been res idin~ some twenty-
odd years . The wallpaper i s falling off, and has been for 
some ten years. It has never been tampered with, changed or 
been painted over. Povertv "9ervades the household. The fur-
niture, rugs, picture frames, bed, stove, and household imple l 
ments have been dainly manipulated. Everything in the house 
has been overworn and is outworn with use. 
This atomosphere then was felt to be the actual one that 
would dramatically realize all the implications contained in 
the play. The poverty, worn-out furniture and implements, the 
stress on hominess - that the flat is lived in. Hence this 
slightly erratic atmoaphere, the director felt, would tend to 
somewhat awaken the audience as they would see the poverty th 
12 
the Boyles had to content with. 'Tihis would beunderstood as tlie 
play progressed when they would see how each occupant (with tle 
possible exception of Juno) is mainly occupied with himself, 
and not with renovating the hoP'le they live in. This would rna i-
fest, further, that each, including Boyle, would really love 
to get out, even Juno in her particular way. The only reason 
Boyle remains is because he is simply incapable of work, or 
~ --~---------------
any other means of acquiring money. He is content with his 
poverty it seems. So long as he ~as his tea, food, drink, 
and an audlence he is completely satisfied. Further the set 
of act one serves as an excellent background for the parvenu 
vulgarity in the second and th~tb acts when they Boyles are 
'in the money'. 
g. Mgb:bing 
The projected style for the lighting of Juno and the Pay-
cock was one of setting the mood and atmosphere conducive to 
the dramatic realization of each of the scenes in the play, as 
well as the play's inherent action. The imaginattve and crea-
tive lighting was mainly used to enhance the dynamism of the 
the lrd act when Johnny is dragged out, the furniture is remove< , 
and the scene after when Juno discovers her son is dead, and t l at 
she must leave Boyle for good. This Realisti.c method of ligh-
ting, then, was asked for by the dtrector so itwould set the 
mood and atmosphere for the Boyle household for early noon, fo e-
noon, and early evening. As this was realized, then special 
effects would promote and oppresive, tense atmosphere such as 
described above. The director's plan for the lighting was to 
be kept in keeping with his idea for the set - to serve the 
play as a back- and fore-ground which would enhance the action 
of the play. 
g . Costumes 
To quote from the director~s statement of intention, 
II 
~4 
the costume designer was asked by the directer 'to authenticate 
-
2. RESEARCH 
a. History of Juno and the Paycock. 
The pley, O'Casey's second full-length one, was w~itten 
in 1925, and produced at the Abbey that same year. It is one 
of the three pacifist plays in his dramatic repertoire, the 
other two being Shadow of a Gunman wr i tt.en in 1923, and fhe 
Plough and the Stars, written in 1926. Accord i ng to O'Casey'~ 
annotations, tt is termed a tragedy, and vovers two months 
in one set and three acts. 
When it opened at tre Abbey, the audiences and critics 
were lukewarm towards it, but when it opened at Cork signs 
of trouble were seen in the making. To avoid this unpleasant 
effect, the management of the Cork Theatre refused to allow 
the play to be performed except in a bowdlerized version witt 
all references to rel1gion eliminated, and all references to 
sex 'cleaned up' . 0 'Casey granted. tb is concession. 
Shortly after this, the Abbey took the play with them 
to the states during the season 1926-1927. It again received 
mixed reviews, but then picked up considerably as the critics 
began to recognize its true worth. Since then Juno and the I 
Paycock has been performed the world over, and remains O'Case~'s 
most famous work. 
b. History of the Period During Which the Play Takes Place. 
The setting of the play takes place in Ireland during 
the year 1922 when Civil War between the Irishmen who support-
ed the Free State Settlement, and the dieheard Republicans 
I 
r-
who rejected partition fully broke out in all its inhumane 
conflequences. 
After the 1916 Easter Rising, when the Irish rebeled 
against Bri~ish domination, and the 1920 guerilla warfare 
between the IRA and the Black and Tans (British Army Reser· 
vists) the country became an apathetic conglomeration of II 
those who opposed any British domination (the diehards) and 
those who sought to have a free state settlement whereby 
the Irish would govern themselves while still under British 
jurisdiction. The latter course was an ambigious one, vet 
it avoided further bloodshed. And O'Casey wrote Zuno and I 
the Paycock mainly as a pacifist tract defending the course 
that had been taken by the Irish peoples despite their fierce 
nationalism. 
c. History of the Playwright 
Se~n O'Casey was born in the Dublin tenements March 30 
1880, the son of Michael and susan Casey. He was the last 
of thirteen children, eight of whom had died in infancy. H s 
father died when he was six and his mother reared him, his 
brothers and sisters all by herself. 
His elementa:ry education was sparce due to an in ,jury tc 
his eyes. It deprived him from attend.ing school with the I 
other children of his age, and he emerged largely self-tau~ t. 
Also, when he became ten he was performing various dramatic 
readings and monologues from Shakespeare and Boucicaul t. HE 
did this with his older brother, ~rchie. Soon after, when 
~·--------------~----------~ 
in his twenties and thirties he @ecame organizer and secretarf 
of the ill-fated Irish Citizen's Army, wrote its history, and 
composed its socialist tracts. 
In 1918, O'Casey had his first works published aside frop 
some earlier articles in labour journals. He brought out se-
ver.al booklets titled Songs of the Wren, and as author called 
himself Sean O'Cathasaigh. Then came the 72-page Story ·of t~e 
Irish Citiz@n Army in 1919, which was followed by The Frost 
in the Flower that same year, h 1s first pub1Ushedplay. 
After the first play, a one-act, came The Harvest Festiv~l, 
The Crimson and the Tri-Colour, and The Shadow of a Gunman in 
1923. It was promptly accepted by the Abbey Thea.tre who put 
it on that same year. From then on came cemetless plays one I 
after the other: Kathleen ~istens In in 1923, Nannie's Night 
Out in 1924, Juno and the Paycock in 1925, Plough and the Sta~s 
I in 1926, 1rhe Silver Tessie ln 1928 which was promptly rejectej 
by Yeats and the other members of the Abbey Directorate as I 
imcomprehensible largely due to its expressionistic second act. 
Over this debate O'Casey had t eken up roots in England. 
He had rejected the sorrowful conditions in Ireland at the 
time. Again in England came Within the Gates (1933),The Star! 
Turns Red ( 1940) , Red Roses for Men ( 1942) , Oak Leaves and II 
Lavender (1946}, Purple Dust (1940}, Cock-a-doodle Dandy (1949), 
The Bishop's Bonfire (1955), and The Drums of Father Ned (1958). 
During the interim he also came out with a six-volume 
autobiography '1Nhich he had begun in 1939, and. ended in 1954. 
It is one of the most candid and revealing autcibiogr.aphies 
ever writeen. 
O'Casey now resides in Devon, England. He has been in 
England, but for an occastional visit to Ireland and one lone 
trip to the United States, for thirty five years. He is now 
eighty-one, has been married thrity-four years, has three chfl-
dren who ironically have been paptized as catholics (since he 
married a catholic girl while he was forty-seven and she twer 1~y) 
yet apparently not raised as Catholics. 
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DIRECTOR'S PRODUCTION LOG FOR 
Jumo and the Paycock 
Feb 3, Friday, 330- 530, Admiral Bldg 
Reading of entire play. The director's intentlons after-
wards were read to the entire cast, and a discussion evolved 
as to the cast's choice for the best possible schedule for the~. 
One was arrived at whereby several hours would be taken off be-
tween, 530 to 730, to give actors ample time to do errands, dine, 
etc. Director concurred wit h this. The rehearsal time gjven : 
4! hours each day. Several exerpts from O'Casey's biog ( Krause) 
read to the entire cast, especially the principals. The cast 
was then asked if they had any opinions ana views concerning 
the play's overa 11 conception, their characters'. functions, 1 ~ and the author's and director 's intentions. They were also 
11 told by the director that he wished to primarily serve the 
author's overall purpose and vision, the play's importance to 
hims elf, and some of the characters' delineations, motives, etc. 
' Feb 4, Sat., 1- 5 pm, Admiral Bldg I Act I blocked in its entirety. The entire play had pre-
viously been blocked by the director with the aid of his staff . 
Several problems resolved and others open to discussion and 
evaluation. Beginning of stageng technicalities. 
Feb 5, Sunday, 1-5 pm, Audobon 
Act II blocked in its entirety today. Problems of the 
party scene and_ Tancred 's entirance discussed. Excerpts from 
Krause's study on oeasey read, so as to familiarize all actors 
with period of play, the characters involved, and criticisms 
of t he play~s previous productions . Still in stage of blockinf. 
Feb 5, MOnday , 339-530 and 730- 10, Admiral II 
Act III blocked. Acts I and II run rj_ght thrue with the 
previous block&ng that was ~iven , anc then the third act with 
the sa~e day 's blocking. Rehearsal meant to familiarize actors 
with general plocking problems, etc. Reblocking already of 
drinking scene from that originally planned. Prob~em of Jerry 
Mary scene done over Act I. Problem of Jerry realizing focus 
of scene,that he believes himself in love with Mary. He wants ! 
her to be wife merely because of his growing status as labor-
organizer and man-of-action. The tone has to be slightly false, 
ambiguous, impetuous. This sets up Jerry's l as t scene when he 
deserts Mary . The actor playjng Jerry cannot resolve the dire-
ctors interpretation of the role. An improvisation given to 
demonstrate Jerry's inherent cowardice in assuming responsibili-
ty. The actor responded, and sensed a little of Jerry's actioR 
in the scene. Overall the rehearsals have gone well. '~ch work 
accomplished. Promptitude, zealousness, direction and focus 
shown by the ac tors. 
11 
.--· 
Feb 7, Teeeaay, 339-530, 739-lOpm, Runthru, Admiral 
First runthru. Many problems posed. _1ost of accomplish-
ment and work centerin~ around Act II, the party scene, so 
actors in it would play-to- hilt the enjoyment of the party, 
etc. which would provide the cli:m.actlc scene following with 
Tancred's entrance. Bo~le has learned first act already. Act 
I reblocked due to f!!llnre of .1ary and Jerry to accomplish 
anything for specific actions they are playing to gain. Timiri 
in Act I of Boyle and Joxer together with coal-vendor and 
sewing-machine man worked on. A problem has been established 
as to implements Boyle should hide as Juno approaches. Resol-, 
ved. A matter ofthe actor, playing Boyle, to know his action 
the. Joxer cutey~t, and rether loud. His voice approximating 
a cockney. Director told him to quiet down - actor spoke 
lines in everyday tone of sp~ech . Scene II, party scene, in 
Act II reblocked so actors would be more comfortable in scene. 
Party spirit! Sense of good-will, fun (forgetting Ireland's 
trou'Blles at time) conveyed. to actors. Work also on vulgarity 
of Madigan. TOo refined. 
Feb B. Wed ., 339-530 and 730-10 pm, Acts I and II, Admiral 
Work done primarily on Boyle-Joxer entranceand Boyle's 
'Eem was de days, Joxer' scene. Action is to define Boyle's 
poetic, dreamer nature. He believes in it, since he would lo"'Je 
to be sailor (despite his only being once on a collier-sh~p) 
The actor told ~e must believe the scene since it is a manifes-
tation of his will-to-be. Downstage effect for Boyle establish-
ed. Ran scene over quite a bit so Bovle cou,_CI create i:m.a~ina­
tive situation of bein~ on a ship . Joxer not defined here! I 
A problem. Is he or is he not interested in Boyle since he h~1s set up the scenef~r the croney? Incongruous with third act 
action of pul ling Boyle's pins under him. Juno in Act I work~d 
on so she may convey her overall action more clearly, that of 
keeping family together. Actress and director confered on thi~ 
issue. Wstablished that her specific action in the first act 
is along this line. Johnny now is real problem. Keepsplaying 
result and quality of fright. Progressing too rapidly. Dire~~ 
tor advised him to tone down and underplay . It came out the 
same during the second run of the first act. Fis action !n 
Act I still nebulous, both for director and actor. No soluticn 
seen as yet. Evening rehearsals in Act II. Went twice over 
party scene. The partygoiers not lighthearted enogh~ must I 
create bhis illusion. Worked on t1ils. Madigan questioned 
whether she, as property-owner, and mistress of herself,shoulc 
involve herself with the Boyles and to what extent. Q,uestion 
answered at later stage after deliberation by director. End 
of Act II worked on. Voice of mobilizer too high, effeminate 
and affected . Problem of three mobilizers solved- two are 
the same, so as to established a farrdliarity of place when the 
Ira men enter to take ~ohnny out. Action of mobilizer wetabl -
II 
II 
2 
-
II 
shed, the end of act II. It seeiTls a logical one. Hat her than 
be a person who just come s in to tell Johnny of jmpending meet-
in~, he comes in to warn ~im of what shall happen if he misses 
anymore meetings, as of the IRA's suspieion that Johnny has been 
the informer. Re-hash of Avt II opening when Joxer enters, and 
Boyle is nww man now. Boyle 's action is to imnress Joxer and 
3 
lord it over him, pouring it on as think as he can. Tl!s off-
sets Bentham's entrance, and manifests Boyle's cunning. Joxer ' 
action established: to eact Boyle of of house and home. Servi~e, 
cunning, rat, qalities of ~oxer's worked on. Actor still rejects 
aspects of cunning nature. He loves the poetic qalities of Joxer; 
still cannot see why Joxer does what he does. A note to work 
on this. Boyle too s elf-conscious in this scene. Must be re- II 
solved. 
Feb 9, Thurs, 33G-530 and 730-10, Audobon , Act III and Runthru I 
Both scenes in Act III, especially between Boyle and Juno 
when Boyle gives up responsibility of assuming Mary's condition, 
worked on dur ing afternoon rehearsal. Scene between Haryamd 
Juno, and Mary and Jerry worked on . Juno does not know how to 
approach her daughter yet. Does she know Me ry is pregnant ; 
does Mary know it also? This is an issue to be resolved. In-
stinctively, that is, does Juno discern somethin~ the matter 
with daughter? Actress doing 1uno is not sure; nor is actress 1 
doing Mary . Director has posed possibility of th~s. Jerry-
Mary s cene reblocked because absolutely nothing beingrealized II 
by actor doing Jerry. Perhaps director is rushing what must 
be slowly realized. However actor doing Jerry cannot reconcile 
Jerry's motives in Act I with cowardice of Act III. Diretor 
is still looking for de,initive answer to this problem. Actor'r 
arguments feasible. ~eanwhile the scene has fallen; no concrete 
basis for it. Run thru in the evening sluggish, inept. First 
time actors have had feel of it. No one went anywhere though, 
save Boyle.Only thing is that he is enjoying his antics too 
much ~e the detriment of his action. He is little near definin 
where he is going , what he s doing, and why he wants what he 
wants. The director bas not touched on this because he feels 1 
it is too early to bother with it; he would rather that the 
actor got it out of his system (antics, comic nature, etc.) . to 
overplay now rather than do it durin~ performance stages. Summ-
ary, Juno is off beaten track. Too much pity for herself, weak 
and awfully loud and agressive at t mes . Contra Juno's actual 
nature. Still cannot see trees for forest. Joxer the same; his 
act ion is wa~r off womewhere in space. It is to eat Boyle out 'I 
of hom~, to devour and destroy and feed off of him. Actor can-
not eeconcile bhis because he feels if Joxer sure to do this, 
then he would himself be cutting his own throat since Bo~rle is j 
his victim. Paradox de,ined but not resolved by director . Pro-
blem established as to who movers are. Actor doin~ it dropped 
out. Also Needles Nugent. Two new actors must be got . Pre-
11 
vious commitmnts have obviated their b1.ng in the show. Direc-
tor not perplexed for Needles role can be fil l ed by someone 
else he has in mind. Summary. The rehears a l ill-defined, 
highschool i sh. No devlopment vet of characters - any of them 
and logical development of the play's action. Stil l chaotic 
in realization. Much work , however, accompl3shed on indiYidm _ 
id iocyncarc ie s , manners of speaking , walk i n~, ,Q;esticulat ing, 
intoning, etc. Still surface appearances! 
Feb 10, Friday, 330-530, 730-10, Act I and II, Admiral 
Worked on Jerry-Mary scene. Actor portraying Jerry given 
4 
a definite improvisation of lying to a person so as to gain 
favors. It worked . May have aided actor in understanding spe-
cific action and beat in fiBst scene in Act I. Progress shomn 
I though; also in Boyle and Joxer scaa~, and the inheritance scer~e. 
Grouping re-blocked . Definite problem of where Joxer will enter. 
His action not resolved here. Afternoon rehearsal eneded witt 
discussion with actors as to how they felt about their mo~i~es 
and other specific beats during the fir s t act - especially Mazy 
and Juno. Johnny's was resolved , in that the actor doing him 
believes the character to be parasitic with mother, apathetic 
to father and sister. Act II in evening devoted to party scere 
exclusively. It is ~ocal point for the play and leads to Tan-
cred's importance. Also Boyle-Joxer scene at beginning worked 
on. Problems resolved as to motivational s t Aging , manners of 
doing things. AlsoPe-blocking of Juno~Johnny scene during 
party. EmPhasis upstage resolved by putting alcove bed on plat-
form to raise it above grouping on sofa SL down. Juno stil l I 
indefinite as to when she finally becomes pat and parcel of 
party scene, and when she drops the s i tuation concern1ng bers~lf 
witb Johnny's predictament on havin~ scene Tancred's apparition. 
He-blocking also of the instant he does tear into the room. Boyle 
has beeen upstaging the scene; now he goes upstage center rig t 
and pours himself a drink with his back to the focal point of 
the scene . mustifiable in that his son'sscreaming has upset 
him. Worked also on the songs . Definite songs chosen by the 
director largely from the recordings of the play. Atti~udes 
worked on between all invo 1 ved in pa:tryy; their relations hips 
and gro~pdngs with one another. Restaging of Tancred scene 
so as to emphasize Johnny 's conscious detachment from proceed-
ings by having him put head out of bedroom, then withdrawing. 
Brief so as not to distract from Tancred's import . Reblockin~ 
of .1ust if iable movement, when partygoeBs go out to see funera , 
for Johnny, so as to set up mobilizer's unexpedted egress . 
Idea hit on having prayer mumbled under the brief dialogue 
preceding the act's conclusion. 
Feb 11, Sat, 1-5, Runthru, Admiral 
Reblocked Act II party scene; ~ancred's entrane e once again 
reblocked,now to emphas ze Jnho-Tancred relationship, and 
I 
J 
II 
II 
actual reason Juno has invited her ln. Emphasis for a brief II 
moment on Johnny's tipoff worked on. It is motivated. Jerry-
Mary scene flat; did not go anvwhere. Mew problem set in Juno-
Mary scene , Act III. Blocking inept, cumbersome . Reblocked. 
The point is ¥rhet}1er Juno interested in daughter that Much -
does she want daughter to tell her all? Not resolvedyet as in 
previous rehearsals. Juno-Boyle scene in Act III did not go 
anywheres at a 11. Reb locked the scene to give a~ tors more II 
freedom of movement, and motivational movment; did not aid it 
seems. The fault is Boyle who seems not to care for his predica-
ment . He does , though. Director stopped scene and told actor 
Boyle is interested because it reflects on his own life, to the 
point of upsettlng his pride and standing in the community of 
the pub. Self-pity :i.s attitude Boyle must manifest; failute to 
look life in the face; evasion of responsibllity. This not yet i 
resolved. Previously in .Act I the Joxer-Boyle-Juno scene worked 
on, so as to predicate strrprise element when Jurto traps the 
boyos . Timing worked on when she chases Joxer out. Reblocking 
and reworking of Johnny's scene when he sees gfiost of Trancred, 
so as to emphasize two actions in scene - an inner, real one, 
and a surface, unreal one (the party) • Boyle is beginning to II 
come to understanding of Acts 1 and 2; however he is forever 
attudinizing and pays too much attention to comic interludes 
5 
and idiocyncracies of his character. Joxer still pla~ring cute 
Irishman; Juno has s;iven nothing at all, .iust mechanical -muta-
tions. Mary is indefinite, not snecific, sure of herese~f; Joh~ny 
still hight, emotionally-wro~ht, plAying qua lity of fear ahead 
of time. No logical nro~ression of ~ole and character needs. 
Jerry unsure of self, unbelievable, flat . Fowever a good rehea~­
sal . The third act best tunthn thus far due to the pa ce set 
by the action on stage, the manifestations of the Irish character 
that were coming through in the minor roles, the comic situatio~s 
that were begining to come though . 
Feb 12, Sunday , l-5pm, Audobon, Runthru II 
:3eme probtlems of prevlous runthru, Saturday, worked on. Improv ~­
sation for Johnny in Act II during :r:arty scene. Worked on ppen 
ing of play to convey Juno's burden and her action of wanting 
pity (specific). Also worked on Boyle - Joxer scene; reblocked I 
to convey idea tfiat the two often come in house when Juno is 
away- they steal in, check exits, windows, etc; paus e for 
breath, and then make themselves comfortable. As this sets in, 
~'uno's appearance i s set up a 11 the more. Caught in the trap 
situation. Idea end staging given ac tors who responded to it. 1 
Inheritancce scene finally began to show lts worth, purpose, 
and action; and when Joxer entered, Boyle sufflclently flustere 
at his shame. Drinking s cene and opening, Act II, Joxer-Boyle 
scene worked today. Bo~le demonstracted different attitude and 
relationship to Joxer and faMily than shown in Act I. Variation 
now, due to impending inheritance. B~yle beginning to be obnox-
II 
II 
xious in the scene. Good. Ri~ht quality ana attitude. Act IIl 
went nowheres due to !upent being :rnJ.ss ng. Considerable gap anq 
lag in improvement of act. In Nugent-1oxer scene - played bv 
SM, Joxer unsure, unmotivated in movement and speech. Director 
conveyed to actor he is out to depose Boyle; biting sarcasm, 
cunnin~, inouisitiveness, sureness as to whe ther Boyle is down 
6 
and out for good . It began to come though at second run of scene. 
Actor beginning to drop awe and reverence for role. Over it now 
it seems. Rerun of Act II, scene II auno- Mary and Boyle -Joxer. 
Poor showings. They simply go nowheres. Juno not sure where 
she comes to realization that she mus t quit Boyle, and what reali-
zation actucally means. Director told her she quits him because 
she has lost Johnny, Boyle bas always put the burden on her shoul-
ders and this ts the last stl!'aw; therefore she has no raison d'et:e 
for renaininp, in the house. Actress wishes oneaction to play 
here - director advised it is because she has lost her crutch, 
her son. Advaaed her that she lives now to take care of daughter 
and grandchild (since Johnny has gone; and Boyle too llterally). 
Actress not impressed with the director's interprtation, and was 
given different analogies and other possibilities of interpreta-
tion. Runthru lax, not so spirited as previous day. Jerry~Marr 
scenes, Acts I and III deplorab e. Director left it at that, 
to show actors involved his disgust at their innocuous efforts. 
Told them they had been given enou&;h (too much) to vrork with ; 
1 
that they must belaeve what they are doing before they can 8Ct 
their roles. Will this psychologlcal trivia ·work? 
Feb 13, Mon., 330-530 and 730-10, Acts I ana II, Admiral I 
Reworked du.r inR both rehearsals the entirity of Act II and I 
I. The previous runthrus were given tJI!e actors so the y could 
familiarize themselves with what they have to do, to start at 
the beginning and know - through logical awareness and discovery-
how they are go ing to end. Wher e they are going, so they can 
:3et views on their goals, and perceive their obstacles. Today 's 
;r:-ehearsal planned by director so actors could get involved with 
Bpecific actions and/or specific situations. The time was 
j'elt right. From the general, the director hopes to work on the 
l)articumar - the specific much as deductive means of learning 
and teaching. Rather than from an inductive one whereby the ac-
tors would plodl slowly to a conclusion, the deductive would cause 
t.hem to be fami liar wit ht heir overall as well as their snecific I 
intentions, goals, surreundings, relationships, so they could 
delve into inner realities of the ir goals. It remains to be seen 
however. So the cast worked on the first act. Juno took her 
act I action over and over still she became weary (this is what 
she should ma nifest) More business given her, more crossing to 
cupboard, chest, bedroom, window, chair. Constant flux of 
ac:tivity so as to show up Johnny and •!ary's laziness and 1ndiff-
erence. The r are meant simply to ignore her while pla 'ring their 
own actions. Bold relief. The inheritance scene extensjvely wo .. _ 
o convey recpe on of . 
take him out of scene, and play receptlon aJ..l by h1mself 
he may manifest his pecullar wa~ of receiving good news. It i 
important in that it manifests his overall action - to get awaw 
from the house. ary-Jerry scene worked over. Asession set u 
with the actors so as to familiarize them with their off-stage 
beats which leads up to the meeting, especlally Jerry's. Workrd 
on his hurried entrance which should convey he's been looking 
all over kingdom cone for Boyle. Also his reason for looking 
for Boyle. It is so Boyle can commend him for his good work; 
it will set ntm up in good with the old boy so he may get to 
his overall action - to get to Mary. This simple unawareness 
(as he approaches Boyle in reference to the job) sets up Boyles 
remonstrance on finding workd, and smashes Jerry's composure. 
Cocksure qality coming from Jerry. Also worked second half of 
rehearsal on Boyle-Joxer drunkeness entrance so they could get 
feel of characters coming home inebriated to gills . Told them 
to be loose and feel they were falllng through space; lightnes , 
buoyancy, to convey drunkeness . Several improvisations exeEci -
ed. Set up i mprovisations on their entrance a numbeP of times. 
Each specific action of the characters worked on over and over 
again, especially Boyle-Joxer-Juno's . Each specific action of 
the characters worked on ; they were somewhat bewildered with I 
all they have to do, but eli rector has justified this by stat in~ 
he firmly believes in fluidity of mo,rnent, flexibility and eas~ 
on stage; and believes the essence of the play is contained 
in the stacatto, presto, andante correlations of movement . The 
rehearsal was a successful one from hhe vantage point of what 
the director wished to accomplish. rrhe actors remained unsure 
of what they were doing. 
Feb 14, Tues., 330-530 and 7-10, Act II only, Admiral 
The same plan of attack for ~ronday's rehearsal incorpora-
ted by the director. Specific actions, motives, goals, move-
ments in the act. Hence the pacing of the play was worked on 
also. ~ereas Act I,the previous day, was slow so as to convey 
listlessness, purposeles sness, etc., Act II (with the i nheritance 
on its way ) is to be li~ht, scherzo, tender; end then during the 
party, brutally frenzied. Addso the movement of the action is 
altered as the party is full swing. ~.fadigan du:rin~ the rehea al 
became loud, Joxer and Boyle too, and the three controlled the 
singing, drinking, and merry- making. This offset the actual 
drama of the act between Johnny and Juno. It finally is begi 
ing to see the li~ht. Then Tancred came in to shatter the spfrit 
of the party, partically sobering the partygoers. Boyle hit on 
something during the rehearsal. S1nce Tancred had left he fe ~ 
sobered and guilty; so the ector hit on it he would save the 
party and his pride. But Juno interrupted it, which motivates 
him to bawal her out. .,his worked out very weell as the actor 
' I took the scene over again . Both actors Pleased with the bloc 
ing and purpose of the scene - will vs will. .fadigan's song 
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worked on. ~~at is wished to be conveyea 1s a woman, we 
living it up with her inferiors (so feels) So hen song goes 
one one would expect quite the thing in vogue; she however sings 
offkey, and Bentham-Marry respond convulsively. This began to 
work today. Boyle and Juno have dropped scripts for Acts 1 and 
2, and tried to go without it t:fuis rehearsal. It worked 
and may encourage the other actors to do the same. Anpay the · 
director capttali?ed on this by citing the ha~d work all were 
doing; and used it as an example. And so acts 1 and 2 are muhh 
clearer for the director as well as the actors. Another good 
rehearsal. Much accomplished. The actors are now sensing their 
goals, andhbw they propos e to go about them. 
Feb 15, Wed ., Act III only; 330-530, 7-10 prn, Admiral 
Act III worked on the same as on monday and tuesday (ref 
the coordinated plans for both days) The whole of Juno's reali1 
zation thet she must desert Boyle and her home not realized nor 
conveyed. Ditto Boyle-Juno scene which fell flat on its face. 
8 
The director simply could not believe both actors. A nroblem 
seems to be facing him: will both leads realize full si~nificaoce 
of their roles. Thls particular scene ( a crucel one in the 
play) worked on more and more (5 tmes today) The actions of 
both actors unclear. The director and actors have not fouund t e 
answers yet. The director left it mainly up to the actors with 
all the answers he had given them; even to the extent of breaking 
up each specific action in each scene. They actually have not 
realized each beat and lumped them into an overall goal. There l 
was also a reading of the scene, line~or line, ~o as to get below 
the meaning of the words. Anaction was discvvered by the actress 
doing Juno. She believes Boyle will not leave her for good; only 
that he went to Foley's to drink and think over his predictament. 
Feasjble argument and conclusion, since she approahhes door in 
anticipation of Boyle , only to find Madigan there. Then the en-
tire action of the movers and the entrance of the irregulars wo rk-
ed on and finally blocked (since the actors have finally beenac-
quired to play the roles: double duty for actoss doing Nugent, ! 
Bentham, Jerry so as to stimulatethem to act by doing two roles} 
Sense of horror of Johnny being yanked out against his will wor~­
ed on. Beginning to get somewhere. And then Juno--~ary scene -
an extremely weak one - worked on. Reblocked once again. The 
actress pla3ring Juno has not p,1ven anythinp: to the scene; hence 
the constant re-blocking so as to psyclically and physically 
motivate her actions. Boyle-Joxer scene done over again . It d!d 
not work. Joxe~ has mental block against actual motivation for 
his entrance. It is to sleep. Actor claims Joxer looking for or 
:rood and drink. Director proved inentness of his argument . Sum-
marizing, the third act is thus far the weakest and must be worked 
on due to its devastating impact, especially Johnny':f>' removal. 
It remains the most important, as well as the longet in the play. 
~rhe director hasobviously failed to find its essence thus far. 
II 
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February 16, Thurs, 330-530, and 730-10 Admiral Acts I & II 
Runthru of Act I {twice) a no Act II (twice) • The director 
felt that, having given specific elements for the actors to wor 
on Monday to Wednesday, that a runthru of acts I and II was need-
ed. The result was fairly disastrous. Act I went nowhere, dul~, 
trying, unbelievable, the pace too fast. And act II, which should 
be fast, was slugg:tsh, tedious, unbelievable. The direc tor told 
the acto~s to relax and had a session to elicit how they felt 
about what they were doing, and what they thought of the direc-
tor's blocking, motives, overall action, etc. The specifics of l 
the previous days had not been clear; they were re-hashed once 
again. Actors responsive and thought of newer ways, means for 
their existence on stage, and actions. The director accepted 
most of what was said in that it did not go against the grain II 
of his intentions, nor the play's. The discussion proved a 
fruitful one, and the actors responsive and spontanedus in their 
auestions and answers. O~erall the director gained much know-
ledge of the characters and the play. Jerry-Marry scene clearer. 
Now he knows what he has to do. Juno-Mary scene, Act I, cleare 
now; now the director knows the problem of Joxer's entrance w/ 
Boyle Act I, and Joxer's entrance in Act II. Also Juno's problem 
in Act II when Johnny comes out of the bedroom, terrified. The 
dis cuss ion paid off. 
February 17, Fri., 330-530, Act III, 730-10, Admiral Run. 
Act III worked on. Movers entrance again re-blocked. Em-
phasis on economy of movment and rapidity of IR~ men's entrance. 
Profeesional job of siezing movers and proceeding to take Johnn~1 out. Scene must be electric to set up blackout and Juno scene. Reblocked Juno scene again to motivate actress. Should she 
stand or kneel? Director intends her to kneel during her praye~; 
however will it be effective on stage, especially since play wi 1 
be on floor level, thus o~structing sight and in~erest? Rehear 
sal are of buildjng toosmell to take Perspective; when we reach 
theatre we may tell if its all effective. Boyle-Juno scene wor-
ed on. Too fast ana furious. No motivation worked on - sense 
of despair. Actress doing Juno complained oirector had not given 
her anything to do. Precisely effect wanted. Director stresseg 
this to be essential factor for Juno in the scene - her utter 
helplessness. Boyle on the other hare!_ feels he's doing too muc • 
3cene flat - no reality and imaginative experience manifested ; 
only words and more woris . Joxer-Boyle scene went. Emphasis 
on Boyle VIlhan he discovers that his flat is empty. W,uestion is 
is he concerned at all about it, or does his futile existence 
fiaally begin to manifest itself? Actor feels latter argument 
the actual one. Director slowly realizing the impact of the 
theird act - chaos. Runthru best so far. Boyle began to reali2e 
.intricate steps he makes in play. Johnny believable; Juno and 
Mary. Last act again cumbersome, unimaginative. ore problems ! 
noged in ~ t.h'f,..A .-.n+• T,.,. .... .,.. .... to <>n+.f"',.... T""""'''"' '""' 1-4., .+.( .f ,..+ T-riT 
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Feb 18, Sta., 1-5 pm, Audobon, Runthru II 
An horrendous rehearsal. All belng worked on for 15 days 
simply went kaput. Director dismissed actors one half hour 
earlier than intended to show his displeasure. Overall a high-
school production. Interest, lost; the first act fell flat; 
the second began perking up, but the third was absolutely lu-
dicrous. Actors missed cues, interest, entrances, actions, 
etc. Director told cast they were too complaisant; that they 
think they were pretty good, and cl idn 't need to work. Vowed 
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to cast he would work them on sunday's rehearsal - to the bone • 
Jerry- ~~ry scene, Act I, worked thou~h. Sense of boy-girl 
relationship, and that Jerry really cares for Hary. This ro-
mantic interlude is perfect attifiude to condition, and t~igger. 
Jerry's cowardice in Act III. Actors sensed that what they 
were doing was right. However Boyle became too grotesque, cute, 
slow and lazy. Did not enjoy part. Ditto Joxer who is by the 
way still having a vocal problem. The cannot attain high pitch 
for Joxer's ~ice, andstraining layrtnx. Despite the poor wh~­
wing, something accomplished. The Mary-Jerry scene, Act I, 
as said before, and the party scene which is beginning to be 
realized mostly d_ue to the devil-may-care bravado exemplified 
1 by Joxer and Madigan are beginning to play off each other's characters. · They seem to enjoy one another's company. Exellent. 
If only Mary-Bentham, Boyle-Juno, could ~evelop motives and 
not be self-conscious in the scene. Boyle is still to comb- I 
ered with his bits. It still takes hold of what he is supposed 
to rea l ly be accomplish&ng. 
Feb 19, Sun, 1-5, Audobon, Runthru 
II 
Reversal of the previous day. Royle-Joxer-1uno trio begcn 
to play off one another and realize the surface of what their 
objecectives are. Mary-Jerry scene in Act I, however, lost l s 
ligbt qua lity and became melodramatic; also Act II when IRA mt;;n 
removed Johnny. Probbem of nre-setting Juno in her last seen , 
after she has been told of Johnny's death. Re-b locked the 
entire scene so as to motivate impact of her realization and 
her solo praryer. The Jerry-¥ary scene, Act III, melodramati d ; 
but began to see light more clearly. Both played the inh~~enp 
action of the scene - to point out human frailty. Jerry has 
apparently found motivation for the scene, and states it is the 
same as in Act I. Good 1 He has rationalized it for himself. ,, 
Now if only to act it. The runthru had this to convey. A 
dreary household which soon becomes hysterically gay and which 
subsides to immanent horror, death, betrayal of responsibility. 
Emotion low but s pirit up. The actors are again willing to 
believe in what they are doing , and that (as conveyed by the 
director the previous night) they must act the play and not 
themselves. 
-
-------- -------
Feb 20, Monday, 330-530, and 730-10, Act III and runthTu 
Since the director believes act III to be the most impor-
tant, the tightest in conception and execution, as well as the 
most difficult to realizeq be and the actors worked once again 
on the spec if :tcs to be manifested in this act. Boyle and Juno 
and Mary have already dropped script. Excellent. Now to the 
crux of the play. Juno scene, Act III, worked on four times. I 
Actress simply cannot realize reasnn she leaves Boyle. It is 
obtdous she has not listened, reacted, believed, or received 
anything from Boyle. Rehearsal was stopped and actors reblock-
ed by the directer. What h~ppems, to whom was discussed and 
pointed out. Director pointed out also the directors were I 
not believing in themselves and in one another; hence their 
failure to act the futility and helP~essness of their last 
scene. Indeed the scene is horridly melodramatic. It is writ-
ten, as such, but the director conveyed ~o the actors it cannot 
be melodramatic when done. They must realize the importance 
~f their situation. Discuss ion dropped and Mary-Jerry scene II 
taken up. Actors failed to achieve what director had given 
them - actual sense and believability of situation. Mary does 
not believe Jarry will take her away; rather ske really does. 
It is her action - to get out of the house. It is strong I 
enough to effect her ulti~ate collapse when she curses God that 
she has been seduced. Actress has a~pa~ently not ~ealized it I 
yet. The runthru was a flat one, comparable to that of the 
previous saturday; only major changes in Juno, Boyle, Joxer, w o 
seem to know (seem that is) what they are doing . Boy1_e clean 
11 
in motivation (~sp. in Acts I and II; the last act still a sore 
thumb)movement, purp~e, self-pity, desperation of the last actL 
Juno more conscious and purposeful in her overall action of keew-
ing the household together. Her matyr-like ~alities began to 
show themselves in Act II during party. This is perfect set-up 
for her atonment - paradox of her full realiz~tion that she has 
lost everything and must bury the past (in act III) Joxer work-
ed very well. Purposeful in movements and actions. Cunning 
quality, attitudes towards Boyle and Juno not clear yet, but 
coming. Nor at tidutde towards Nugent in act III. 
Feb 21, Tues., 330-530- Act Ij 730-10, Acts II & III, Adm. 
Act I worked over. Director brought recording of play 
so actors could again acquaint themselves with brogue, and 
Irish inflection. ~ast responded and took note; discussed the 
speech patterns. It lasted ! and hour because only the first· 
act was sufficaent to motivate actors to a ~proximate brogue anq 
other speech impllcations. The rehearsal then took a turn for 
the better, in relation to monday ' s . Juno conveyed her tired- I 
ness, dogedness, mechanical resistane, mother-of-us - all atti~u~e , 
and futility with Boyle's inherent laziness; howver ~oxer and 
Boyle did not come thru. They were enjoy ng their characters 
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and bits and situations. They dropped their actions and looked' 
heplessly unbelievable. Joxer in inheritance scene good . Funn~. 
Bitting; sarcastic, cunning as fox, and vicious. A perfect fo~l 
for Boyle's follies and phoney attitudes. If only it can be 
sustained. Acts II and III came off well though but they were 
spiritless renderings. Nugent -Joxer scene finally began to arri-
ve at a specific place . Joxer-Boyle scene, prior to Nugent scene, 
I 
hilarious, especially when Boyle discovered bottle of ale miss-
ing. Madigan scene w/Boyle furious and funny. Director enjoyed 
the spirit of this particular scene but the party was totally 
lost. The actors again did not seem to r ecanture the whole spir-
it of the Irish party . They seemed to anticipate Trancred's 
entrance. This scene was worked over also till actress ddmng 
Tancred broke up for loss of her chile. The first geniuine feel-
ing conveyed in any of the rehearsals. Overall the entire re-
hearsal was low in spirit, determiation. Jerry and Mary failed 
to show upl Illness. 
Feb 22, Wed ., 1-5, Runthru, Admiral , Holiday 
Tbday'srehearsals without services of actresses playing 
0uao and Madigan due to illness and previous committment. Dire-
ctor wished them to catch up with important school schedules and 
not to aggravate semblence of flue. Really wanted to eoctablis 
Joxer-Boyle, Nugent-Joxer , Mary-Jerry, Mary-Johnny relationships 
which have not been as clear as Juno's and Madigan's relation-
ships with the others. Also emphasised blocking of Act III fo 
movers and IRA men . Act I opening scene re-blocked for ~ary. 
Her motive is the reading of an interesting bit of news while 
she is awaiting the time she must meet her beau. Then Jerry's 
unexpected entrance adds fuel to her ire. The scene does not 
register. Boyle-Joxer first entrance,interesting, furiaas, 
frolicksome; however Boyle not specific in his want to lord it 
over Joxer, and show Joxer how he controls house. It is his 
ship and he is the captain. This attitude is far from appearing. 
Act I overall too fast; must be ~lowed down. Act II was best 
done today. Actors enjoyed party despite Madigan and Junoabsence. 
Hence the party does not only hinge on Madigan 's appearance, but 
on Boyle and Joxeer. Joxer's song effective. robilizer scene w/ 
Johnny insignificant, trite, melodramatic. Actors were advise~ 
of the heaviness of the scene. Rerun of the scane. Act III still 
the worst in conception, design, impact. Since Juno was missing 
the director and actors worked on Btrance of the movers, the IRA 
men, Johnny's removal, and Joxer-Boyle finale . Director re- 1 
blocked Madigan 's movement in3rd act scene w/Boyle and Joxer des -
pite her absence . The reherasa 1 was not so successful. Boyle 1 
and Joxer still too cute, lazy, grotesque, and are forever play-
ing triteness of the situations that the directer and writer 
have geven them. There is no truth in their method. Problem 
lies in how to tone them down~ Should they underplay their 
scenes; their relationship to one another? 
·-
,------,.-----~------------ ------ -------- --- ------- ~ 
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Feb 23, Thurs, 330-530 Act I, 730-10, Act II, Admiral 
Act I worked on right through so actors could acquaint 
themselves with pacing and purpose of their res pective ac-
tions, th&t is in the entire act. The Irish brogue has been 
suffering as of late, so the SM brought in a phoihograph w/the 
recording once again. Act I and II played over. It took 
20 minutes of the rehearsal's time. Jerr~r-Mary scene then 
worked; proved fast, serious, and sli~htly funny at the end. 
The director gave Jerry a movement whereby he could com~letely 
disregard Boyle in the scene. He has his back to him and kneels 
while kissing Mary's hand. ary sees her father, all the more 
motivating her consternation and want to esc ape Jerry. The 
scene may be hilarious; it is being played to end that way. I 
Joxer-Boyle scene, Act II, begain to go somewhere; the spe-
cific motivations of the characters clear, such as Joxer evad-
ing Juno by ~eering around the house, and attudinizing his safe-
ty once he feels she is not about. Boyle too much moreeffective 
in the scene - sense of defiance, devil-may-care attitude which 
is effective conclusion for Juno's unexpecte~ entrance. The 
scene had purpose, pace, but the characters were slow in real-
izing their objects and obstacles. Joxer-Boyle scenes in both 
acts went rather well. Juno, M8ry, Jerry, Johnny completely 
off script now a.s are Joxer and Boyle for both first acts. Mj ch 
work to be done on the inheritance scene. Once Bentham enters, 
it goes flat. Its because the character development is still 
in a prevaricating stage - not specific, too general. Evenin 
rehearsal devoted mainly to specific points of movement, inter-
est, and actor grouping during the party scene. A traffic ja' 
had often been the resultant factor. Also Joxer-Boyle scene 
began to see daylight. Director now has Joxer moving out of 
Boyle's vision (he is concerned with ravaging his new-found 11 
enemies, such as Bentham and Nugent) and sniffing about house for 
victuals. It may prove distracting for Boyle's hulabaloo but 
then what Boyle says is comic and not of serious consequence. 
It is disparagement of Behtham, Boyle, and tongue- l n-cheek 
diatribe. O'Casey sounding off. Wbkchelement of the staging 
will control the scaae - Boyle or Joxer? Mobilizer-Johnny 
scene again flat as was Trancred's entrance. Now have Bentham 
out of focal point in scene. He does not wish to relate to 
Tancred's misfortune; however how to set him up as being not I 
too distracting. Some of the actors toned down in the act. 
Also Bentham's actions so as not to distract Focus on T. Mi ni-
mi;ed it to his only lighting a cigarette and docil:r puffing I 
away. Act II opening Boyle-Bentham scene downstage left begin-
ning to be light. Boyle sets the mood of course. And it is I 
broken when Johnny errupts at Bentham's theosophic prattle. 
Feb 24, Fri., 330-530, Act II, 7-10, Act III, Admiral 
Act II rerun because director feels it is nAxt; w.:>olr4:1ctt: 
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tq act III. The patty began to click. Joxer-Boyle scene flat 
and tedious. Boyle has to sustain it . Joxer again cute al -
though he has finally got a liftt in his voice, and a high pitch . 
Improvement in character; however his act ion in scene inoecis ive. 
Juno has specific motive for getting into party . It is because 
she is mistress of household and feels it her duty to partake 
of the festivities. The embarrasenent of rr:'rancred 's entrance II 
began to be man1fested bv the partygoeers . All resnonded in 
nep;ative and shameful lNays after her exit. Boyle domina !Bed 
scene in feeble attempt to recreate party atomoshpere. Mobilizer-
Johnny scene is clearer although Jom1ny is underpla~ing impact and 
intent of scene. Director toned him down (!ne to his emtional 
outbreaks. Now nothing is happening in scene. Harry Hallenbeck 
more precise and definite in the scene . His voice now deep so 
as to offset his higher pitch as Bentham. He is pl aying duo-
role and the challenge is engaging for the actor, who has res-
ponded affirmatlvely. Overall the act is below Thursday's rehear-
sal . No pace and purpose to tee scene. Act II remains the most 
difficult for the director and the actors to realize on dramatic 
terms. Bo~le-Joxer scene flat; timing off. Juno-Boyle argument 
still unmotivated , staid, melodramatic, high-schoolish. Rerun 
of the scene . Joxer-Nugent scene inactive and flat. More move-
ment and Joxer must show more purpose and initi~tive irt attempting 
to cut Boyle down . Boyle's reprisal of Pugent's action beginning 
to border ontfie rddiculous. Good. Juno scene bad. he actres 
cannot feel a thing on :finding her son has been killeo. Svmbol c 
allusion to hearth cut out by director . Too histrionic and tri e. 
Actress rebelled, but ruled out. Mary effective in 'There isn't 
a God 'scene. Jerr~r-Mary scene horrendous, unbelievable, unbe lie-
vable melodramatic . 
Feb 25, Sat, 1-5, Audobon, Run~hru II 
The play :finally beginning to ta ke shape. Two styles mani-
fested: Bot!e-Joxer-Nugent-Madigan, and Juno-Mary-Jonny-Jerry. 
Will both encumber one another, prove ambigiouos, or will audien-
ce see two li1tes of development and realiz.ation at the same 
time? However the runghru effective, and began to get some-
wheres. It is beginning, middle , and finale. Boyre still gro-
tesque; so is Joxer who again tends to love onc'by the sound of 
his voice and the cuteness of his bits. Tnbelievable in action . 
Juno, :flat , unbelievable, disturbing , playing quality and not 
ovePall act ion. She simply is not coming through. Several pri-
Yate sesslons w/the actress failed to hetj) her predictament . 
'roo much an intellectual approach to the acting. She knows 
what she has to do, how she must do it, where to go; but when it 
eomes to the doing, nothing happens . Jerry-Mary scenes, Act I 
and II bad. Took them over again after the :tmnthru. The failu e 
:Ls on Jerry 's part. He is seeing more than there is in the script. 
Refuses or cannot plAy simple reality of the situations and his 
own needs. The play still has a great deal to go, esneclally, 
·-
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tne a11-1mportant "tnlra ac"t. Aga :1 "tne actors oo1.ng tne movers n 
failed to come. It was learned they had told that they would 1 
be absent. Their importAnt scene remajns unsolvent. Altogethe~ 
a tryin~, unsuccessful rehearsal. Only Boyle seemed to get any-
where; also Madigan. Both are coming through, and aeem to be w~y 
awead of the others . Can this be controlled? 
Feb 26, Sunday, 1-5 pm, Audobon, Runthru 
A flat rehearsal of little significance except for the re-
working of Act III which began to achieve the effects thedirec-
tor is striving to attain. Juno scene more believable, though 
actress continues to sneak phrases and play qualities of fear, 
II 
r loss, despair. Mary effective in the scene; also Madigan with 
whom director has had least trouble with during entire rehearsals 
thus far. Joxer-Boyle scenes, Act I to III tightest thus far 
of a 11 other scenes, save the Boyle ~~adigan scene in 1~ct III. 
Still relationships seem superficiai, ambigious. The breakfast 
scene, the director could swear was brilliantly executed by the 
actors. Ehe t i Dling , s us iness, sense of comic-relief, the rapidity 
of the scene seemed to pervade the rest of the rehearsal. However 
it did not, for when the 2d act closed, and the 3rd act opened, 
little was gained in the characters actions and needs, and the 
play~ realization of despa5_r and helplessness and hope. Boyle-
Joxer scene in the last act is beginning to be poignant. Boyle 
slumped to floor dm apathetic· pose as Joxer dozed off. The 
scene is slow anc truing, but still effective - as of today's 
rehearsal thus far. Jerry began to realize his action in both I 
his scenes . Mary unmotivated and weak; ditto Nugent and Bentham. 
More must be given them, especially their relations hips and 
attitudes towards the other characters and raison d'etre in the 
play. 
Feb 27, Mon , 339-530; 7-10, Admiral bldg, Acts I, II, III II 
Act I getting tighter. The rehearsal broke at five due to 
the hard work ~ut in by the actors , es pecially Boyle and Joxer 
who continuously work bits and situations in an attempt to per-
:t'ect their movements . The act is suspenseful (act I<) but slow. 
,Juno's martyr-like auality and incessant tiredness still to be 
eonveyed. Boyle-Joxer entrance poor. Worked on over again to 
get timing correct, and quality o·f drunkeness moving . Boyle-
~roxer breakfast scene flater than saturday's rehearsal. The II 
actors broke up. It was the first time it had ever happened 
during rehearsals since it is a funny scene. It was not stonpe~ 
because the director chose to let the actors get it out of thei~ 
aystems. Bentham inteT"itance scene more jovial and exi'uberant. 
J·oxer re-blocked at Kasanoff 's timely advice, so as to emphasize 
the surprise of his entrance. Jerry-Mary scenes failed to get 
off the beginning stages of Act I aztion . Acts II and III take~ 
seperately and wor~ done on each seperately . The Party was capa-
ble; JoxeP-Boyle scene effective if still distracting. Both II 
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have a lot to do during some scene , and seem to be play1.ng 'I 
against one another , rather than vise versa. Their relation-
ship still strained and unreal . Juno very effective - especi~­
lly in scene opening Act III (w/Mary). Concern for Mary's 
welfare beginning to come through . Never got to movers entrance 
in Act III. Time called while Boyle-Joxer doing their own 
crucial scene. It was Fe-blocked also to give Boyle more 
of a sense of agitation. Both acts flat and tedious in imagina-
tion, pace, conception. Actors and director's fault. 
Feb 28, Tues ., Rm 210, 330-530 Act I, 730-l1pffi Acts II & III 
Everythlg went wrong. Actors nervous due to new surround-
ings. Set not up. Banging consistently d:i.stracted actors who 
rebelled against it. They were told it had to be. Jerry fail-
ed to show up due to work comittment. Also Bentham. Juno more 
relaxed than others and began to be more comfortable in her 
scenes, especially w/Mary act III and Boyle Act III - Boyle 1 
continusoulsy dronped timing in his scenes in Acts I and II. 
The vendor-sewing-machine situations worked over until the 
timing set down. No props for Boy~-Joxer in Act I. Breakfast 
scene. Pantomime imaginative and badly sustained. The party 
scene also since the~e were no props to be acquired. Act II 
scene, Johnny-Mobilizer begain taking shape and significance. 
Tancred scene came off badly. Overall a slightly disastrous 
rehearsal, even though it made actors aware of new surroundin s 
and impositions of t he floor-stage . Perspective taken by direc-
tor who cleaned up sloppier scenes. Tighter groupings and IDD~e 
fluid movments. The actors simply forgot all they'd accomplish-
ed the weekend before. Director warned them the play was soo~ 
due, and thatthey must begin realizing their roles. Joxer ton-
ed down at lot, only he is underplaying situations very badly. 
His overall action more definite albeit still ambiguous . ~ugent 
scene good . Also the Irregular scene in act III. Johnny beg~n 
to play against emotional quality offear. 
March 1, Wed ., 330-530, Runthru; 7-11, Act I, Rm 210, Thea . II 
Runthru went much better than yesterday . The b:tts in .Ac~ 
I and II worked well; however Boyle and Joxer have no relation-
ship with one another, as well as with other characters as of 
yet. Sorely missing. Act III disastous since Boyle has been more 
interested in the comic elements of his character more than anp 
other thing - even perception of what he goes through, and a 1\'eal-
ization of his weak nature when he wishes to beat his daughte~ up. 
Scene II of .Act III worked on ~or timing. The pace given was 1 
much slower which serves as inaction playing agianst the action 
of the prev5.ous s cende when Johnny is taken out. The 1 ightin~ 
is inadauate although it has been set up and fixed in Place. · 
Sense of three Parts of day lost; the mood of the thrid act dces 
not coincide with the llghting due to the loss of focus. Rese't 
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during the latter part of the afternoon rehearsal when Act III 
run again. Juno scene, Act III, set downstage, and light on 
her. Then the cast and director adjoined to the other side of 
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the room so the technicians could ~inish the remaining work on 
the set. Juno-Mary scene run over w/o the blocking. Most effec-
tive. The blocking was cumbersome but motivated ; it is due to 
the size and placement of the furniture, which in itself is some-
what la~ge and grotesque. The best running the scene yet. The 
actresses commented on t'Pe results and felt it has achieved mean-
ing. Act I worked over for 4 hours while the lighting technic~n 
set the lighting areas for good . The act was faster than the 
director intends it to be. Boyle-Joxer scene worked well, also 
the inheritance and Jerry-Mary-Boyle scene. The breakfast scene 
was slower than usueal due to the bits the director has given 
the actors. Ran i t again and it worked. The pace began to lag 
which is intended to illustrate and manifest the inertia of the 
household, and the characers. The best it hAs gone t hus far. 
Details in the coal-vendor , sewing-mahcine man episodes worked 
on by Boyle and the actor dojng both roles. Joxer more intent 
on1• what he wants during the scene in act I, especially as Juno 
comes on it to interrupt the two codgers. l!fary scene /with .Te.ncy 
reblocked to table, rather than have her upstage. Actress dis-
tressed over new blocking, but claimed itworked the th1rd time 
the scene was run. Good results today. 
Mar 2, Thurs. rm 210, 330-530 Act II, III, 730-11 Costumes 
Act II worked on today. The party scene hilarious. However 
the actors are doing so many things, will it prove too distract-
ing? The focus in the scene still on Juno-.Tohnny scene. Or is 
.it still , or wlll it be? The director sees the underlying actiqn, 
but will the audience catch it? Tancred scene worl<:ed ; also mobili-
zer-Johnny scene. The mobolizer has acquaired a deep falsetto, 
put a hat over his eyes to hide identity, while the lights have 
been lowered. Joxer-Boyle scene finally worked. Act III finally 
has meaning , pace. The Boyle Juno scene vicious , melodramatic 
(but it's in the writing!~, and set up t he movers entrance which 
~ent all right. It must be faster still, and this was stressed. 
Juno's scene in thrid act worked; also Boyle-Joxer. Sease of fu-
tility. Costumes all worked well. Constant interuptions to put 
nt3W items on, demand new ones, adjustments. The actors worked 
with them very well , exept Juno. Boyle has set down his apparel 
for each of the scen~s he's in. The clothes are old, used, in 
the first act . The second t'Pev are brand new to denote newly-
acquired status ofthe Boyles . 
Me1r 3, Fri. , 730-1015, 'T'heatre 210, Critiaue 
The play went too fast and too furious; the bits were done 
for the sake of doing bits. Joxer-Boyle , Boyle-Juno relation-
ships with one another completely lost and ambiguous. Jerry-
11 
II 
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Mary scenes went the best the director has seen. Act II par- II 
tly hilarious, especially the party scene. Tancred's entrance 
since.rely shocldng. Just what directer intended . • Not a pin 
dropped, while all eyes trained SR on Tancred . Lighting effects 
Act I and II worked (except for business~/the lamp), but Act II 
lighting catastrophic; also when Johnny taken out. The movers 
were slow, clumsy, unsure . Juno's big scene blatantly flat; 
Jerry-Mary scene good, Joxer-Boyle finale went well. Overall 
criticisms- too much activity on stage in so short a time which 
offset the tr~gic implications of the play . The comedy defeated 
the tragedy. Did both styles work? For audience 's and faculty's 
react ons and criticisms, turn to Critical Notices preceding this 
section. 
Mar 4, Sat, Thea, 1-5 Scene II, Act III, Act II, Act III II 
Work on 2d scene of Act II which never worked critinue per-
formance. Actress playing Juno went over her tragic realization 
a number of times . Still there is nothina realized, and it is 
director's fault. He is unable to meet situation. Wi l l try SUQ.-
day once again. Act II worked on, espec5.ally opening Joxer-Boyle 
scene which drastically failed to achieve spirit of the act. The 
Beene is funny but the audeinne Friday did not react to its sub-
telties due mainly to Joxer'sconstant activity. Director still 
eontends it can work and is supposed to work. The partygoers en-
Joyed it even more than previous day, and Tancred 's entrance al~ 
the more effective. Mobilizer-Johnny scene more oppressive th~ 
.F'riday performance. Movers entrance and mobilizer 's entrance 
Act III worked on. It began to go somewhere - pace is fiaally 
set. Finally f or Boyle and Joxer more full realized because im-
provisations worked on conveying drunkeness. 
Mar 5, 2-5 Thea ~10, Runthru II 
The runthru was way down. Perhaps the cast needs the elec-
t:~ic atmosphere of the frida~r audience . The first act went wel] 
( l t is the least to worry about) but still not what the d irec<bon 
w~mts; act II (especially party scene, which was dull} went opp-
ressively slower than usual . JohnnyiHobilize:r scene went as well 
as the director could wish. Act III went the best it's ever go~e, 
even the movers -IRA men's entra noes. Juno's scene w / Ha:ry good l' 
Both actions greatly apparent . Juno-Boyle scene furious , purpose-
ful, but slightly unbelievable to motivate Boyle quitting house-
hold; ditto Joxer-Boyle scene, Act III. Boyle's exit Act III un-
warranted, unbelievable. Juno scene, act III, stiml nowheres 
to what director strived to achieve. Drunkeness of Joxer-Boyle 
SC(me Act III phoney this time, and dialogue too slow, unmotiva-
tec!, purposeless. Director commended actors hard work, and 
summarized the rehearsal V· ith notes. 
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ACT I 
SoENE.- Limng apartment of a two-room tenancy occupied by the 
BoYLE family, in a tenement house in Dublin. On the R., a door 
leading to the street. Above door R., a window looking into street. 
On o. back wall is a window. To R. of window, a dresser with 
crockery; to L. of window, a curtained alcove containing bed. On 
L. wall upstage is a door leading to another room. Below this door 
is the fireplace. On mantelpiece is an alarm clock, lying on its face. 
On wall, over mantelpiece, a picture of the Blessed Virgin ; beneath 
picture on mantelpiece a small red bowl ; the bowZ is filled with oil, 
and in the oil a lighted wick floats. This votive light must be always 
plainly 'Visible. In o. of room is a kitchen table, with chairs, one 
at back, and one at each end of table. On table a small mirror, a 
newspaper spread out at one end, and breakfast things at the other 
end. A well-worn armchair beside fireplace. A pan in the f ender 
and a teapot on the lwb. A long-handled labourer's shovel is leaning 
against the side of the dresser. , 
When the CURTAIN rises, JOHNNY BoYLE is sitting crouched in the 
armchair beside the fire. He is a thin, delicate f ellow, younger than 
MARY ; his face is pale and drawn ; there is a tremulous look of 
indefinite f ear in his eyes. The left sleeve of his coat is empty. 
Whe11 he walks he has a slight halt. 
MARY with her jumper off-it is lying on the back of a chair-is 
arranging her ta~r e ore a ~ny m~rror perched on the tab . 'Beside 
the mirror is stretched out the morning paper which she looks at when 
she isn't gazing into the mirror. She is a well-made and good-looking 
girl of 22. Two forces are working in her mind-one, through the 
circumstances of her life, pulling her back; the other, through the 
influence of books she has read, pushing her forward. The opposing 
forces are apparent in her speech and her manners, both of which are 
degraded by her environment, and improved by her acquaintance-
slight though it be-with literature. The time is early forenoon. 
MARY (looking at the paper). On a little bye-road, out beyant 
Finglas, he was found. 
(MRs. BOYLE...®,te b oor R. • she has been shopping and carries 
a small parcel in her hand.. "S is 45 years of age, and twenty 
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years ago she must have been a pretty woma.n; but her face has now 
assumeclthat look which ultimately settles down upon the faces of the 
women of the working-class,· a look of listless monotony and harass 
anxiety, blending with an expression of mechanical r istance. 
Were circumstances favourable, she would probably be a 7iandsome, 
active and clever woman.) 
tcunox 
'ULC , 
akes 
coat off X bedroo 
then X 
MRs. BoYLE. Isn't he come in ye 
MARY. No, mother. L~-------
MRs. BoYLE (R.). Oh, he'll come in when he likes; ·strutting 
ftable X 
to fire 
place 
sausage 
away about the town like a paycock with Joxer, I suppose. (Putting 
parcel on table.) I hear all about Mrs. Tancred's son is in this 
morning's paper. 
(MRs. BoYLE crosses b hind MARY, takes off hat and black shawl, 
and flings them on bed in alcove.) 
MARY. The full details are in it this mornin' ; seven wounds he 
had-one entherin' the neck, with an exit wound beneath the left 
shoulder-blade ; another in the left breast penethratin' the heart, 
an' ... 
JoHNNY (springing up f rom the fire). Oh, qui _ 
God's sake ! Are yous losin' all your feelin's ? t'll soon be that 
none of yous'll read anythin' that's not about butcherin'! (He goes 
quickly into the room L.) 
MARY (looking after JOHNNY}. He's getting very sensitive, all of 
a sudden. 
(MRs. BoYLE comes down to table R.) 
MRs. BoYLE. "t m self Mary, by an' by, when I come 
home. Everybod. 's sayin' that e was a Die-hard-thanks be to 
God that Johnny had nothin' to do with him this long time .... 
(Opening the parcel and taking out some sausages, which she places on 
a plate.) Ah, then, if that fa er o' yours doesn't come in soon for 
his breakfast, he may go Wl hou any:· I'll not wait much longer 
for him. 
(MRs. BoYLE takes plate of sausages from table, goes over to dresser, 
and puts them in bottom cupboard.) 
MARY. Can't you let him get it himself when he comes in 1 
MRs. BoYLE. Yes, an' let him bring in Joxer Daly along with 
him? Ay, that's what he'd like, an' that's what he's waitin' -for-
till he thinks I'm gone to work, an' then sail in with the boul' Joxer, 
to burn all the coal an' dhrink all the tea in the place, to show them 
what a good Samaritan he is ! But I'll stop here till he comes in, 
if I have to wait till to-morrow mornin'. (Goes over and sits beside 
fire .) 
VorcE OF JoHNNY (inside). Mother! 
MRs. BoYLE. Yis 1 
VorcE Oj' JoHNNY. Bring us in a dhrink o' wather. 
:....-::: Juno 
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MRs. BoYLE. Bring in that fella a dhrink o' wather, for God'~ 
sake, Mary. 
MARY (still before mirror, arranging hair). Isn't he big an' able 
enough to come out an' get it himself 1 
MRs. BoYLE (getting up from fire, going to dresser, fills a glass with 
water). If you weren't well yourself, you'd like somebody to bring 
you in a glass of water. 
(MRs. BoYLE goes in with water to room L. and returns and sits down 
by the fire.) 
MRs. BoYLE. Isn't it terrible to have to be waitin' this way I 
You'd think he was bringin' twenty poun's a week into the house 
the way he's going on. He wore out the Health Insurance lon 
ago, he's afther wearin' out the unemployment dole, an', now, 
he's thryin' to wear out me ! An' constantly singin', no less, when 
he ought always to be on his knees offerin' up a Novena for a 
job! 
MARY (tying a ribbon, fillet-wise, around her head). I don't like 
this ribbon, rna ; I think I'll wear the green-it looks betther than 
the blue. 
MRs. BoYLE (poking fire viciously). Ah, wear whatever ribbon 
ou like, girl, only don't be botherin' me. I don't know what a girl 
strike wants to be wearin' a ribbon round her head for or sil 
tockin's on her legs either; it's wearin' them things that make the 
employers think they're givin' yous too much money. 
MARY. The hour is past now when we'll ask the employers' 
permission to wear what we like. 
MRs. BoYLE. I don't know why you wanted to walk out for 
Jennie Claffey; up to this you never had a good word for her. 
MARY. What's the use of belongin' to a Trades Union if you 
won't stand up for your principles 1 Why did they sack her 1 It 
was a clear case of victimization. We couldn't let her walk the 
streets, could we 1 
MRs. BoYLE. No, of course yous couldn't--yous wanted to keep 
her company. Wan victim wasn't enough. When the employers 
sacrifice wan victim, the Trades Unions go wan betther be sacrificin' 
a hundred. 
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MARY. It doesn't matther what you say, rna-a principle's a 
principle. 
Cue 1 ----~MRs. BoYLE. Yis; an' when I go into oul' Murphy's to-morrow, t!. 
"!Ln' he gets to know that, instead o' payin' all, I'm goin' to borry '\ 
for knit-
ting, pick 
p paper , 
akes it 
to dress . 
Cue 2/ more, what'll he say when I tell him a principle's a principle 1 What'll we do if he refuses to give us any more on tick 1 
MARY. He daren't refuse-if he does, can't you tell him he's 
paid 1 
MRs. BoYLE. It's lookin' as if he was paid, whether he refuse~! ' -----+ 
or no. r,;;;: 
(J OBNNY appears at the door L.) 
.. 
Light~ Sound 
(/ 
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JOHNNY l s I · ' own_; I thought yous were gone. Oul' 
Simon Mackay is thrampin' about li e a horse over me head, an' 
I can't sleep with him-they're like thunder-claps in me brain ! 
The curse o'-God forgive me for goin' to curse! 
MRS. BoYLE. There, now ; go back an' lie down agen, an' I'll 
Johnny X 
URC, sit 
chair US 
of table 
JoHNNY. Tay, tay, tay! You're always thinkin' oi_~Y· If a • Johnny X bring you in a nice cup o' tay. u 
man was dyin', you'd thry to make him swally a cup o~! (He- to bed . 
goes back.) 
MRs. BoYLE. I don't know what's goin' to be done with him. X 
The bullet he got in the hip in Easter Week was bad enoug~"'-<i.--4 alcove, 
the bomb that shatthered his arm in the fight in O'Connell Street bed 
put the finishin' touch on him. I knew he was makin' a fool of 
himself. God knows I went down on me bended knees to him not 
to go agen the Free State. 
Y. He stuck to his principles, an', no matther how you may 
argue, ma, a pnnctple s a pnncip e. 
VoiCE OF JoHNNY (in room L.). Is Mary goin' to stay here~ 
MARY (shouting). No, I'm not going to stay here; you can't 
expect me to be always at your beck an' call, can you 1 
VoiCE OF JoHNNY. I won't stop here be meself l 
MRs. BoYLE. Amn't I nicely handicapped with the whole o' 
yous! I don't know what any o' yous ud do without your ma. 
(At door L., to JoHNNY.) Your father'll be here in a minute, an' if 
you want anythin', he'll get it for you. 
ta 
JoHNNY. I hate assin' him for anythin' .... He hates to be snbstitut-
assed to stir. . . . Is the light lightin' before the c ur o' the Virgin~ - ---J:C! '' sta-
MRs. BoYLE. Yis, yis! The wan inside to St. Anthony isn't tue" . 
enough, but he must have another wan to the Virgin here! 
(.l.RRJW nE)~INE enters hastfi.!r by door R. He is abottt 25, wel set, 
active and earnest. He -v-a-t'tf!Je,..b~ing ve1·y common now in 
the Labour Movement, of a mind knowiii:g"lnoughJ.~e the mass 
of his associa,tes, who know less, a power, and too l'ittle W broaden 
that power for the benefit of all. MARY seizes her jumper, and runs 
hastily into room L.) 
JERRY (R., breathless from speed). ere's the Captain, where's 
the Captain, Mrs. Boyle 1 
MRs. BoYLE (sitting at fire; turning to look at JERRY). You may 
well ass a body that: he's wherever Joxer Dal 's-dhrinkin' in 
some snug or another. 
JERRY. Father Farrell is just afther stoppin' o tell me to run 
up an' get him to go to the new job that's goin' on in Rathmines; 
l>ia cousin is foreman o' the job, an' Father Farrell was speakin' to 
him about poor Johnny an' his father bein' idle so long, an' the 
foreman told Father Farrell to send the Captain up an' he'd give 
him a start-! wondher where I'd find him 1 
-- ~-----------
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MRs. BoYLE (getting up and crossing to JERRY, R.). ¥ou'll find- ----
he's ayther in Ryan's or Foley's. 
JERRY. I'll :rll.Il.rpund to R an's-I know it's a great house o' 
Juno X 
to Jerry 
now Joxer's. (He rushes out door R. 
(MRs. BoYLE crosses over to fire again, and sits in chair, in an agitated 
state.) 
MRs. BoYLE (piteously). There now, he'll miss that job, or I 
know for what ! If he gets win' o' the word, he'll not come back 
till avenin', so that it'll be too late. There'll never be any good 
got out o' him so long as he goes with that shouldher-shruggin' 
oxer. I killin' meself workin', an' he sthruttin' about from mornin' 
till night like a paycock ! 
(The footsteps of" CAPTAIN" BoYLE and JoxER are heard comin9 
upstairs, outside door R. " CAPTAIN " BoYLE is singing in a deep, 
sonorous voice, ' Sweet SPirit, hear my Prayer."+-...w.L<.:>.-.~:u.u-L.lli~­
lifts her head and listens ; s rises from he seat, goes and stands 
listening behind table.) 
BoYLE (outside door R., singing). Sweet Spirit, hear me prayer! 
Hear ••. oh ... hear ..• me prayer •.. hear, oh, hear •.. 
Oh, he ... ar ... oh, he ... ar ... me ... pray ... er ! 
{jerry X 
~t door 
Uno sits hair SR table 
~uno says 'SWeet pirit hear 
is praver 
I'll take 
rne ol mn 
affadavey JoxER (outside). Ah, that's a darlin' song, a daaarlin' song! 
(MRs. BoYLE goes to alcove, backstage L., sits on bed so that curtains 
hide her from view. ) 
(" CAPTAIN " BoYLE comes slowly in, R. He is a man 0 out 60 ; 
then ~~ X to al-
1/0 cove , hide 
stout, grey-haired and stocky. His neck is short, and his hea lo,oks 
like a stone ball that one sometimes sees on top of a gate-post. t 
cheeks, reddish-purple, are puffed out, as if he were always repressing 
an almost irrepressible ejaculation. On his upper lip is a crisp, 
tightly cropped moustache ; he carries himself with the upper part 
of his body slightly thrown back, and his stornach slightly thrust 
forward. His walk is a slow, consequential strut. His clothes are 
dingy, and he wears a faded seaman's cap~· h a glazed peak.) 
BoYLE (to JoxER, who is still outside). me on, co)lle in 
Joxer; she's gone out long ago, man. If the 's nothing else to be 
got, we'll furrage out a cup o' tay, anyway. It's the only bit I get 
in comfort when she's away. 'Tisn't Juno should be her pet name 
at all, but Deirdre of the Borras, for she's always grousin'. 
(JoxER steps cautiously into the room by door R. He may be younger 
than " CAPTAIN " BoYLE, but he looks a lot older. His face is like 
a b·undle of crinkled paper ; his eyes have a cunning twinkle ; he is 
spare and loosely built,· he has a habit of constantly shrugging his 
shoulders with a peculiar twitching movement, meant to be ingrati-
ating. His face is invariably ornamented with a grin.) 
JoXER (R.). It's a terrible thing to be tied to a woman that's 
v~ c 
r 
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C)( lo 
. always grousin'. I don't know how you stick it--it ud put years 
on me. It's a good job she has to be so ofen away, for (with a shrug) 
( when the eat's away, the mice can play l 
BoYLE (with a commanding and complacent gesture). _,Pull over 
to the fire, Joxer, an' we'll have a cup o' tay in a miu41ie. 
JoxER. Ah, a cup o' tay's a darlin' thing, a daaarlin' thing-
the cup that cheers but doesn't .•• 
(MRs. BoYLE cuts J OXER's speech short by springing suddenly out of 
alcove, and stands angrily between BoYLE and JoxER, glaring from 
one to the other. Both are stupefied.) 
X to 
SL, 
kes it 
to armcha r 
l Boyle sits 
1\f&s. BoYLE (with sweet irony-poking the fire, and turning her-tJuno X 
head to glare at J OXER). Pull over to the fire, J oxer Daly, an' we'll . DS L 
have a cup o' tay in a minute! Are you sure, now, you wouldn't 
like an egg 1 X R t i 
JoxER. I can't stop, Mrs. Boyle; I'm in a desperate hurry, a ry ng 
desperate hurry. to get by 
MRs. BoYLE. Pull over to the fire, Joxer Daly; people is alwaye Juno , then 
far more comfortabler here than they are in their own place. 11 t do<!7 
(J OXER makes hastily for the door. BoYLE stirs to follow him; thinks 
of something to relieve the situation-stops, and says suddenly-
" Joxer! ") 
JoxER (at door, ready to bolt). Yis 1 
(BoYLE crosses in front of MRs. BoYLE to JoxER R., gets close to 
him and speaks meaningly.) 
BoYLE. You know the foreman o' that job that's going on 
down in Killesther, don't you, Joxer 1 
JoXER (puzzled). Foreman-K.illesther 1 
(MRs. BoYLE is standing staring at them ; she is L.c. and listens to them 
quietly, but with an ominous glare in her eyes. They are trying 
to deceive her, b-ut she sees through them.) 
BoYLE (with a meaning look). He's a butty o' yours, isn't he 1 
JoxER (the meaning of BoYLE dawning on him). The foreman 
at Killesther--oh yis, yis. He's an oul' butty o' mine--oh, he's 
a darlin' man, a daarlin' man. 
BoYLE. Oh, then, it's a sure thing. It's a pity we didn't go down 
at breakfast first thing this mornin'-we might ha' been working 
now ; but you didn't know it then. 
JoxER (with a shrug). It's betther late than never. 
BoYLE. It's nearly time we got a start, anyhow; I'm fed up 
knock in' round, doin' no thin'. He promised you-gave you the 
straight tip 1 
J OXER. Yis. " Come down on the blow o' dinner," says 
" an' I'll .start you, a.n' any friend y"'u~~.w,· •'.:.. ._ 10~~· ~· -n,~· ~~.M.J-----:..1 
_Ah, says I, you're a darlin' man, a daaarlin' man. 
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BoYLE. Well, it couldn't come at a betther time-we're a long 
time waitin' for it. 
JoxER. Indeed we were; : but it's a long lane that has no 
turnin'. 
BoYLE. The blow up for dinner is at onet"ait till I see what 
time 'tis. (He goes over to the mantelpiece, •nd gingerly lifts the 
clock.) 
(MRs. BoYLE iJ standing L.c. watching the movements of BoYLE 
and JoxER.) 
MRs. BoYLE (watching BoYLE}. Mind now, how 1ou go on 
fiddling with that clock; you know the least little thing sets it 
astray. 
BoYLE (with clock in his hand, paying no attention to MRs. BoYLE}. 
The job couldn't come at a betther time ; I'm feelin' in great fettle, 
Joxer. I'd hardly believe I ever had a pain in me legs, an' last 
week I was nearly crippled with them. 
J OXER. That's betther an' betther; ah, God never shut wan 
door but he opened another ! 
BoYLE (looking at clock). It's only eleven o'clock-we've lashing 
of time. 
(Puts clock carefully back on mantelpiece, crosses front of Mns. BoYLE, 
over to JoxER, and stands beside him, L.) 
----~. X to man-
le, takes 
clock 
----~~uno turns }! o "9oyle 
I'll slip on me moleskins after breakfast, an' we can saunther wn ;rex-
at our ayse. b k er on ac 
(BOYLE goes otJer to dresser, takes up shovel, and returns to the side Bov 1 e X to 
of JoXER, displaying the shovel.) ~ rlr~sser 
I think, Joxer, we'd betther bring our shovels. Juno y to 
JoxER. Yis, Captain, yis; it's betther to go fully prepared a 
ready for all eventualities. You bring your long-tailed shovel, an' oxer Slow 
I'll being me navvy. We roighten want them, an', then agen, we Juno blo-
might: for want of a nail the shoe was lost, for want of a sh.oe.. cks zoxer 
the horse was lost, an' for want of a horse the man wae lost-aw, rom going 
that's a darlin' proverb, a daa.2:' , • • ~oxer 'y ou 
(MRS. BoYLE, in an angry way, suddenly rushes towards JoxER; oor SR 
J~xER hurriedly runs out by door. R .. MRs. BoYLE shuts the d :runo foil-
wtth a bang. BoYLE, pushed astde tn the ru c to the "' 
dresser, leaving the shovel back where he got · RS. BoYLE, in WS 
a raging temper, crosses quickly to L. and busies herself with the _ 
fire.) '- _ -1 Bo,rle sit 
BoYLE (apologetically). We won't be long pultin' oursel9ves Juno fixes 
together ogain, when I'm workin' for a few weeks. ·. is hes & 
(MRs. BoYLE takes no notice.) £:.;.. rranges 
The foreman on the job is an oul' butty o' J oxer's ; I have an idea e 8 kf 8 S t 
Lights 
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that I know him meself. (Silence.) •• · l...I.f~  
back o' me moleskin trousers. . . . If you eave out a needle an' 
thread I'll sew it on meself. . • • Thanks be to God, the pains 
in me legs is gone, anyhow ! 
MRs. BoYLE (wit!. a burst). ~ok here, Mr. Jacky Boyle, them 
yarns won't go down with Ju . I now ;y_ou an' loxer Daly of 
an oul' date, an', if you think y u're able to come it over me wtth 
them fairy tales, you're in the wrong shop. 
BoYLE (at front of dresser, coughing subduedly to relieve the tense-
ness of the situation). U-u-u-ugh ! 
MRs. BoYLE. Butty o' Joxer's! Oh, you'll do a lot o' good 
as long as you continue to be a butty o' Joxer'sl 
BoYLE. U-u-u-ugh ! 
MRs .. BoYLE .. Sho;el! ~" then1 me .po-!1 :r2u'd do fa; ,!llore 
work w1th a kmfe an fork \han ever you IIo w1th a sliovel ! 
there was e'er a genuine job goin' you'd be dh'other way about 
-not able to lift your arms with the pains in your legs ! Your 
poor wife slavin' to keep the bit in your mouth, an' you gallivantin' 
about all the day like a paycock ! 
BoYLE. It ud be betther for a man to be dead, betther for a 
man to be dead. 
MRs. BoYLE (ignoring the interruption). Everybody callin' you 
"Captain," an' you only wanst on the wather, in an oul' collier 
from here to Liverpool, when anybody, to listen or look at you, 
ud take you for a second Christo For Columbus ! 
BoYLE. Are you never goin' to give us a rest 1 
MRs. BoYLE. Oh, you're never tired o' lookin' for a rest. 
BoYLE. D'ye want to dhrive me out o' the house 1 
(MRs. BoYLE goes from fireplace, crosses rapidly to dresser ; BoYLE, 
fearfully getting out of her way, comes downstage R.O. MRs. BoYLE 
takes breakfast things from dresser-bread, sugar, etc., and armnges 
them on table. She does all in an ang1'y way.) 
' 
MRs. BoYLE. U..,ud be easier to dhrive you out o' .the. house 
than to dhrive yo~rn£oa jo6.'-1lere~sitdown an' take your break-
-
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e bread 
fast-it may be the last you'll get, for I don't know where the ~vle gG-
next is goin' to come from. ~~--------··,•-=jfS to s i BoYLE. If I get this job we'll be all right./ 
MRs. BoYLE. Did ye see Jerry Devine 1 '\, down • 
BoYLE (testily). No, I didn't see him. 
MRs. BoYLE. No, but you seen Joxer. Well, he was here/~---- Juno X 
lookin' for you. ·to Boyle 
BoYLE. Well, let him look I 
MRs. BoYLE. Oh, indeed, he may well look, for it ud be hard 
for him to see you, an' you stuck in Ryan's snug. 
BoYLE. I wasn't in Ryan's snug-1 don't go into Ryan's. 
MRs. BoYLE. Oh, is there a mad dog there 1 Well, if you 
weren't in Ryan's you were in Foley's. 
s Sound 
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BoYLE. I'm telling you for the last three weeks I haven't tasted 
a dhrop of intoxicatin' liquor. I wasn't in ayther wan snug or 
dh'other-I could swear that on a prayer-book-I'm as innocent 
as the child unborn! 
(MRs. BoYLE goes to dresser, takes out sausages from cupboard under-
neath, crosses to fire, puts them on pan, and starts to cook them. 
BOYLE crosses to back of table.) 
t'no Y to 
f.j re , put 
dcwn brea 
d , take 
~P sas . 
MRs. BoYLE. Well, if you'd been i f our breakfast you'd ~ l X 
ha' seen him. :::JOY e 
BOYLE (suspiciously). What does he want me for 1 ----- to door 
MRs. BoYLE. He'll be back any minute an' then ;¥Pl¥-l~ SR 
know. 
BoYLE (starting to door R . I'll rap out an' see if I can meet 
him. ~ MRs. BoYLE (catching him by shoulder). . ' · an' take 
your breakfast, an' let me go to me war , for I'm an hou~r..,.la'"Et~e-----4 to 
already waitin' for you. 
BoYLE. You ne~'t ha' waited, for I'll take no breakfast-
I've a little spirit t 'in me still. 
MRs. BoYLE (relea$1, him, and moving away L.). Are you goin' 
to have your breakfast-yes or no 1 
BoYLE (too proud to yield). ' ~~ove no breakfast-yous can 
keep your breakfast. (Plaintive y. I'll knocli: out a it some-
where, never fear. 
MRs. BoYLE. Nobody's gain' to coax you-don't think that. 
(She vigorousLy eplac£S the_pan and th£. sa'USJJ{Jes in the press 
retun~~~o:J... 
BoYLE. I've a little spirit left in me still. 
(JERRY DEVINE enters hast·ily by door R., looks around and sees 
BoYLE.) 
JERRY. Oh, here you are at ! I've been searchin' for you 
everywhere. The foreman in Fo ey's me you hadn't left the 
snug with Joxer ten minutes before I went 1 • 
MRs. BoYLE. An' he swearin' on the holy prayer-13 hat he 
wasn't in no snug ! 
BoYLE (to JERRY). What ~ness is ito' yours whether I was 
in a snug or no 1 What do y u want to e gallopin' about afther 
me for 1 Is a man not to be all wed to leave lii ous or a minute 
without havin' a pack o' spies, pimps an' informers canthel'in' t 
his heels 1 
JERRY (R.). Oh, you're takin' a wrong view of it, Mr. Boyle; 
I simply was anxious to do you a good turn. I have a message 
for you from Father Farrell: he says that if ou go to the job 
to 
r, 
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that's on in Rathmines, an' ask for Forema u""''l,..l ..,~e ... t ____ -....;1',. 
a start. 
BoYLE (standing to L. of .TERRY) 
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wa.nt the motions of me body to be watched the way an asthronomer/" 
ud watch a star. If you're folleyin' Mary aself, you've no peree-
ogative to be folleyin' me. (Suddenly catching his thigh.) ~-u . 
I'm afther gettin' a terrible twinge in me right leg ! 
MRs. BoYLE (near fire). Oh, it won't be very long no ill it 
travels into your left wan. It's miraculous that whenever he scents 
a job in front of him, his legs begin to fail him ! Then, me bucko, 
if you lose this chance, you may go an' furrage for yours If ! 
JERRY. This job'II last for some time too, Captain, a 
as the foundations are in, it'll be cushy enough. 
BoYLE (dolefully). Won't it be a climbin' job t How d'ye 
expect me to be able to go up a ladder with these legs 1 An', if 
I get up aself, how am I goin' to get down agen t 
MRs. BoYLE (viciously). Get wan o' the labourers to ca you 
down in a hod! You can't climb a laddher, but you can skip 
like a goat into a snug ! 
JERRY. I wouldn't let meself be let down that easy, Mr. Boyle; 
a little exercise, now, might do you all the good in the world. 
BoYLE. It's a docthor you should have been, Devine-maybe 
you know more about the pains in me legs than meself that has 
them 1 LL------1 
JERRY (irritated). Oh, I know nothin' about the~ns in your 
legs ; I've brought the message that Father Farrell gave me, an' 
that's all I can do. 
MRs. BoYLE (catching him by shoulder and pulling him toward.~--~ 
table). Here, sit down an' take your breakfast, an' go an' g 
ready ; an' don't be actin' as if you couldn't pull a wing out of a 
dead bee. 
BoYLE. I want no breakfast, I tell you ; it ud choke me afther 
all that's been said. I've a little spirit left in me still. 
(MRs. BoYLE roughly pulls him past her to L. , and pushe..~ him towards 
door L.) ~,-. 
MRs. BoYLE. Well, let's see your spirit, then, an' go in at o ee-st 
an' put on your moleskin trousers. 
BoYLE (halting at door L.). It ud be betther f man to be 
dead. U-ugh! There's another twinge in me other leg! Nobody 
but meself knows the sufferin' I'm goin' through with the pains in 
these legs of mine. (He goes into room L.) 
MRS. BoYLE (putting on her hat and coat which she 
bed in alcove). I'll have to push off, now, for I'm ibly late 
already; but I was determined to stay an' hunt that Joxer, this 
time. 
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.MARY. It looks like it when I'm putting on my hat . oesnJ. 
JERRY. The bitther word agen, Mary. 
15 
MARY. You won't allow me to be frien y with you; if It t' 
you deliierately misundherstand it. 
JERRY. I didn't always misundherstand it; 
delighted to have the arms of Jerry around you. 
MARY. If you go on talkin' like this, Jerry Devine, you'll make 
me hate you ! 1 _ 
JERRY. Well, let it be either a weddin' or ~ake! Listen, 
Mary, I'm standin' for the Secretaryship of our Union. There's 
only one opposin' me ; I'm popular with all the men, an' a good 
speaker-all are sayin' that I'll get elected. 
MARY. Well1 
JERRY: The job's worth three hundred an' fifty pounds a year, 
Mary. You an' I could live nice an' cosily on that; it would lift 
you out o' this place an' . . . 1 ,. 
MARY. I haven't time to listen to you no~ have to go. 
(She crosses towards door R., in front of table; JERRY meets her 
half-way c.). 
JERRY (appealingly). Mary, what's come o et"'j'OU with me for 
the last few weeks 1 You hardly speak to me, an' then only a 
word with a face o' bittherness on it. Have you forgotten, Mary, 
all the happy evenin's that were as sweet as the scented hawthorn 
that sheltered the sides o' the road as we saunthered through the 
country 1 
MARY. That's all over now. When you get your new job, Jerry, 
you won't be long findin' a girl far betther than I am for your 
sweetheart. 
JERRY. Never, never, Mary I No matther what happens, you' 
always be the same to me. 
MARY. I must be off; please let me go, Jerry. 
JERRY. I'll go a bit o' the way with you. 
MARY. You needn't, thanks; I want to be by mese 
tries to pass.) 1 
JERRY (catching her arm). You're goin' to meet an 
you've clicked with someone else, me lady ! 
MARY. That's no concern o' yours, Jerry Devine; let me go! 
JERRY. I saw yous comin' out o' the Cornflower Dance Class, 
an' you hangin' on his arm-a thin lanky strip of a Micky Dazzler, 
with a walkin'-stick an' gloves I 
MARY (protestingly). You're hurtin' me arm I Let me go, or I'll 
scream, an' then you'll have the oul' fella out on top of us ! 
JERRY. Don't be so hard on a fella, Mary, don't be so hard. 
BoYLE (appearing at the door L . in wide leskin trousers • 
What's the meanin' of all this hillabaloo 1 
MARY. Let me go, let me go I 
BoYLE. D'ye hear me-what's all this billabaloo about 1 
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JERRY (plaintively). Will you not give us one kind 
kind word, Mary 1 
BoYLE (loudly). D'ye hear me talkin' to Y. 
hillabaloo for 1 
JERRY. Let me kiss your hand our , tiny, white hand I 
BoYLE. Your l~tle, tiny, white and-are you takin' leave o_' _ __ _ 
your senses, mall4......: 
(MARY breaks away and rushes out door R.) 
BoYLE (to JERRY). This is nice gain's on in front of her father I tu,..,ns 
Boy . JERRY (turning and speaking viciously to BoYLE).,c Ah, dhry u ·--·--·_::4..0 for God's sake! (He follows MARY out door R.) " 
BoYLE (L. of table, standing speechless for a rrwment). Chiselurs 
don't care a damn now about their parents. They're brin~ 
fathers' grey hairs with sorra to the grave, an' laflin' at 1t, laffiii """-... 
at it I 
· (Turns to L. and sits down in chair by the fire.) 
Ah, I suppose the same everywhere-the whole worl's in a state 
of chassis! Breakfast. Well, they can keep their breakfast for 
me. (Emphatically.) Not if they went down on their bended 
knees, would I take it I I'll show them I've a little spirit left in 
me still. 
(He sits still for a few moments; then gets up ve1"1J slowly, crosses 
stage behind table, and goes to dresser. Opens the bottom cupboard, 
takes out a plate and looks at it.) 
(Scornfully.) Sassige! Well, let her keep her sassig<~----­
(He puts the plate of sausages back in cupboard; returns slowly to 
chair by fire ,· sits down, and remains still for a few seconds ; thtn 
he takes the teapot from the hob, and shakes it.) 
X d Oar" 
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Uh, the tea's wet, right enough. its 
(He replaces the teapot on the hob, and again sits still for a few mo- pan 
ments. Then he rises, crosses stage slowly, behind table, to dre~ser, hand 
takes out the plate of sausages, returns to fire, puts the sausages 
the pan, puts both on fire, sits down in chair, and
1 
att~ the 
sausages with a fork.) /::::::: 
(Singing as he cooks.) When the robins nest agen, 
And the flowers are in bloom, 
When the Springtime's sunny smile seems to banish all sorrow an' 
gloom; 
Then me bonny blue-ey'd lad, if me heart be true till then-
He's promised he'll come back to me, 
Wben the robins nest agen ! 
(He lifts his head at the high note, and then drops his eyes to the pan.) 
(Singing.) Wnen the .•• 
s Sound 
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An en-
rs ~-(Steps are heard approaching ; he whips the pan off the fire Q.nd puts 
it under the bed, then sits down at the fire. The door opens and a 
bearded man looking in, says: "You don't pp,en to wa.n · - a- --
sewin' machine 1 ") 
- ovle 
to al-
cove w/ 
BoYLE (furiously). No, I don't want e'er a sewin' machi\!f"' 
(He returns the pan to the fire, and commences to sing agai~) 
(Singing). When the robins nest agen, 
And the flowers they are in bloom, 
e's ... 
uioikoog .k11t1.ck is eacl at th&...§ttcet..dopx..,) 
errible tatheraraa-that's a. stranger-that's nobody 
the house. 
JoXER (sticking his head in at the door). Did ye heart 
arahs 1 
BoYLE. Well, Joxer, I'm not deaf. 
JoHNNY (appearing in his shirt and trousers at the door on L., his 
face is anxious and his voice is tremulous). o's that at the door ; 
who's that at the door 1 Who gave that 
me-are yous deaf or dhrunk or what 1 
BoYLE (to JoHNNY). How the hell do I know who 'tis 1 Joxer, 
stick your head out o' the window an' see. 
J OXER. An' mebbe get a b et in the kisser 1 Ah none o' 
them thricks for Joxer! It's be r to be a coward than a corpse! 
(BoyLE gets up from chair, goes cautiously across stage, behind table 
to window above door R. He caref ully shoves the curtains asicle, 
and cautiously peeps out into street.) 
BoYLE. It's a fella jJI;,a thrench coat. 
JoHNNY (terrifwd). :IISty ary, otlier o o 
BoYLE. He's goi~way-he must ha' got tired knockin'. 
(JoHNNY goes back to ~om L. BoYLE comes back to fire, and attends 
to sausages. J OXER remains standing beside door R. BoYLE turns 
with a fork the sausage in pan ; turns round and gives an invitatory 
gesture to JoxER.) 
Sit down an' have a cup o' tay, Joxer. 
JoxER. I'm afraid the mis ud pop in on us agen before we'd 
know where we are. Somethi tellin' me o go a W>S;ns . 
BoYLE. Don't be superstitious, man ; we're Dublin men, an' 
not boy0s that's only afther comin' up from the bog o' Allen-
though if she did come in, right enough, we'd be caught like rats 
in a thrap. 
JoxER. An' you know the sort she is-she wouldn't listen to 
reason-an' wanse bitten twice shy. 
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(BoYLE thinlcs for a moment, leaves the pan on the hob, goes over to 
window c. back, lifts up and down the boUom part.) 
BoYLE (to J oxER). £ tQe wo.rat ;a,me 
dart out here, Joxer. 
(JoXER comes over to window c. back, and stands beside BoYLE.) 
It's only a dhrop of a few feet to the roof of the return room, an' 
the first minute she goes into the other room I'll give you the bend, 
an' you can slip in an' away. 
JoxER (yielding to temptation). ~'. I won't stop very long, 
anyhow. ~ 
(JoXER goes to table, talces a chair, and sits down at R. end of table. 
BoYLE goes back to fire, and takes the pan in his hand again.) 
(Picking a book from table.) Who's is the buk ~ 
BoYLE. Aw, one o' Mary's ; she's always readin' lately-uSn' 
but thrash, too. There's one I was lookin' at dh'other day: ee 
stories, The Doll's House, Ghosts, an' The Wild Duck-buks on y 
fit for chiselurs ! 
(He puts sausage on his own plate, and the gravy on JoxER's.) 
JoxER. Didja ever rade Elizabeth, or Th' Exile o' Sibayria .. 
ah, it's a darlin' story, a daarlin' story! 
BoYLE. You eat your sassige, an' never min' Th' Exile o' Sibayria. 
(BOYLE fills out tea, and sits down L. end of table.) 
JoxER. OOat are you W!lj!.rin' your moleskin trousers for? 
BoYLE. ~h~ve to go to a job, Joxer.- ust a t er you' gone, 
Devine kem runnin' in to tell us that Father Farrell said if I went 
down to the job that's goin' on in Rathmines I'd get a start. 
JoxER (congratulating BoYLE}. Be the holy, that's good news! 
BoYLE. How is it good news ~ I wondher if you were in my 
condition, would you call it good news ~ 
JoxER (~gratlu).- tnought .•. 
BoYLE. You thought! You th~o sudden sometimes, Joxer. 
D'ye know, I'm hardly able to crawl with the pains in me legs! 
JoXER. Yis, yis; I forgot the pains in your legs. I know you 
can do nothin' while they're at you. 
BoYLE. You forgot ; I don't think any of yous realize the state 
I'm in with the pains in me legs. What ud happen if I had to 
carry a bag o' cement ~ 
JoxER. Ah, any man havin' the like of them pains id be down 
an' out, down an' out. 
BoYLE. I wouldn't mind if he had said it to meself ; but, no, 
oh no, he rushes in an' shouts it out in front o' Juno, an' you know 
what Juno is, Joxer. We all know Devine knows a little more 
than th(l rest of us, but he doesn't act as if he did ; he's a good 
boy, sober, able to talk an' all that, but still .•• 
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----------·---~ to JoxER. Oh ay; able to argufy, but still .. ·-BoYLE. If he's runnin' afther Mary, asel , e's not goin' to be ella ir , 
runnin' afther me. Captain Boyle's able to take care of himself. ours him-
Afther all, I'm not gettin' brought up on Virol. I never heard him elf cup 1\:. 
usin' a curse ; I don't believe he was ever dhrunk in his life-sure its 
he's not like a Christian at all ! 
J OXER. You're afther takin' the word out o' me mouth-afther 
all, a Christian's natural, but he's unnatural. 
BoYLE. His oul' fella was just the same- Wicklow man. 
J OXER. A Wicklow man ! That explains e whole thing. I've 
met many a Wicklow man in me time, but I n er met wan that 
was any good. 
BoYLE. " Father Farrell," says he, " sent me down to tell you." 
Father Farrell! . . . D'ye know, Joxer, I never like to be beholden 
to any o' the clergy. 
JoxER. It's dangerous, right enough. 
BOYLE. If they do anything for you, they'd want you to be 
livin' in the Chapel. . . . (With great solemnity.) I'm goin' to tell 
you somethin', Joxer, that I wouldn't tell to anybody else-the 
clergy always had too much pow,er over the people in this un-
fortunate country. 
J OXER. You could sing that if you had an air to it I 
BoYLE (becoming enthusiastic). Didn't they prevent the peopl 
in "'47" from seizin' the corn, an' they starvin'; didn't th 
down Parnell ; didn't they say that hell wasn't hot enoug~or 
eternity long enough to punish the Fenians 1 We don't fo get, 
we don't forget them things, Joxer. If they've taken everyt 'ng 
else from us, Joxer, they've left us our memory. 
JoxER (lilting emotionally). ~r m m'ry's the o_,~nl"'.,"'""'~;.;·' 
grief can call its own, that grie .. can ... call ... its own ! 
BoYLE. Father Farrell's beginnin' to take a great intherest in 
Captain Boyle; because of what Johnny did fo- his country, say; 
he to me wan day. It's a curious way to reward Johnny be makin' 
his poor oul' father work. But, that's what the clergy want, J xer 
-work, work, work for me an' you ; havin' us mulin' from m rnin' 
till night, so that they may be in bettlier fe"ttle wnen tliey come 
hoppin' round for their dues! Job I Well, let him give his job 
to wan of his hymn-singin', prayer-spoutin', craw-thumpin' Con-
fraternity men ! 
......,._,___~(.The voice of a co_al-bloclc vendor is heard chanting in the street. ) 
VoiCE OF CoAL VENDOR. Blocks ... coal-blocks I Blncks ... 
coal-blocks I 
JoXER. God b~th the young days when you were steppin' 
the deck of a. manfJ"'ehip, with the win' blowin' a. hurricane through 
the masts, an' the only sound you'd hear was, "Port your helm!" 
an' the only answer, " Port it is, sir ! " 
BoYLE. Them was ays, Joxer, them was days. Nothin' was 
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20 JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK. [AcT I. 
too hot or too heavy for me then. Sailin' from the Gulf o' Mexico 
o lie 1\:n a artie Ocean. I seen things, I seen things, Joxer, that 
no mortal man should speak about that knows his Catechism. 
Ofen, an' ofen, when I was fixed to the wheel with a marlinspike, 
an' the win's blowin' fierce an' the waves lashin' an' lashin', till 
you'd think every minute was goin' to be your last, an' it blowed, 
an' blowed-blew is the right word, Joxer, but blowed is what the 
sailors use. . . . ;( 
JoxER. Aw, it's a darlin' word, a daarlin' word. 
BoYLE. An', as it blowed an' blowed, I ofen looked up at the 
sky (looks up at ceiling) an' assed meself the question-what is the 
stars, what is the stars 1 
.. 
oxer X 
o tab-
e for 
ood 
ack to 
B.h r&-
...ai t . 
VoicE oF CoAL VENDOR. Any blocks, coal-blocks; blocks, coal- l ... oxer X 
blocks I 
JOXER. Ah, that's the question, that's the question-what is 0 win-
the stars 1 :Q. 0 W TJS C 
BoYLE. An' then, I'd have another look, an' I'd ass meself / y e Y 
(looking at ceiling) what is the moon 1 / to tab 1 
JoxER. Ah, that's the question (looking at ceiling) what · 
the moon, what is t moon 1 e ts pl-
(Rapid steps are heard c ing towards door R. BoYLE hastily starts d pm 
to gather the breakfast things together. J OXER flies to window, back 
c. The door R. opens, and the black face of the coal-block vendor 1-
peeps into the room.) d e r 
us. 
BoYLE. !Jet her hoi? in ; we may as well have it out first as at 
last. I've m e up me minu-I'm not goin' to do only what she 
damn well likes. 
JoxER. Th sentiments does you credit, Captain; I don't 
like to say anytlling4lfl .b!l.tween man an' wife, but I say as a butty, 
as a butty, Captain, that you'v-e ck it too long, an' that it's 
about time you showed a little spunK. How: can a man die 
betther than facin' fearful odds, 
For th' ashes of his fathers an' the temples of his gods. 
BoYLE. She has her rights-there's no one denyin' it, but 
haven't I me rights too 1 
J oXER. Of course you have-the sacred rights o' man ! (Put-
ting a hand on BoYLE's shoulder.) 
BoYLE. To-day, J oxer, there's goin' to be issued a proclamation 
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1Joxer 1C 
be me, establishin' an independent Re ublic, an' Juno'li have ~o out 
take an oath of allegiance. 
J OXER. Be fum, be firm, tain ; the first few minutes'll be ~W • 
the worst :-if you gently touch a nettle it'll sting you for BoY 1 e X 
n-
pains; grasp it like a lad of mettle, an' as soft as silk r ms ! to tab-
VoiCE OF MRs. BoYLE (outside). Can't stop, Mrs. 'gan-I lle G>:et"' 
h 't . t I , "" aven a mmu e. rest of 
JoxER (almost paralysed). · Holy God, here lslie is I 'd . h 
r;;; ls es 
(JoxER, in a terrible state of fear, rushes to window back o., opens to 
it and climbs hastily out on to the roof outside. BoYLE catches ! h t 
the ends of the tablecloth, leaving things within, makes a huge bag C es ' 
of the cloth, runs over to dresser back R., and crams the bundle into t --'en 
the bottom cupboard. He runs back to fireplace, sits down on chair, ,s its . n 
which he pulls from table as he passes, and gazes quietly into the larmcha ir 
fire.) 
-BoYLE. I knew thattfella u to till she was in on to of us tJuno X 
(MRs. BoYLE enter~stily; she is jlur1·ied and excited.) I U.SC to 
MRs. BoYLE (with a look of surprise at BoYLE). Oh, you're in- _______ : hoo & 
you must have been only afther comin' i~n~1--------~· ' hangs 
BoYLE. No, I never went out. tf:: -Qoat. 
MRs. BoYLE. It's curious, then, you never heard the knockin'. 
(She puts her coat and hat on bed in alcove.) 
BoYLE. Knockin' 1 Of course I heard the knockin'. 
MRs. BoYLE. An' why didn't you open the door, then 1 I 
suppose you were so busy with Joxer that you hadn't time. 
loyle 
to ·in-
BoYLE. I haven't seep Joxer since I seen him before::..· ~J~oxe;:e~r...:.! ___ _ 
What ud bring J oxer h~. 
dow US, 
closes 
it . MRs. BoYLE (she begins to tidy room, dust chairs, etc.). D'ye 
mean to tell me that the pair of us wasn't collogin' to ether 
here when me back was turned 1 
BoYLE. What ud we be collogin' together about t I have some-
thin' else to think of besides collogin' with Joxer. I can swear on 
all the holy prayer-books .•. 
MRs. BoYLE. That you weren't in no snugy (Coming over to 
BoYLE.) Go on in at wanst now, an' take off thlj<t.mok§__kin trousers 
o' yours, an' put on a collar an' tie to smartew yourseir'iij_)-a bit. 
There's a visitor comin' with Mary in a minute, an' he has great 
news for you. 
BoYLE (standing up, protestingly) . A job, I s pose; let us get 
wan first before we start lookin' for another. 
MRs. BoYLE. That's the thing that's able to put the wi ' 
you. Well, it's no job, but news that'll give you the chance o' 
your life. 
BoYLE. What's all the mysthery about 1 
'MRs. BoYLE. G'win an take off the moleskin trousers when 
you're told I 
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(BoYLE goes into room on left. ) 
(MRs. BoYLE tidies up the room, puts the shovel under the bed, and 
goes to the press.) 
Oh, God bless us, looka the way ev thing's thrun about ! Oh, 
oxer was here, J oxer was here ! 
(MARY enters with CHARLIE BENTHAM ; he is a young man of 25, 
tall, good-looking, with a very high opinion of himself generally. 
He is dressed in a brown coat, brown knee-breeches, grey stockings, 
a brown sweater, with a deep blue tie; he carries gloves and a 
walking-stick.) 1- -
(Fussin,q round.) Come in Mr. Bentham; ';itaown, Mr. Bentham, 
in this chair ; it's more ~fortabler t an all, :r. !ffit<l.w ......... ----r 
Himself'll be here in a minute ; he's just takin' off his trousers. 
MARY. Mother! 
BENTHAM. (Sits in chair back of table, R. end.) Please don't 
put yourself to any trouble, Mrs. Boyle- I'm quite all right here, 
thank you. 
MRs. BoYLE. An' to think of you knowi ~ ary, an' she knowin' 
the news you had for us, an' wouldn't let on ; but it's all the more 
welcomer now, for we were on our last lap! (Tidying things on 
dresser.) You must excuse th' state o' th' place, Mr. Bentham; 
th' minute I turn me back that man o' mine always makes .,a~· ....... ~ 
o' th' place, a litther o' th' place. 
BENTHAM. Don't worry, Mrs. Boyle; it right, I assure . 
BoYLE (inside room L.). Where's me braces ; where in th' name 
o' God did I leave me braces. • • • Ay, did you see where I put 
me braces 1 
JoHNNY (inside, calling out). Ma, will you come in here an' tak 
da away ou' o' this or he'll dhrive me mad. 
MRs. BoYLE (going towards door). Dear, dear, d~ hat man'll 
be lookin' for somethin' on the day of judgment. rossing over 
back to door of room L. and calling in to BoYLE.) Look at your } 
braces, man, hanging round your neck. -i 
BoYLE (inside room L.). Aw, holy God I / 
MRs. BoYLE (calling to JoHNNY, room L.). Johnny, Johnny,/ 
come out here for a minute. 
JoHNNY (replying from room L.). Ah, leave Johnzy a! e, an' 
don't be annoyin' him ! 
MRs. BoYLE. Come on, Johnny, till I inthrqdJlC you to Mr. 
Bentham. (To BENTHAM.) Me son, Mr. Bentha~'s afther goin' 
through the mill. He was only. a chiselur of a Boy Scout in Easter 
Week, when he got hit in the hip; and his arm was blew off in 
the fight in O'Connell Street. 
(JoHNNY comes in.) 
Here he is, Mr. Bentham; Mr. Bentham, Johnny. None can deny 
he done his bit for Irelan', if that's goin' to do him any good. 
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JoHNNY (boastfully). I'd do it agen, rna, I'd do it agen; for a 
principle's a principle. 
MRs. BoYLE. Ah, you lost your best principle, me boy, when 
you lost your arm ; them's the only sort o' principles that's any 
good to a workin' man. 
JoHNNY. Ireland only half free'll never be at peace while she 
has a son left to pull a trigger. / 
(He leaves BENTHAM, crosses to fire, and sits down on chair the e.) 
MRs. BoYLE. To be sure, to be sure-no bread's a lot . ther 
• f. 
than half a loaf. (Calling to BoYLE in room L.} Will you / 
up, there 1 
(BoYLE comes in from room L. He is wearing his best ,trousers, 
which aren't too good, and loolcs uncomfortable in collar and tie. 
MRs. BoYLE takes BoYLE by arm, leads him to BE THAM, and 
introduces them. They shake hands in an awkward way. BoYLE 
is to the L., BENTHAM to the R., and MRs. BoYLE in o.) 
This is me husband ; Mr Boyle, Mr. BenthamV / 
BENTHAM. Ah, very glad to know you, Mr.loyle. How are 
~1 I 
BoYLE. Ah, I'm not too well at all ; I suffer t frThlelwtth pains 
in me legs. Juno can tell you there what . 
MRs. BoYLE. You won't have many pains in your legs when 
you hear what Mr. Bentham has to tell you. 
BENTHAM. Juno! What an interesting name! It reminds on 
of Homer's glorious story of ancient gods and heroes. 
BoYLE (who doesn't know what he means). Yis, doesn't it 1 Yo 
see, Juno was born an' christened in June ; I met her in June ; 
we were married in June, an' Johnny was born in June, so wan / 
day I says to her, "You should ha' been called Juno," an' the 
name stuck to her ever since. 
MRs. BoYLE. Here, we can talk o' them things agen; let Mr. 
Bentham say what he has to say now. I 
(MRs. BoYLE sets a chair for BENTHAM in fron )j ta le, R. end ; 
BoYLE carries a chair to front of table, L. end; MRs. BoYLE sits 
down on chair behind table. BENTHAM and BOYLE sit down on 
their chairs, facing audience. JOHNNY remains near fire, but turns 
to hear what is to be said. MARY stands behind the chair of BoYLE. 
BENTHAM takes a large-looking document f1·om b:::J:t~ocket, opens 
it out. There is a f eeling of suppressed excite _"-
BENTHAM (pulling his chair a liule closer to BoYLE). Well, Mr. 
Boyle, I suppose you'll remember a Mr. Ellison of Santry-he's a 
relative of yours, I think 1 
BoYLE (viciously) . Is it that prognosticator an' procrastinator f 
Of course I remember him. 
BENTHAM. Well, he's dead, Mr. Boyle ••• 
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24 JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK. [ACT I. 
BoYLE. Sorra many'll go into mournin' for him. 
MRs. BoYLE. Wait till you hear what Mr. Bentham has to say, 
an' then, maybe, you'll chauge your opinion. 
BENTHAM. A week before he died he sent for me to write his 
will for him. He told me that there were two only that he wished 
to leave his property to: his second cousin, Michael Finnegan of 
Santry, and John Boyle his first cousin of Dublin. 
BoYLE (excitedly). Me, is it me, me 1 
BENTHAM. You, Mr. Boyle ; I'll read a copy of the will that I 
have here with me, which has been duly filed in the Court of Probate. ~b 0 (He takes a paper from his pocket and reads): C .ange 
"6thl£~- o Aug . 
This is the last Will and Testament of William kHison, of Santry, 
in the County of Dublin. I hereby order and wish my property 
to be sold and divided as follows :-
£20 to the St. Vincent De Paul Society. 
£60 for Masses for the repose of my soul (5s. for Each Mass). 
The rest of my property to be divided between my first and 
second cousins. 
I hereby appoint Timothy Buckly, of Santry, and Hugh Brierly, / 
of Coolock, to be my Executors. / 
(Signed) WILLIAM ELLISON. 
HuGH BRIERLY. 
TIMOTHY BucKLY.~ / 
CHARLES BENTHAM, N.T." 
BoYLE (eagerly). An' how much'll be coinin~t of it, Mr .. 
Bentham 1 / " 
would be anything between £1,500 an ... £2,000. / 
MARY. A fortune, father, a fort~ 
JoHNNY. e'll be able to get out o' this place now, an' go 
rBoyle ~ stands 
le 
ke 
hnny 
to 
e-
l£.: ace SL BENTHAM. The executors told me th~ alf of the property I 
somewhere we not known. 
MRs. BoYLE. You won't have to trouble about a job for awhile, \ J oxer 
Jack. opens 
BoYLE (fervently). I'll never doubt th!f goodness o' God agen. 'V 1 r:dow 
BENTHAM. I congratulate you, Mr. Bo:t}Y.'"" (They shake hands.) >: . -
BoYLE (jumping up from chair). An' now, Mr. Bentham, you/ ll "I<LSeen by 
have to have a wet. :myone 
BENTHAM (puzzled). A wet 1 
BoYLE. A wet--a jar-a boul! 
MRs. BoYLE (horrified). Jack, y:Gli!re pe.akin!..t ntha 
an' not to Joxer. "'-... 
BoYLE (solemnly). Juno ... (looft't,;,g at MARY) Mary . .. 
(looking at JoHNNY) Johnny ... we'll have to go into mournin' 
at wanst. . • . I never expected that poor Bill ud die so sudden. 
. Well, we all have to die some day ... you, Juno, to-day 
•.. an' me, maybe, to-morrow. . • • It's sad, but it can't be 
7 
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helped. Requiescat in pace ... or, usin' our oul' tongue 
like St. Patrick or St. Briget, Guh sayeree jeea ayera! 
MARY (laughing). Oh, father, that's not Rest in Peace ; that's 
God save Ireland. 
BoYLE. U-u-ugh, it's all the same-isn't it a prayer 1 ••• 
Juno, I'm done with Joxer; he's nothin' but a prognosticator 
an' a •.. 
i'T 
--
(Suddenly the window in wall, c. back, is violently pulled up, and 
JoxER angrily and rapidly climbs into the room. He runs to door 
R. They are all startled at his entrance. BENTHAM retreats to 
back of stage, round R. end of table, and stands L. of dresser. MARY 
goes L. of table and stands on L. of BENTHAM. BoYLE retreats 
towards L. MRs. BoYLE remains standing behind table.) ~ oxer 
JoxER (turning at door R.). You.-,.1 :a..A;!,W;~W,U~.M).l~,_Qi!e..~Qoo+------t enters 
Maybe you thought I'd stop on tlie f all the night for you! from 
Joxer out on the roof with the win' blowin' through him was nothin' Window 
to you an' your friend with the collar an' tie! rc;c ; 
MRs. BoYLE. What in the name o' God brought you out on the l 
roof ; what were you doin' there ? 
JoxER (ironically). I was dreamin' I was standin' on the bridge and 
of a ship, an' she sailin' the Antharatic Ocean ; an' it blowed, an' 
blowed, an' me lookin' up at the sky, an' sa yin', " what is the stars, no X 
what is the stars 1 " R & 
(MRs. BoYLE leaves the back oif table, hurries down to door R. in a ~ "S qF~ 
determined manner, opens the door, angrily, and stands beside it. xer 
MRs. BoYLE. Here, get ou' o' this, Joxer D :J re-
thinkin' you had a slate off. • t 
JoxER (moving to the door). I have to lalJgh every time I look ~ J.S 8 
at the deep-sea sailor; an' a row on a river u~aklrbim-l~-~·~i! ______ j 
BoYLE. Get ou~his before I take the law into me own hands ! Joxer X 
DS of 
table 
____ ... 
1 
Eoyle 
JoxER (going out),Say but not good-bye. Lookin' 
for work, an' prayin' to God he won · 
(He goes.) 
MRs. BoYLE. I'm tired tellin' you what Joxer was; 
you see yourself the kind he is. 
BoYLE (je,·vently). He'll never blow the froth off a pint o' mine 
chases 
...._..Toxcr 
yourselves to yourselves for the future. Juno, I'm done with Joxer. ~ 3oyle & agen, that's a sure thing. Johnny ••. Mary ... you're to keep u 
..• I'm a new man from this out. . . . ' Jtmo 
mbrace (He moves to R. MRs. BoYLE comes L. They meet o. Clasp hands 113" 
and sing emotionally:) \- lackout 
Oh, me darlin' Juno, I will be thrue to thee. ~ Cfl, 
Me own, me darlin' Juno, you're all the world~ __. ROUoE 
CURTAIN. e::::--~ 
Lights Sound 
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ACT II 
~  ~ ScENE.- The same room, but the furniture is richer looking. 
polished chest of drawers where the dresser was, L. back. The win-
dow, baclc L. of chest of drawers, is curtained with a gaudy-patterne 
cretonne. The table is covered with a dark red embroidered clo . 
Downstage R., is a gaudily upholstered sofa, three chairs upholst ed 
in the same way, one at each end of table and one by the fire. A 
large vase, filled with gay artificial flowers, is on top of c t of 
drawers, R. end. At other end are a cheap teasel, a bottle of hisky 
and several bottles of stout. A lamp, with a silken shade, is. Ughte 
on the table. A few cheap pictures on walls. Coloured 0/wistmr/s 
paper-chains hang from the four corners of the ceiling, m:eetinf·n 
the c. The votive light, under the picture of the Blessed/ Virgi , is 
still burning. '\), 
BoYLE, in his shirt-sleeves, is voluptuously stretchel-onth sofa, 
smoking a pipe. He is half-asleep. After a few moments' pause 
the voice of JoxER, outside door R., is heard lilting softl : "Me 
pipe I'll smoke, as I drive me moke,-are you there,/ or. . . 
. t ~ " ee ... ar ... I ... eee. ~ 
BoYLE rises at once to a sitting posture ; takes a small attache-ca 
from under the sofa, opens it, takes out writing-paper ; take! a 
fountain-pen from his breast pocket, and pretends to be busy wriJlng. 
Puts case on knees and uses it as desk. v--
BoYLE (calling out). Come along, Joxer, me son; come along. 
JoxER (putting his head in door R.). Are you be yourself 1 
BoYLE. Come on, come on ; that doesn't matther ; I'm masth 
now, an' I'm goin' to remain masther. 
(JoxER comes in door R.) 
en-
sit 
L of ta-
ble DS 
JoxER. How d'ye feel now, as a man o' money! 
BoYLE (solemnly). It's a responsibility, Joxer, a great responsi- "Joxer, 
bility. ~,---+---11hAnd me 
JoxER. I suppose 'tis now, though you wouldn't ~kit. that 
BoYLE. Ever since the Will was passed I've run hundhre o' t t a 0 he dockyments through me han's-I tell you, you have to keep;' our 
wits about you. (He busies himself with papers.) 1/ 
JoXER (about to go). Well, I won't disturb you; I'll MtfOp in 
when ... ble. '' 
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BoYLE (hastily). It's all right, Joxer, this is the last onf'to be 
signed to-day. (He signs a paper, puts it into attache-case, which 
he shuts with a snap. He screws on cap of fountain-pen, puts it 
back in breast pocket, and sits baclc with an important air on the soja.) 
Now, Joxer, you want to see me 1 I'm at your service. Wh~----­
can I do for you, me man 1 
JoxER. I've just dhropped in with the £3 5s. that Mrs. · adigan 
riz on the blankets an' table for you, an' she says you're to be in 
no hurry payin' it back. (Takes money out of pocket and gives it 
to BoYLE.) 
BoYLE. She won't be long without it ; I expect the first cheque 
for a couple o' hundhred any day. There's the five bob for your-
self-(offers him money) go on, take it, man; it'll not be the last 
you'll get from the Captain. Now an' agen we have our differ, 
but we're together all the time. 
Boyle 
igns 
aner 
Joxer 
[
pulls 
bair 
o sofa 
JoxER (pocketing the money given by BoYLE). Me for you, an' 
you for me, like the two Musketeers. 
BoYLE. Father Farrell stopped me to-day an' tole me how glad ~oyle 
he was I fell in for the money. ~ ------ to 
JOXER (sitting down&. end of soja). He'll be stoppin' you ofen fire . 
enough now; I suppose it was "Mr." Boyle with him 1 
BoYLE. He shuk me be the han' .... 
JoXER (ironically). I met with Napper Tandy, an' he shuk me 
be the han' ! 
BoYLE (admonishingly). Xou!re...seldomoas.thra;c J{)xe~ut you're 
wrong shipped this time. ~t you're sayin' of Father Farrell is 
very near to blasfeemey. I don't like anyone to talk disrespectful 
of Father Farrell. 
JoxER. You're takin' me up wrong, Captain; I wouldn't let a ~--­
word be said agen Father Farrell-the heart o' the rowl, that's "'\. 
what he is; I always said he was a darlin' man, a daarlin' man. 
BoYLE. Comin' up the stairs who did I meet but that bummer, 
Nugent. "I seen you talkin' to Father Farrell," says he, with a 
grin on him. " He'll be folleyin' you," says he, "like a Guardian 
Angel from this out "-all the time the oul' grin on him, Joxer. 
J OXER. I never seen him yet but he had that oul' grin on him ! 
BoYLE (with dignity). "Mr. Nugent," says I, "Father Farrell is 
a man o' the people, an', as far as I know the History o' me country, 
t he priests was always in the van of the fight for Irelan's free o " 
J OXER (fervently). Who was it led the van, Soggart Aro 
Since the fight first began, Soggart Aroon 1 
BoYLE. "Who are you tellin' 1 " says he. "Didn't they let 
down the Fenians, an' didn't they do in Parnell1 An' now ... " 
" You ought to be ashamed o' yourself," says I, interruptin' him, 
"not to know the History o' your country." An' I left him 
gawkin', where he was. 
J oxER. Where ignorance's bliss 'tis folly to be wise ; 
did he ever read the Story o' Irelan'. 
-
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turns SR 
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hoYLE. Be J. L. Sullivan 1 Don't you know he didn't. 
J oxER (rubbing his hands) . Ah, it's a dar lin' buk, a daarlin' 
buk! · 
BoYLE. You'd betther be goin' now, Joxer, his Majesty, Ben-
tham, 'II be here any minute, now. 
JoxER. Be the way things is lookin', it'll be a match between 
him an' Mary. She's thrun over Jerry altogether. Well, I hoP. 
it will, for he's a darlin' man. 
BoYLE. I'm glad you think so-l don't. (Irritably.) 
darlin' about him 1 
JoxER (nonplussed). I only seen him twiced; if you 
know me, come an' live with me. 
BoYLE (scornfully). He's too ignified for me-to hear him talk 
you'd think he knew as much as a Boney's Oraculum. He's given 
up his job as teacher, an' is goin' to become a solicitor i~ 'Dublin 
-he's been studyin' law. I suppose he thinks I'll set him up, but 
he's wrong shipped. An' th' other £ella-Jerry's as bad. The two 
o' them ud give you a pain in your face, listenin' to them; Jerry 
believin' in nothin', an' Bentham believin' in everythin'. One liat 
says all is God an' no man; an' th' other that says all is m· 
no God! I • 
JoXER (getting up). Well, I'll be ofi no~ 1 ' 
BoYLE (getting up off soja). Don't forget to dhrop ~ afther I 
awhile; we'll have a quiet jar, an' a song or two. / 
JoxER (going towards door R.). Never fear. //--
BoYLE (following JoxER). An' tell Mrs. Madigan tlttt'fl hope we'll 
have the pleasure of her organization at our little enthertainme~nt. 
JoxER. Righto; we'll come down together. (He goes out b 
doo '\ 
(BoYLriuts door R., after JoxER, as JoHNNY comes out from room 
L., goes to fire, and sits down moodily on a chair there. BoYLE, 
filling his pipe, looks at him for a f ew moments, and shakes his head,/ 
as m1wh as to say, there goes a hopeless case. He is crossing back 
to soja, when M:Rs. BoYLE's voice is heard speaking outside door B. 
M:Rs. BoYLE's VoiCE (outside door R.). Open the door, Jaclr-
this thing has me nearly killed with the weight. 
(BoYLE turns, runs to door R., and opens it; M:Rs. BoYLE enters 
carrying a granwphone, followed by MARY carrying gramophone 
horn and a j ew parcels. MRs. BoYLE leaves the gramophone on 
top of chest of drawers, takes the horn from MARY and fixes it in 
gramophone. MARY leaves the parcels, containing cakes, on the 
table.) 
M:Rs. BoYLE (out of breath). Carrying that from Henry Street 
was no joke. v 
(BoYLE stands back and gazes at gramophone in admiration. All 
except JoHNNY look at instrument.) 
oyle 
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BoYLE (admiringly). Uh, that's a grand-looking insthrument! 
How much was it? 
(MRs. BoYLE takes off hat and coat, leaving them in alcove, back.) 
MRs. BoYLE. Pound down, an' five to be paid at two shillin's 
a~k / ~ 
BoYLE. That's reasonable enough. - ; 
MRs. BoYLE. I'm afraid we're runnin' into too l:ldlcb. debt ; L 
first the furniture, an' now this. <.......... 
BoYLE (dismissing an anxiety). The whole lot won't be much 
out of £2,000. 
MARY (at window, o. back). I don't know what you wanted a 
gramophone for-I know Charlie hates them; he says they're 
destructive of real music. 
. Juno·x 
fto Johnr. y 
heks 
et t l e 
oyle 
folChow 
LC. 
to 
!table 
3oyle 
crcbsses 
)SC sits 
Mary 
X UL 
corner 
of chair 
'Juno X 
BoYLE (indignantly). Desthructive of music that..felia -ud..giYe 
you a pain in your face. All a gramophone wants · to be properly 
played ; its thrue wondher is only felt when everythin's quiet-
what a gramophone wants is dead silence! chest USR, 
MARY. But, father, Jerry says t~a.me; aftber a.ll you can ta es 
only appreciate music when your ea~ properly trained. v pl 
BoYLE. That's another fella ud give you a pain in your face. S 
Properly thrained! I suppose you couldn't appreciate football S table 
unless your fut was properly thrained. ppens up 
MRs. BoYLE (to MARY). Go on in ower that an' dress, or Cha · ll -pack . 
be in on you, an' tea nor nothin'll be ready. 'puts ~ 
(MARY goes into room L.) [pla t e 
(MRs. BoYLE opens parcels, takes cakes out and puts them on plate -
taken from chest of drawers. She goes on arranging things for tea 
on the table.) 
(Looking over anxiously at JoHNNY.) You didn't look our new I,Tuno X US 
ramophone, Johnny? \sofa 
JoHNNY. 'Tisn't gramophones I'm thinking of. C.: 
'MRs. BoYLE. An' what is it you're thinkin' of, allanna 1 Johnny 
MRs_ BoYLE. Sure, you must be thinkin' of somethin' ; it's . uno 
JbaNNY. Nothin', nothin', nothin'. ~ USL bed . 
yoursei that has yourself the way y'are; sleepin' wan night . ooks 
me sist~ r's, an' the nex' in your father's brother's-you'll · no ck XSR 
~~00~~ v . 
JoHNNY. I can rest nowhere, nowhere, nowhere.C- oyle 
?fills. BoYLE. Sure, you're not thryin' to rest anywhere. _l, ts up 
JoHNNY. Let Fe alone, let me alone, let me alone, for God's 
sake. .....)J 
(A knock at street door.) 
MRs. BoYLE (in a flutter). Here he is; here's . Bentham! 
BoYLE. Well, there's room for him; it's a pity there's not a 
brass band to pia y him in. 
ights 
10 
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MRs. BoYLE. We'll han' the tea round, an' not be c.,...,.-;;th;:.;e;:;r,;;ed=------
round the table, as if we never seen nothin'. 
(Another knock at door R. MRs. BoYLE goes to it excitedly, opens it, 
and BENTHAM comes in.) 
(To BENTHAM, effusively.) Give your hat and stick to Jack, there ... 
(BENTHAM crosses stage in front of table to BoYLE, L., and offers hat 
and stick. BoYLE, with a sour grimace, takes them reluctantly, 
goes upstage between table and soja, and throws them contemptuously 
in corner..4 ove door L. MRs. BoYLE places chair L. below fireplace.) 
Sit do~, M . ~entham, in this chair by the fire. M2'11 be out 
to you m a mmute. <::::::: 
(BENTHAM sits on chair given by MRs. BoYLE. BoYLE comes down-
stage, gets a chair, and sits down above fireplace, almost facing 
BENTHAM, but in full view of audience. MRs. BoYLE goes bac 
behind table to dresser, and continues to arrange for 
BoYLE (solemnly and with an air of great importan . I seen be 
the paper this mornin' that Consols was down half per cent. That' 
serious, min' you, an' shows the whole counthry's ?·n a st o' 
chassis. 
MRS. BoYLE. What's Consols, Jack 1 
BoYLE. Consols 1 Oh, Consols is-oh, there's no use tellin' 
women what Consols is-th' wouldn't undherstand. 
BENTHAM. It's just as you were saying, Mr. Boyle ..• 
(MARY comes in, charmingly dressed, from room L. ; she comes do 
to L. end of table, and stands facing BENTHAM. BENTHAM r ·ses, 
shakes hands with MARY, and sits down again. MARY is wearin 
a blue ribbon fillet round her hair, and has a green one in hf r 1t7.) 
Oh, good evening, Mary ; how pretty you're l9oking ! 
MARY (archly). Am I 1 '=:::~..,.,..---..,. 
BoYLE. We were just talkin' when you kern in, ary; wa 
tellin' Mr. Bentham that the whole counthry's in a s;_;te o' chassi . 
MARY (to BENTHAM). Would you prefer the gre~ +.be bl e 
ribbon round me hair, Charlie 1 
MRs. BoYLE (expostulating). Mary, your fa ther's spea _._·=--·--.,-
BoYLE (rapidly). I was jus' tellin' Mr. Bentham that t 
counthry's in a state o' chassis. 
MARY. I'm sure you're frettin', da, whether it is or no. 
MRs. BoYLE. With all our churches an' religions, the worl's not 
a bit the betther. 
BoYLE (with a commanding gesture). Tay I 
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MRs. BoYLE. An' Irelan's takin' a leaf out o' th rl's buk ; 
when we got the makin' of our own laws I thought we'd never 
stop to look behind us, but instead of that we never stopped to 
look before us I If the people ud folley up their religion betther 
there'd be a betthcr chance for us-what do you think, Mr. Bentham 1 
ENTHAM. I'm afraid I can't venture to express an opinion on 
that point, Mrs. Boyle ; dogma has no attraction for me. 
MRs. BOYLE (siUing drinking her tea behind table). I forgot you~--
didn't hold with us : what's this you said you were 1 
BENTHAM. A Theosophist, Mrs. Boyle. 
MRs. BoYLE. An' what in the name o' God's a Theosophist 1 
BoYLE. A Theosophist, Juno, 's a-tell her, Mr. Bentham, tell 
her. 
BENTHAM. It's hard to explain in a few words : Theosophy's 
founded on The Vedas, the religious books of the East. Its central 
theme is the existence of an all-pervading Spirit-the Life-Breath. 
Nothing really exists but this one Universal Life-Breath. And 
whatever even seems to exist separately from this Life-Breath, 
doesn't really exist at all. It is all vital force in man, in all animals, ? 
and in all vegetation. This Life-Breath · called.. the wna~ -----
MRs. BoYLE. The Prawna ! What a co ical name ! 
BoYLE. Prawna; yis, the Prawna. (Blowing gently through his 
lips.) That's the Prawna! 
MRs. BoYLE. Whist, whist, Jack. 
BENTHAM (leaving cup and saucer back on table). The happines 
of man depends upon his sympathy with this Spirit. Me who 
have reached a high state of excellence are ca._lled Yogi. Some 
men become Yogi in a short time, it ~ e others millions of 
years. 
BoYLE. Yogi I I have seen hundhreds of them in the streets o' 
San Francisco. 
BENTHAM. It is said by these Yogi that if we practise certain 
mental exercises that we would have powers denied to others-for 
instance, the faculty of seeing things that happen miles and miles 
away. 
MRs. BoYLE. I wouldn't care to meddl · t tha-t ort o' betmf ; 
it's a very curious religion, altogether. 
BoYLE (scornfully to MRs. BoYLE. He leaves his cup and saucer 
back on table). What's curious about it 1 Isn't all religi~urious ; 
if they weren't, you wouldn't get anyone to believe ~ern. But 
religions is passin' away-they've had their day like everything 
else. Take the real Dublin people, f'rinstance : they know more 
about Charlie Chaplin an' Tommy Mix than they do about Ess. Ess. 
Peter an' Paul I 
MRs. BoYLE. You don't believe in ghosts, Mr. Bentha~ 
MARY. Don't you know he doesn't, mother 1 ........_ 
BENTHAM. I don't know that, Mary. Scientists are beginning 
to think that what we call ghosts are sometimes seen by persoiJ.B 
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the killing of a person, demands great energy, and that that energ Jo hnnyX 
lingers in the place where the action occurred. People may live ,/..10 " b d in the place and see nothing, when someone may come along whos/ ~ e • 
personality has some peculiar connection with the ener of the 
place, and, in a flash, the person sees the whole aff!e"r \Juno X 
JOHNNY (rising swiftly from his seat by the fire, pale a embli1J9). / lt.,o bed 
What sort of talk is this to be goin' on with 1 Is t ere notiiin' / • 
betther to be talkin' about but the killin' of people 1 M God,, 
isn't it bad enough for these things to happen without tal:Km' about 
them 1 
(JoHNNY goes hurriedly into room L. BENTHA ri~s from chair, 
surprised and agitated.) /--
BENTHAM. Oh, I'm very sorry, Mrs. Boyle; I neve thought ... 
MRs. BoYLE (apologetically). Never min Mr. Bentham; he's ___.----
very touchy. vf~ ___..-
(A frightened scream is hear'Ff;om JOHNNY in room L!"' hey all 
rise from their chairs, s tled.) 
Mother of God, what's that 1 
(JoHNNY rushes from room L., his face pale, his lips twitching, and 
his limbs trembling. MRs. BoYLE runs over and catches him in 
her arms.) 
JoHNNY. Shut the or, shut the door, quick, for God's sake! 
Great God, have mercy on me. Blessed Mother o' God, shelther me, 
shelther your son ! 
MRs. BoYLE. What's wrong with you-what ails you . 
(MRs. BoYLE half-carries him to bed in alcove and puts him sitting 
there.) 
Sit down, sit down, here on the bed .. Ah.ere...now, there o . 
MARY (back of table). What ails you, Tolinny 1 
JoHNNY. I seen him. I seen him ... kneelin' in front of the 
statue ... merciful J esus, have pity on me! 
MRs. BoYLE (sharply to BoYLE}. Get him a little :whisky ••• 
quick, man, an' don't stand gawkin'. 
(BoYLl!l crosses to chest of drawers R. back, pours a little whisky 
into glass, adds water, brings it to MRs. BoYLE, gives it to her. 
MRs. BoYLE gives a drink to JoHNNY, returns the glass to BoYLE, 
who goes back with the glass to chest of drawers, lea.ves it down, and 
stands watching JoHNNY and MRs. BoYLE.} 
JoHNNY. Sit here, sit here, mother ••• between me an' the 
door. 
MRs. BoYLE (comforting him). I'll sit beside you as long as you 
likt3, only tell me what was it came across you at all 1 
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JoHNNY. I seen him. . • . I seen Robbie Tancred kneelin' 
down before the statue ... an' the red light shinin' on him ... 
an' when I went in ... he turned an' looked at me ... an' I 
seen the woun's bleedin' in his breast. . . . Oh, why did he look 
at me like that ... it wasn't my fault that he was done in .... /" 
Mother o' God, keep him away from me! 
Mary X 
o '9oyle 
ets 
not her 
rink ,X 
o al-
ove w/ 
lass; 
ives to MRs. BoYLE (soothingly). There, there, child, 'you've imagined it all. There was nothin' there at all-it was the red light y)i)tt 
seen, an' the talk we had put all the rest into your~ead. Here, 
dhrink more o' this-it'll do you good. . . . An', , stretch 
yourself down on the bed for a little. (To BoYLE.) Go in, Jack, 
an' show him it was only in his own head it was. ~r y X 
BoYLE (making no move). E-e-e-e-eh; it's an_;;;;-ense; it was_ B 
only a shadda he saw. · • 
BENTHAM. It was simply due to an overwrought imagination- .. Poyle 
MARY. Mother o' God, he made me heart l . ~ 
we all get that way at times. (He sits down again.) ~ C rinks 
MRs. BoYLE. There, dear, lie down in the bed, an' I'll put th~ 
quilt across you ... e-e-e-eh, that's it ... (she settles h~ng \t; X 
on bed) you'll be as right as the mail in a few minutes. r:.,_- _/ • 
JoHNNY. Mother, go into the room an' see if the light'slightin' /"' t bed • 
before the statue. 
MRs. BoYLE (to BoYLE). Jack, run in an' see if the.. light's 
lightin' before the statue. 
BoYLE (to MARY). Mary, slip in an' see if the light's lightin' 
before the statue. /::;:; 
(MARY hesitates to go in.) 
BENTHAM. It's all right; Mary, I'll go. (He goes into the roowr 
L., remains for a few moments, and returns.) Everything's j~as 
it was-the light burning bravely before the statue. 
BoYLE. Of course ; I knew it was all nonsense. /' 
, 
(A knoc':::!!...the door R.) ~ 
BoYLE (going to open the {1$. E-e-e-e-eh. <:,: · -· ···-""' '"' • · 
(He opens it, and JoxER,followed by MRs. MADIGAN, enters. MRS. 
to 
w/ 
face is almost always a widespread smile of complacency. She is d igan 
a woman who, in manner at least, can mourn with them that mourn, J OX • 
MADIGAN is a strong, dapper little woman of about 4:5; her t 
and rejoice with them that do rejoice. When she is feeling comfort- <ilL;. .. ,..___ ..,_ t e r 
able, she is inclined to be reminiscent ; when others say anything, ~ ay S R 
or following a statement made by herself, she has a habit of putting 
her head a little to one side, and nodding it rapidly several times in 
succession, like a bird pecking at a hard berry. Indeed, she has a 
good deal of the bird in her, but the bird instinct is by no means 
a melodious one. She is ignorant, vulgar and forward, but her 
heart is generous withal. For instance, she would help a neighbour's 
sick child ; she would probably kill the child, but her intentions 
0 
Li.g-h t s So __ 
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would be to cure it ; she would be more at home helping a drayman 
to lift. a fallen horse. She is dressed in a rather soiled grey dress 
and a vivid purple blouse ; in her hair is a huge comb, ornamented 
with huge coloured beads. She enters with a gliding step, beaming 
smile and nodding head. BoYLE receives them effusively.) 
BoYLE. Come on in, Mrs. Madigan ; come on in ; I was afraid 
you weren't comin'. • • . (Slyly.) There's some people able to 
dhress, a~Joxer 1 
JoxER. iair as the blossoms that bloom in the May, an' sweet 
as the see f the new-mown hay. . • • Ah, well, she may wear 
them. 
MRs. MADIGAN (looking at MARY). I know some as are as swee 
as the blossoms that bloom in the May--oh, no names, no p 
dhrill! 
BoYLE. An', now, I'll inthroduceA~ pair o' youa 's 
intended : Mr. Bentham, this is Mrs. ~igan, an oul' bac arlour 
neighbour, that, if she could help it at ~d never e a body 
shuk! 
BENTHAM (rising, and tentatively shaking t e hand of MRs. MADI-
GAN). I'm sure, it's a great pleasure to ~II you, Mrs. Madigan. 
MRs. MADIGAN. An' I'm goin' to tell Mr. Bentham! you're 
goin' to get as nice a bit o' skirt in Mary, there, as ever you seen 
in your puff. Not like some of the dhressed-up dolls that's knockin' 
about lookin' for men when it's a skelpin' they want. I remember, 
as well as I remember yestherday, the day she was born--of a 
Tuesday, the 25th o' June, in the year 1901, at thirty-three minutes 
past wan in the day be Foley's clock, the pub at the corner o' the 
street. A cowld day it was too, for the season o' the year, an' I 
remember sayin' to Joxer, there, who I met comin' up th' stairs, 
that the new arrival in Boyle's ud grow up a hardy chiselur if it 
lived, an' that she'd be somethin' one o' these days that nobody 
suspected, an' so signs on it, here she is to-day, goin' to be married 
to a young man lookin' as if he'd be fit to commensurate in any 
position in life it ud please God to call him ! 
BoYLE (effusively, indicating sofa to MRs. MADIGAN). Sit down, 
sit down, Mrs. Madigan, me oul' sport. 
(MRs. MADIGAN sits down on R. end of sofa. BoYLE turns rourJ to 
J OXER, who is standing on his R., and guides him with an A.ir of 
importance to be introduced to BENTHAM, who evidently doe/n't like 
the look of J OXER.) 
(Effusively, to BENTHAM.) Thjr-ls Joxer Daly, Past ief Ranger 
of the Dear Little Shamrock ~ch of the Irish National Foresters, 
an oul' front top neighbour who never despaired, even in the darkest 
days of Ireland's sorra. 
(J OXER vigorously shakes the hand of BENTHAM, who does not respond 
to the friendly feeling of JoxER.) 
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JoXER (turning his head to BoYLE). Nil desperandum, nil desper-
andum, Captain. 
BoYLE. Sit down, Joxer, sit down. 
(BoYLE indicates chair at L. end of table, and J OXER sits on it. 
BoYLE returns to chest of drawers, back R., where the drink is. 
He gets a bottle of stout, brings it to the table and places it at J OXER' s 
elbow, then goes back.) 
(Going to chest of drawers.) The two of us was ofen in a tig 
MRs. BOYLE. Ay, in Foley's snug I ~--..! 
J OXER. An' we kern out of it flyin', we kern out of it flyin', 
Captain. . .1 _ 
BoYLE. An', now, for a dhrink-I know yous won'~stran 
oul' friend. 
MRs. MADIGAN (to MRs. BoYLE). Is Johnny not well, Mrs. 
MRs. BoYLE (warningly). S-s-s-sh. 
MRs. MADIGAN. Oh, the poor darlin'. 
BoYLE. Well, Mrs. Madigan, is it tea or what! 
MRs. MADIGAN. Well, speakin' for meself, I jus :'a me tea a 
minute ago, an' I'm afraid to dhrink any more-I'm never the same 
when I dhrink too much tay. Thanks, all the same, Mr. Boyle. 
BoYLE. Well, what about a bottle o' stout or a dhrop o' whisky? 
MRs. MADIGAN. A bottle o' stout ud be a little too heavy for me 
stummock afther me tay. • . . A-a-ah, I'll thry the ball o' malt. 
(BoYLE at chest of drawers, fills out whislcy in a glass, brings it with 
·a small jug of water, to MRs. MADIGAN. He gives the glass of 
whisky to MRs. MADIGAN and waits to put the~ in.) 
There's nothin' like a ball o' malt occasional like o mucn of it 
isn't good. (To BoYLE, who is adding water.) Ah, God, Johnny, 
don't put too much wather on it I (She drinks.) I suppose yous'll 
be lavin' this place. 
BoYLE. I'm looking for a ace near the sea; I'd like the plage 
that you might say was me e, to be me grave as well. The sea 
is always callin' me. 
J OXER. She is callin', callin', callin', in the win' an' on the sea. 
BoYLE. Another dhrop o' whisky, Mrs. Madigan? 
MRs. MADIGAN. Well, now, it ud be hard to refuse seein' the 
suspicious times that's in it. 
(The party has settled down for a drink and a few songs. The positions 
are : MRs. BoYLE sits R. end of table ; BoYLE, back of table ; 
JoxER, L. end of table; MRs. MADIGAN, to JoxER's L., on R. end 
of sofa ; MARY sits on sofa, L. of MRS. MADIGAN. JOHNNY on bed 
in alcove, lying down, resting on elbow ; BENTHAM at back, L. o 
alcove, looking on, not very interested in the pro(::!nss }-
BOYLE (rapping on table authoritatively). Song! Juno • 
Mary ••• home to our Mountains. 
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MRs. MADIGAN (enthusiastically). Hear, hear. 
[ACT II. 
JrJ loP (JoxER takes bottle of stout BoYLE has left on table for him, open3 
it, pours the beer into a glass, and takes a drink.) 
JoxER (delighted). Oh, tha's a darlin' song, a daarlin' song l / 
MARY (bashfully). Ah no, da ; I'm not in a singin' humour. 
MRs. MADIGAN~Gawn with you, child, an' you only goin~to e 
marna ; I remem r as well as I remember therda ,-it w on 
a lovely August evenin', exactly, accordi~te~ee years 
ago, come the Tuesday folleyin' the nex' that's comin' on, when me 
own man (the Lord be good to him) an' me was sittin' shy together 
in a doty little nook on a counthry road, adjacent to The Stiles. 
" That'll scratch your lovely, little white neck," says he, ketchin' 
hould of a danglin' bramble branch, holdin' clusters of the loveliest 
flowers you ever seen, an' breakin' ~~ so that his arm fell . acci-
dental like, roun' me waist, an' as I t tlgliteiJ.Gir;"'an;' ·trgt"teninj: 
an' tightenin', I thought me buzzum was every minute goin' to 
burst out into a roystherin' song about : The little green leav~s 
that were shakin' on the threes, The ga~ntin' buttherfl.ies, an' 
buzzin' o' the bees ! •" 
BoYLE (loudly rapping on table). Ordlier, ordher for the song. 
(MRs. BoYLE gets up from chair and stands a little downstage, R.) 
MRs. BoYLE (beckoning to MARY). orne on1. Mary.., we'lJ...,do our 
best. 
(MARY crosses to R. in front of table, an~ands on MRs. BoYL_E...,.s-·-·L 
left. They sing "Home to our Mountains." They sing the song 
simply. When the song is ended, they bow to the company, and 
return to their places, amid applause, MRs. BoYLE to her chair, 
and MARY to the sofa.) 
BoYLE (emotionally, at the end of song). · Lull .•• me ••• to 
••• rest! 
JoxER (clapping his hands). Bravo, bravo! Darlin' girulls, 
darlin' girulls! /_ . . 
MRs. MADIGAN. Juno, I never seen you~etther form. 
BENTHAM. Very nicely rendered indeed. 
MRs. MADIGAN. A noble call, a noble call ! 
MRs. BoYLE. What about yourself, Mrs. Madigan 1 
(After some coaxing, MRs. MADIGAN rises, and in a quavering voi()(J 
sings the first verse of" The Young May Moon.") 
·-The young May moon is beaming, love, ~ 
The glow-worm's lamp is gleaming, love; 
How sweet to rove 
Through Morna's grove, 
When the drowsy world is dreaming, love. 
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Then awake! The heavens look bright, my dear, 
'Tis never too late for delight, my dear, 
And the best of all ways 
To lenthen our days 
Is to steal a few hours from the night, my dear. 
(Becoming husky, amid applause, she sits down.) 
Ah, me voice is too husky, now, Juno, thou~:I:LL.remembet !(he ime 
when Maisie Madigan could sing like a nig~gale at matin' time. 
I remember as well as I remember yestherday, at a party given to 
celebrate the comin' of the first chiselur to Annie an' Benny Jimeson 
-who was the barber, yous may remember, in Henrietta Street, 
that, afther Easter Week, hung out a green, white an' orange pole, 
an', then, when the Tans started their Jazz dancin', whipped it in 
agen, an' stuck out a red, white an' blue wan instead, givin' as an 
excuse that a barber's pole was strictly non-political-singin' " An 
You'll Remember Me," with the top notes quiverin' in a dead hush 
of pethrified attention, folleyed be a clappin' o' han's that shuk t~e 
tumblers on the table, an' capped be J imeson, the barber, sayin' 
that it was the best rendherin' of " You'll Remember Me " he ever 
heard in his natural ! 
BoYLE (peremptorily). Ordher for Joxer's so~,_. _ _.., 
J OXER. Ah no, I couldn't ; don't ass me, tain. 
BoYLE. Joxer's song, Joxer's song-give us wan of your shut-
eyed wans. 
(JoxER seUles himself in his chair; takes a drink; clears his throat; 
solemnly closes his eyes, and begins to sing in a very quer lous voice) : 
She is far from the Ian' where her young hero ~ ps, 
An' lovers around her are sighing (He hesitates,) 
An' lovers around her are sighin' . . . sighin' . . . sighin' 
(A pause.) 
BoYLE (imitating J OXER). "And lovers around her are sighing! 
What's the use of you thryiu' to sing the song if you on't know i ? 
MARY. Thry another one, Mr. Daly-maybe 'Ou'd 
fortunate. 
MRS. MADIGAN. Gawn, Joxer; thry another wa 
J OXE:.>. (starting again). I have heard the mavis s 
song to the morn ; 
I have seen the dew-dhrop clingin' to the rose jus' newly born; 
but ... but ... Urantically) To the rose jus' newly born 
... newly born ... born. 
JoHNNY. Mother, put on the gramophone, for God's sake, an' 
stop Joxer's bawlin'. 
BoYLE (commandingly). Gramophone ! . . . I hate to see 
fAJla.s thryin' to do what they're not able to do. 
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(BoYLE arranges the gramophone, and is about tart it, whe7J.JVoice1 
are heard of persons descending the stairs.) 
MRs. BoYLE (warningly). Whisht, Jack, don't ~t on, don't 
put it on yet ; this must be poor Mrs. Tancred comin' down to go 
to the hospital-! forgot all about them bringin' the body to the 
church to-night. 
(The voices of FIRST NEIGHBOUR and M&s. TANCRED are heard 
speaking outside door R.) 
FIRST NEIGHBOUR. It's a. sad journey we're goin' on, but God's 
good, an' the Republicans won't be always down. 
MRs. TANCRED. Ah, what good is that to me now' Whether 
they're up or down, it won't bring me darlin' boy fro e grave. 
MRs. BoYLE (to MARY). Open the door, Mary, an' give them a 
bit of light. 
(MARY crosses to R.front of table, and opens door R. MRs. ANCRED-
a very old woman-appears ; she is obviously shaken by her son's 
death. She is accompanied by several neighbours.) 
(MRs. BoYLE runs to door R., and sympathetically brings MRs. TANCRED 
into room.) 
(The neighbours are nearest door R. FIRsT NEIGHBOUR on MRs. 
TANCRED's R., MRs. BoYLE stands on her L. ; MARY a little behind 
MRs. BoYLE. The rest remain in their places.) 
Come in an' have a hot cup o' tay, Mrs. ancred, be£ r you o. 
MRs. TANCRED. Ah, I can take nothin' now, Mrs. Boyle-I w""o .. n...,t ...__ 
be long afther him. 
FIRsT NEIGHBOUR. Still an' all, he died a. noble death, a.n' we'll 
bury him like a king. 
MRs. TANCRED. An' I'll go on livin' like a pau~:f. Ah, what's 
the pains I suffered bringin' him into the world to ;y 1m o ri~r-----
cradle, to the pains I'm sufferin' now, carryin' him out o' the world 
to bring him to his grave ! 
MARY. It would be better for yo ,-not to o at all, Mrs. Tancred, 
but to stay at home beside the fir •th some o e neigl:ilion~. __ .,..,. 
MRs. TANCRED. I seen the first of him, an' I'll see the last of 
him. 
MRs. BoYLE. You'd want a shawl, Mrs. Tancred; it's a cowld 
night, an' the win's blowin' sharp. 
M:ss. MADIGAN (crossing front and running out of door R.). I've 
a shawl above. 
?4Rs. TANCRED. e .home is gone, now ; he was me on! child, 
an' to think that he w yin' for a whole nig t stretched out on the 
side of a lonely country lane, with his head, his darlin' head, that 
I ofen kissed an' fondled, half-hidden in the wather of a runnin" 
brook. An' I'm told he was the leadher of the ambush where me 
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nex'-door neighbour, Mrs. Mannin', lost her Free State soldier son. 
An' now here's the two of us oul' women, standin' one on each side 
of a scales o' sorra, balanced be the bodies of our two dead darlin' 
sons. 
(MRs. MADIGAN returns, and wraps a shawl arounyer and returns to 
seat on sofa.) <.::::::: 
God bless you, Mrs. Madigan. . . ((·S~he;:.,m=:ove::s~s~lo~w~~.~~~r-
door.) Mother o' God, Mother o'A:lod_:_ il yon the pair of us! 
. . . 0 Blessed Virgin, where w~ou when me darlin' son was 
riddled with bullets, when me darlin' son was riddled with bullets ! 
. . . Sacred Heart of the Crucified Jesus, take away our hearts o' 
stone ... an' give us hearts o' flesh I . . . Take away this 
murdherin' hate . . . an' give us Thine ow eternal love ! 
(MRs. TANCRED and the neighbours go out oor R. ARY crosses 
over stage, behind table, to BENTHAM, L. of alcove, stops to say some-
thing to him (which isn't heard), then goes into room L. MRs. Bo ?I.E 
sits down on chair. R. end of table.) 
MRs. BoYLE (explanatorily to BENTHAM).£:Eha as Mrs. Tancred 
of the two-pair back ; her son was found, es ay, lym' out 
beyant Finglas riddled with bullets. A Die- ard he was, be all 
accounts. He was a nice quiet boy, but lattherly he went to hell, 
with his Republic first, an' Republic last an' Republic over all. He 
ofen took tea with us here, in the oul' days, an' Jo~there, an' 
him used to be always together. 
JoHNNY. Am I always to be havin' to tell you that e was no 
friend o' mine ; I never cared for him, an' he could never stick me. 
It's not because he was Commandant of the attalion that I was 
Quarther-Masther of, that we were friends. 
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MRs. BoYLE. He's gone now-the Lord be good to him ! God 
help his poor oul' creature of a mother, for no matther whose frie~nd lcove . 
or enemy he was, he was her poor son. 
BENTHAM. The whole thing is terrible, Mrs. Boyle ; but the 0 I :r uno s ; t 
way to deal with a mad dog is to destroy him. ~X --
MRs. BoYLE. An' to think o~e;pg-e-uti ou m bein' t; 0 e r 
brought to the church to-night, an' we singin' an' all, but it was well Y to 
we hadn't the gramophone goin'' anyhow. c res s e r 
BoYLE. Even if we had aself. We've nothin' to do with these lnoyle 
things, one way or t'other. That's the Government's business, a ~ • ll-gtands 
let them do what we're payin' them for doin'. ~ , 
MRs. BoYLE. I'd like to know how a body's no 'fld these SC of 
things ; look at the way they're aft her lea vin' the people m this very . a b 1 e 
house. Hasn't the whole house, nearly, been massacreed? There's r ~ nk:ing 
young Dougherty's husband with his . leg off; Mrs. Travers that 
had her son blew up be a mine in Inchegeela, in Co. Cork ; Mrs. 
Mannin' that lost wan. of her sons in an ambush a few weeks ago, 
an' now, poor Mrs. Tancred's only child gone West with his body 
Lights 
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made a collandher of. Sure, if it's not our business, I don't know 
w e business it is. 
B E. Here, there, that's enough about them thi s; the eno 
d n t affect us, an' we needn't give a damn. If they wa·.ef-!-:::w~a~m~,---- - ts 
well, let them have a wake. When I was a sailor, I was always fa 
resigned to meet with a wathery grave; an', if they want to be 
soldiers, well, there's no use o' them squealin' when they meet a 
soldier's fate. 
JoxER (lilting). Let me like a soldier fall-me breast expandin' 
to th' ball! 
MRs. BoYLE. In wan way, she deserves all she got; for lately, 
she let th' Die-hards make an open house of th' place ; an' for th' 
last couple of months, either when th' sun was risin', or when th' 
sun was settin', you had C.I.D. men burstin' into your room, assin' 
you where were you born, where were you christened, where e 
you married, an' where would you be buried ! 
JoHNNY (tensely. He slips out of the bed, goes over to and sits 
down there). For God's sake, let us h:1f ore ' this talk. 
MRs. MADIGAN (to change the subj£tr.-What about Mr. B'oyle's 
song before we start th' gramophone 1 / 
MARY (coming from room L., with hat and oat on). Mother, 
Charlie and I are goin' o~for a little st n ......,... 
MRs. BoYLE. All righ~r m . 
BENTHAM (getting stic • aW lea, yo~ng out with MARY, door R.). 
We won't be long away, rs. Boyle. 
MRs. MADIGAN. Gwan, Captain, gwan. 
BoYLE. E-e-e-e-eh, I'd want to have a few more jars in me, 
before I'd be in fettle for sin~. 
JoXER. Give us that poe~ writ"t'mirn"r a . (TO the rest.) 
Aw, it's a darlin' poem, a daarlin poem. 
MRs. BoYLE. God bless us, is he startin' to write poetry ! 
BoYLE (rising to his f eet). E-e-e-e-eh. (He recites in an emational, 
consequential manner the following ve ses) : 
~~~--~~~~­Shawn an' I were friends, sir, t te was all in all. 
His work was very heavy and his ~ were small. 
None betther on th' beach as Docker, I'll go bail, 
'Tis now I'm feelin' lonely, for to-day he lies in jail. 
He was not what some call pious-seldom at church or prayer; 
For the greatest scoundrels I know, sir, goes every Sunday there. 
Fond of his pint-well, rather, but hated the Boss by creed 
But never refused a copper to comfort a pal in need. 
E-e-e-e-eh. 
(He sits down.) ________.. 
MRs. MADIGAN. Grand, grand; you should folJ:y tlfab up, you 
should folly that up. ....--
JoxER. It's a daarlin' poem I 
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BoYLE (delightedly). E-e-e-e-eh. / 
JoHNNY (from seat by fire). Are~ 
phone to-night, or are yous not 1 
MRs. BoYLE. Gwan, Jack, put on a record. 
MRS. MADIGAN. Gwan, Captain, gwan. 
. BoYLE. w el 'II want to keep read silenc 
(He set ecord, starts the machine, and'tfiegins to play" If you're 
~ ts , come into the Parlour." (See note.) As the tune is in full 
~ ~lare the ~oor is sudde~ly opened b'!f a brisk, little bald-headed .m , 
rrl l_;-. dressed mrcumspectly ~n a black sutt ; he glares fiercely at al . the 
Cue #eJ room; he is "NEEDLE" NuGENT, a tailor. He carrie ~s hat in 
his hand. BoYLE stops gramophone~~--..c 
NuGENT (loudly). Are yous goin' to haY&:tjlat thing.hawlin' an' 
the funeral of Mrs. Tancred's son passin' beiO.house 1 Have none 
of yous any respect for the Irish people's National regard for the 
dead 1 
MRs. BoYLE. Maybe, Needle Nugent, it~~rly time ~~ Bll:Q a 
little less respect for the dead, an' a little m~regard for the livin'. 
MRs. MADIGAN (indignantly). We don't w~u.._Nr. Nugen~, 
to teach us what we learned at our mother's k~~- -You don't look 
yourself as if you were dyin' of grief ; if y'ass Maisie Madigan 
anything, I'd call you a real thrue Die-hard an' live-soft Republican, 
attendin' Republican funerals in the day, an' stoppin' up half the 
night makin' suits fo he Civic Guards I / ~
(Persons are he running down to the street, some saying~ 
is, here i 's." NuGENT withdraws by door R., and the rest, except 
JoHN , go to the window above door R., looking into the street, 
a ook out. Sounds of a crowd coming nearer are heard ; portion 
are singing) : 
To Jesus' Heart all burning 
With fervent love for men, 
My heart with fondest yearning 
Shall raise its joyful strain. 
:::::7While ages course along, 
- 1 Blest be with loudest song, 
The Sacred Heart of J esus 
By every heart and tongue. 
~ MRs. BoYLE. Here's the hearsy~ere's the hearse I ~-
.6 BoYLE. There's t'oul' mother ~in' behin' t~e coffin. -------. 
MRs. MADIGAN. You can hardly see the c6ffin...w.th the wreaths. 
JoxER. Oh, it's a darlin' funeral, a daarlin' funeral. 
MRs. MADIGAN. We'd have a betther view: rom the street. 
BoYLE (coming away from window, and g · g o oor R.). 
Yes-this place ud give you a crick in your neck. 
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(All, except JOHNNY, follow him out by door R. JOHNNY, taking no 
notice, sits moodily by the fire, gaz~· into it. After a jew moments' 
pa•use, a young man in a trench HiB B~J wt.th 11 la«ge f'" kl"• 
pulled down over his eyes, enters by oor R. He stands just insiM 
~r, looking at JoHNNY, who doesn't know that he has entered.) 
{r_TIE YouNG MAN. arther-Masther Bo le. 
JoHNNY (turning ro ~ a start). e 'lizerl 
THE YouNG MAN. You not a£-t e funeral? 
JoHNNY. I'm not well. 
THE YouNG MAN (coming too.). I'm glad Jl~found you, ou 
were stoppin' at your aunt's; I called there, but you'd gone. I 
to give you an ordher to attend a Battalion Staff meeti'n' the night 
afther to-morrow. 
JoHNNY. Where! 
THE YouNG MAN. I d~n't know; ou' to meet me at the 
Pillar at eight o'clock; t --we re to go to a e I'll be told of 
to-night ; there we'll meet a mothor that'll bring us he meetin'. 
They think you might be able to know somcthin' about 
gave the bend where Commandant Tancred was shelterin'. 
(He returns to door R., and turns to listen to JoHNNY.) 
JoHNNY. I'm not goin', then. I know nothing about Tancred. 
THE YouNG MAN (at the door R.). You'd betther come for your 
own sake-remember your oath. 
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JOHNNY (passionately). I wo ' I ' I done enough 
"'-.. fo; Ireland ! I've lost me arm, an e hip's desthro so that I'll 
~er be a~ to walk right agen ! Good God, haven done 
enough for -Meland 1 ' 
THE YouNG MAN. Boyle, no man can do enough for land. 
~ (He goes out by door R.) 
(Faintly in the distance the crowd is heard saying) : 
'trohnnyX 
to Y .M. 
Hail, Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with Thee; • _ • ~~. X 
Bl"'od an Thou amongat womon, and bl""'Jl,- etc. ~ut door 
CuRTAIN. ~:--------==· ohnnyX 
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ACT III 
ScENE.-The same as Act II. It is about half-past six on a Novembe-r 
evening; a bright fire is burning in the grat ; MARY, dressed t 
out, is sitting on a chair by the fire, l · , ands 
under her chin, her elbows on her knees. A loo of dejection, mingled 
with uncertain anxiety, is on her face. A lamp, turned low, is 
lighting on the table. The votive light under the picture of the Virgin 
gleams more redly than ever. It is two months later. MRs. BoYLE 
i8 standing front of table, looking anxiously at MARY.) 
MRs. BoYLE. An' has Bentham nevsn written to 
-not one line for . the past month ~ 
MARY (tonelessly). Not even a line, mo er. 
MRs. BoYLE. That's very curious. . . . What came between 
the two of yous at all ~ To leave you so ~en, an' ous so gre 
together. ' 
(She goes back round R. of table, and takes up coat and hat from 
bed in alcove.) 
To go away t' England, an' not to even leave you his address .... 
The way he was always bringin' you to dances, I thought he 
was mad afther you. Are you sure you said nothin' to him ~ 
MARY. No, mother-at least nothing that could possibly explain 
his givin' me up. 
MRs. BoYLE. You know you're a bit hasty at t<Ci ~-4..--:!...:...:. 
say things you shouldn't say. 
MARY. I never said to him what I shouldn't say, I'm sure of 
that. 
MRs. BoYLE (coming back to front of table). How are you sure of 
it ~ 
MARY. Because I love him with all my heart and soul, mother. 
Why, I don't know ; I often thought to myself that he wasn't the 
man poor Jerry was, but I couldn't help loving him, all the same. 
MRs. BoYLE. But you shouldn't be frettin' the way you are ; 
when a woman loses a man, she never knows what she's afther 
losin', to be sure, but, then, she never knows what she's afther 
gainin', either. You're not the one girl of a month ago-you look 
like one pinin' away. It's long ago I had a right to bring you to 
the doctor, instead of waitin' till to-night. 
MARY. There's no necessity, really, mother, to go to the doctor; 
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nothing serious is wrong with me-I'm run down and disappointed, 
that's all. 
MRs. BoYLE. I'll not wait another minute ; I don't like the 
look of you at all. . . . I'm afraid we made a mistake in throwin' 
over poor Jerry. • . . He'd have been betther fot you than that 
Bentham. 
MARY. Mother, the best man for a woman is the one for whom 
she has the most love, and Charlie had it all. 
MRs. BoYLE (putting on her hat and coat). Well, there's one thing 
to be said for him-he couldn't have been thinkin' of the money, or 
he wouldn't ha' left you ... it must ha' been somethin' else. 
MARY (wearily). I don't know .•• I don't~_:_ mother • , 
only I think . . . """' · 
MRs. BoYLE. What d'ye think 1 
MARY. I imagine ... he thought .•. we weren't .•. go 
enough for him. L_~ 
MRs. BoYLE (indignantly). An' what was he ""timi~S~el"Pf,-.,.,on"'l'yf. a 
school teacher 1 Though I don't blame him for fightin' shy of 
people like that Joxer fella an' that oul' Madigan wan-nice sort o' 
people for your father to inthroduce to a man like Mr. Bentham. 
You might have told me all about this before now, Mary; I don't 
know why you like to hide everything from your mother ; you knew 
Bentham, an' I'd ha' known nothin' about it if it hadn't bin for the 
Will; an' it was only to·day, afther long coaxin', that you let out 
that he'd left you. 
MARY. It would have been useless to tell you- ou wouldn't;: 
understand. 
MRs. BoYLE (hurt). Maybe not. . • • Maybe I wouldn't under-
stand. . . . Well, we'll be off now. 
(She crosses round B. end of table and goes over to door L., and speakB j 
to BoYLE inside room L.) 
We're goin' now to the doctor's. Are you gos:· ' get up thjs 
avenin' 1 
BoYLE (from inside room L.). The pains in me egs is terrible I 
It's me should be poppin' off to the doctor instead o' Mary, the way 
I feel. 
MRs. BoYLE (vigorously). Sorra mend you I ~ce way yoy 
were in last night-carried in in a frog's march, de'Sto the world. 
If that's the way you'll go on when you get the money it'll be the 
grave for you, an asylum for me and the Poorhouse for Johnny. 
BoYLE (irritably). I thought you were goin' 1 
MRs. BoYLE (tartly). That's what has you as~ aJ:e~ ..y~u 
can't bear to be spoken to. Knowin' the way we are, up to our 
ears in debt, it's a wondher you wouldn't ha' got up to go to th' 
solicitor's an' see if we could ha' gotten a little o' the money even. 
BoYLE (shouting). I can't be goin' up there nig , noon an' 
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morn in', can I 1 He can't give the money till he gets it, can he 1 
I can't get blood out of a turnip, can I 1 
MRs. BoYLE. It's nearly two months since we heard of the Will, 
an' the money seems as far off as ever. . . • I suppose you know 
we owe twenty poun's to oul' Murphy 1 
BoYLE. I've a faint recollection of you tellin' me that before. 
MRs. BoYLE. Well, you'll go over to the shop yourself for the 
things in future-l'll face him no more. 
BoYLE. I thought you said you were go 
MRs. BoYLE. I'm goin' now; come on, Mary. 
(MARY goes over to door R., where she waits dejectedly for MRs. Bo E. 
MRs. BoYLE moves over to join her when she hears BoYLE s uting 
after her.) 
BoYLE (calling from room L.}. Ey, Junt:..._'IC:"mr-t-1 ---...:: 
MRs. BoYLE (halted c. behind table). 'W:fi. w]l.a::t..Q,'xe want 
now! ' BoYLE (inside room L.}. Is there e'er a bottle of stout left 1 
MRs. BoYLE (glancing at chest of drawers). There's two of them 
here, still. 
BoYLE (inside room L.}. Show us in one of them, an' 
t'other there till I get up. An' throw us in the paper that's 
table, an' the bottle of liniment that's i th' drawer. 
(MRs. BoYLE goes over to chest of drawers, kes a bottle of liniment 
from one of the drawers, comes down to table, and picks up a paper.) 
MRs. BoYLE (to BoYLE inside room L.). What paper is it you 
want-the Catholic Herald? 
BoYLE (calling contemptuously from room L.). The Catholic 
Herald ! The News of the World ! 
(MRs. BoYLE leaves down the paper she picked ttp, and picks up the 
other one from the table. She then brings the paper, bottle of stout 
and liniment in to BoYLE, room L., and comes mtt again. She 
takes second bottle of stout from chest of drawers, and puts it on centre 
of table and goes over to door L. again.) 
MRs. BoYLE (calling in to BoYLE}. Mind the candle, now, an' 
don't burn the house over our heads. I left the other bottle of 
stout in the centre of the table. 
(She crosses over, behind table, to MARY, standing at door R., and both 
go out by that door. A few moments' pause, and the loud popping 
of a cork is heard from inside room L.) 
(A pause r then outside the door is heard the voice of J OXER lilting 
softly : " Me pipe I'll smoke, as I dhrive me moke ... are you 
. . . there . . . More . . • aar . . . i . . . tee ! " A gentle 
knock is heard and, after a pause, the door open and J O_!.ER, 
followed by NuGEN'r, enters.) 
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J OXER. Be God, they must be all out ; I was thinkin' there was 
somethin' up when he didn't answer the signal. We seen Juno an' 
Mary goin', but I didn't see him, an' it's very seldom he escapes me. 
NuGENT. He's not goin' to escape me-he's not goin' to be let 
go to the fair altogether. 
JoxER. Sure, the house couldn't hould them lately; an' he 
goin' about like a mastherpiece of the Free State counthry ; for-
gettin' their friends ; forgettin' God-wouldn't even lift his hat 
passin' a chapel ! Sure they were bound to get a dhrop I An' you 
really think there's no money comin' to hi~ber all t 
NuGENT. Not as much as a red rex, m , I've been a bit 
anxious this long time over me money, an' I went up to the solicitor's 
to find out all I could-ah, man, they were goin' to throw me down 
the stairs. They toul' me that the oul' cock himself had the stairs 
worn away comin' up afther it, an' they black in the face tellin' him 
he'd get nothin'. Some way or another that the Will is writ he 
won't be entitled to get as much as a make ! 
J OXER. Ah, I thought there w~et.hHtl eariotrB u e 
whole thing ; I've bin havin' sthrangehreams for the last couple 
o' weeks. An' I notice that that Bentham fella doesn't be comin' 
here now-there must be somethin' on the mat there too. Anyhow, 
who in the name o' God ud leave anythin' to that oul' bummer~ 
Sure it ud be unnatural. An' the way Juno an' him's been throwin' 
their weight about for the last few months I Ah, him that goes a 
borrowin' goes a sorrowin' ! 
NuGENT. Well, he's not goin' to throw his weight about in the 
suit I made for him much longer. I'm tellin' you seven poun' aren't 
to be found growin' on the bushes t~es days. 
JoxER (with virtuous indignation ' there isn't hardly a 
neighbour in the whole street that ha 't e ·m money on the 
strength of what he was goin' to get, but they're a eking the 
wrong horse. Wasn't it a mercy o' God that I'd nothin give 
him! The softy I am, you know, I'd ha' lent him me last juice! 
(tuppence). I must have had somebody's good prayers. Ah, 
afther all, an honest man's tho noblest work o' God I 
(BoYLE coughs inside. NuGENT and Jo start and listen. BoYLE 
coughs again.) 
Whisht, damn it, he must be inside ~d. 
NuGENT. Inside o' bed or outside ~e's gdtn~ for 
that suit, or give it back-he'll not climb up my back as easily as 
he thinks. 
J OXER. Gwan in at wanst, man, an' get it off him, an' don't 
be a fool. 
NnGENT (crossing JoxER, and going to do01· L., opening it and 
looking in). Ah, don't disturb yourself, Mr. Boyle · I hope you're 
not sick~ 
BoYLE (inside room L.). Th' oul' legs, Mr. Nugent, the oul' legs. 
tJoxer 
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NuGENT. I just called over to see if you could let me have 
anything off the suit 1 
BoYLE. E-e-e-eh, how much is this it is 1 
NuGENT. It's the same as it was at the ;tart-seven po s. 
(JoxER has been listening gleefully to the ar~n e ween BoYLE 
and NuGENT, as he s~nds behind table c. He turns to look around 
the room, and catches sight of the bottle of stout on the table. His 
eyes are fixed on it for a few moments ; then he looks round towards 
door L., sees that NuGENT is busy speaking to BoYLE, has his back 
tumed to him. With rapid movements, he whips the stout from the 
table, and shoves it into his b1'east pocket, and assumes an innocent 
look.) 
BoYLE (from inside room L.). I'm glad you kern, Mr. Nugent; I 
want a good, heavy top-coat-Irish frieze, if you ve it. How 
much would a top-coat like that be, now 1 
NuGENT. About six poun's. 
BoYLE. Six poun's 1 (Adding up.) Six an' seven ... six an' 
seven •.. is thirteen-that'll be thirteen poun's I'll owe you. 
(A look of indignant stupefaction comes on NuGENT's face. Then he 
dashes into room L., and runs out again, with a suit over one ar . 
He stops outside door L. and looks back.) 
NuGENT (looking back into room L.) . You' owe me n hirteen 
poun's. Maybe you thinkyou're betther ab o owe Itthanpay it. 
BoYLE (frantically-inside room). Here, come back to hell ower 
that ! Where'r you goin' with them clothes of mine 1 
NUGENT. Where am I goin' with them clothes of yours 1 Well, 
I like your damn cheek ! 
BoYLE (inside room). Here, what am I goin' to dhress mesel in 
when I'm goin' out 1 
NuGENT. You can put yourself in a bolsther-cover, if ou like. 
(NuGENT crosses to R. behind table, followed by J. - ER, whom he 
passes c.) 
JoxER (ironicallyf!A~~~~..o-.;.~~~ 
self in ! Gentlema ck in his frieze coat. 
BoYLE (shouting from insi~dr om L., as NuGENT and JoxER reach 
door R.). Ev. Nugent; ey, 11-g~t, Mr ugent, , Nu~eat.-1------
(NuGENT and Jo go out by door R.) 
(After a short pause, BoYLE comes hurrying out of room L., in shirt, 
trousers aiul socks. He runs rapidly across behind table, to door R., 
call-ing "Ey, Mr. Nugent." He opens door R. and calls out again, 
"Mr. Nugent; ey, Mr. Nugent." JoxER suddenly meets him ae 
door, as if he had just come up.) 
JoXER (meeting h~m at the d · ). Wha ' 
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.BoYLE (frantically). Nugent's been here an' took away me suit 
-the only things I had to go out in ! 
JoxER. Tuk your suit-for God's sake! An' what were you 
doin' while he was takin' them 1 
BoYLE (moving from door R. to behind table). I wa~i:n bed when 
he stole in like a thief in th~ night, an' before I kne ve!M\ftrtt e 
was thinkin' of, he whipped them from the chair, an' was off like a 
redshank I 
JoxER. An' what, in the name o' God, did e do that for 1 
BoYLE. What did he do it for 1 (Fiercely. h&-he!W·o-1- - --
'9oyle 
co"'les 
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know what he done it for ?-jealousy an' spite, suppose. ,,/ J OX Sit 
JoXER (R. of BoYLE). Did he not say what he done it for 1 
BoYLE. Amn't I afther tellin' you t4at he had them whipped up ; · ~Bch0 ayli .... e, XD an' was gone before I could open me mouth 1 J oxER. That was a very sudden thing to do ; there mus' be sometrun' behin' it. Did he hear anythin', I wondher 1 BoYLE. Did he hear anythin' ?-you veruueer, Joxer-
what could he hear 1 S C t 0 
JoxER. Aboutyounotgettin'themoney,insomewayort'other 1 ' ed , 
BoYLE. An' what ud prevent me from gett' ' money 1 stops 
JoxER. That's jus' what I was thinkin'-w ud prevent you turns 
from gettin' the money-notrun', as far as I can see. 
xusc (BoYLE, in a frenzied state of agitation, looks at the table, behind which of tab 
he has moved, glances round at the chest of drawers, then back at the 
table with a concentrated look of bewilderment, till the fact that the 
bottle of stout which MRs. BoYLE left on the table has disappeared. 
JoxER watches him with a look of pretended wonder.) 
BoYLE (with gaze concentrated on table). !A.w1 Hol God I 
JoxER (simulating surprise). What's up, il.Ck 1 
BoYLE (in tone of fury mixed with resignation). He must have 
afther lifted the bottle of stout that Juno left on the table! 
J OXER (pretending to be horrified). Ah, no, ah, no ; he wouldn't 
be afther doin' that now. 
BoYLE (angrily). An' who done it, then 1 (Hj.,_points o centre-of 
table.) Juno left a. bot tout there, n 1~,8 gone-it didn't 
walk away, did it 1 
(He shambles over from behind table to fireplace, a look of misery on 
his face. J OXER remains behind table, a look of surprised sorr. 
on his face.) 
J OXER. Oh, that's shockin' ; oh, man's 
makes countless thousands mourn. L·-----
oxer 
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(The door R. is suddenly opened, and MRs. .ADIG.AN, excited and 
angr'l.j-looking, comes into room.) / '• 
. J\'l.Rs. MADIGAN (with a note of sarcasm in her polite manner). 
hope I'm not disturbing you in any discus on on your fort oo n' 
ts Sound · ~ 
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legacy-if I may use the word-and that you'll let me have a ba.rny ~ 
for a. minute or two with you, Mr. Boyle. ~ 
BoYLE (uneasily). To be sure, Mrs. Madigan-an oul' friend!.s 
always welcome. ~
JoxBR. Come in the evenin', come in th' mor 'H'; come when 
you're assed, or come without warnin', adigan. 
BoYLE. Sit down, Mls. Madig 
MRs. MADIGAN (omin ). J can~-----~-
be said standin'. Puttin' aside a formularies, I suppose you 
remember me lendin' you some time ago three poun's that I raised 
on blankets a.n' furniture in me uncle's 1 
~oyleX 
to . 1Ad . 
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(BoYLE takes a little notebook from his trousers' pocket, passes over 
a few pages, then looks at a page in the book.) 
\ifEid . X ~ DS of tab . 
~ yle 
BoYLE. I remember it well. I have it recorded in me book-
three poun's five shillin's from Maisie Madigan, raised on articles 
pawned; an', item: fourpence, given to make · up the price of a. 
pint, on th' principle that no bird ever flew on wa wing ; all to be 
repaid at par, when the shi comes ho 
MRs. MADIGAN (L.). · ce I shoved in the blankets 
I've been perishing with th' cowld, an' I've decided, if I'll be too 
hot in th' nex' world aself, I'm not goin' to be too cowld in this 
wan ; an' consequently, I want me three poun's, if you please. 
BoYLE. This is a very sudden demand, Mrs. Ma · an, an' can't 
be met ; but I'm willin' to give you a receipt in m iill'-. __ _,., 
MRs. MADIGAN. Come on, out with th' money, an' don't b ~ 
jack-actin'. 
BoYLE. You can't get blood 
MRs. MADIGAN (rushing over, 
by the shoulders and shaking him). 
bate, or I'll shake the worth of 1 of you I 
BoYLE. Ey, houl' on, there; houl' on, there I You'll wait for 
your money now, me lassie! 
(MRs. MADIGAN is wild with indignation. She looks venomously 
round the room; her eye lights on the gramophone standing on top 
of the chest of drawers. She thinks violently for a second. She 
rushes across behind table, in front of J OXER, who goes back to 
avoid the rush, to the chest of drawers, R. back, seizes the gramophone, 
comes downstage L. to the door L., where she pauses to speak.) 
MRs. MADIGAN (as she seizes the gramophone). I' 
will I 1 Well, I'll not wait long; if I can't get the~~"T 
the worth of it. 
BoYLE (to MRs. MADIGAN, when she seizes the gramophone). 
ey, there, where'r you goin' with that 1 ~--...__ 
MRs. MADIGAN. I'm goin' to th' pawn to get me three quid five 
ahillin's ; I'll brin' you th' ticket, an' then you can do what you 
like, me bucko. _ 
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BoYLE. You can't touch that, you can't touch that I It's not 
my property, an' it's not ped for yet ! 
MRs. MADIGAN. So much th' betther. It'll be an ayse to me 
conscience, for I'm takin' what doesn't belong to you. You're not 
goin' to be swankin' it like a paycock with Maisie Madigan's money 
-I'll pull some of the gorgeous feathers out o~u~ tail! 
(MRs. MADIGAN, carrying the gramophone in her {i;tm~S, goes in ig-
nantly out by door R., leaving BoYLE and J OXER gaping in astonish-
ment. A short pause.) 
BoYLE (in utter perplexity). What's th' world comin' to at all 1 
I ass you, Joxer Daly, is there any morali~ e anyw ere_1_ 
J OXER. I wouldn't ha' believed it, only I seen it with me own 
two eyes. I didn't think Maisie M~di an was that sort of a woman ; 
she has either a sup taken, or s eard somethin' . 
BoYLE (looking fixedly at J OXER). eard somethln' aoout wH"S<a i'"',---M~ 
if it's not any harm to ass you 1 
J OXER. She must ha' heard some rumour or other that you 
weren't goin' to get th' money. 
BoYLE. Who says I'm not goin' to get th' money 1 
JoxER. Sure, I know-I was only sayin'. 
BoYLE (coming from fire over to JoXER, behind table). 1-J~"!-- ·I-
sayin' what 1 
JoxER. Nothin'. 
BoYLE. You were goin' to say somethin', don't be a twisther. 
JOXER (angrily). Who's a twisther 1 
BoYLE. Why don't you speak your mind, then 1 
J OXER. You never twisted yourself-no, you wouldn't know how ! 
BoYLE (shouting). Did you ever know m to twist · did ou 
ever know me to twist 1 
JoxER (fiercely). Did you ever do anythin' else I Sure, you 
can't believe a word that comes out o' your mouth. 
BoYLE (violently). Here, get out, ower o' this; I always knew 
you were a prognosticator an' a procr · or ! 
JoxER (going out door R., as JoHNNY."':co~mes~l,:,(iP.n""'bry._,,_oo..,r....,..L "'-. .-..... 
anchor's weighed, farewell, ree ... mem ... her ... me. 
Jacky Boyle, Esquire, infernal rogue an' damned liar! 
JoHNNY. Joxer · 1- a ugoin' to h e 
a little respect for yo elf, an' not be always makin' a show of us 
all1 (He sits down moodily in chair by fire.) 
BoYLE. Are you goin' to lecture me now 1 
JoHNNY. Is mother back from the doc yet, with Mary 1 
(After a short pause, MRs. BoYLE enters by R. y h'e-SP-riott3'"---
look on her f ace, it is clear that something has happened. She goes, 
by R . end of table, to alcove, dragging her feet along in a weary way, 
and takes off her coat without a word. There is a peculiar sile~ 
felt, till BoYLE speaks. She keeps her t on.) 
BoYLE. Well, what did the docthor ~a:y a ou M-al'Y-------~-
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(MRs. BoYLE comes downstage R., brings a chair to front R. end of ~ IS it ~t 
table, points to another chair, front L. end of table, as she sits down ~ ?ha lr 
on chair R., and speaks to BoYLE.) ~ Is l ts 
MRs. BoYLE (with suppressed agitation). Sit down there, ack; motions 
I've something to say to you ... about M ry:. "9oy le to 
'Bon•, "''"''"'l and a liuk frighlened, "'' on aw;,, L. <nd of talk. ~~~ ' J ha ir 
He shows by his loolc that he feels something's wrong.) • Boyle 
sits 
BoYLE. About ... Mary. • • • More throuble .,~·~~~t& 
land. Well, what is it 1 
MRs. BoYLE. It's about Mary. 
BoYLE. Well, what about Mary-there's nothin' wrong with /Johnny Y: 
her, is there 1 1m C of MRs. BoYLE. I'm sorry to say there's a gra~~~~~~~-·------ ...,of a 
BoYLE. A gradle wrong with her! (Peevisli . First Johnny •...-
an' now Mary; is the whole house goin' to become an hospital! 
It's not consumption, i& it 1 
MRs. BoYLE. No ... it's not consumption ... it's worse. 
JoHNNY. Worse! Well, Wft'll-have ~ et he-1' inte snm lace 
ower this, there's no one her~ mind her. 
MRS. BoYLE. We'll all have to mind her now. You might as 
well know now, Johnny, as another time. (To BoYLE.) D'ye 
know what the doctor said to me about her, Jack 1 
BoYLE. How ud I know-1 wasn't there, was I 1 
MRs. BoYLE. He told me to get her married at wanst. 
BoYLE. Married at wanst! An' why did he say the like o' 
tbo.t 1 
MRs. BoYLE. Because Mary's goin' to have a baby in a short 
time. ~ 
BoYLE (panic-stricken). G ' ~o<..e.~~-.;;;:::!!!.u~.!...!!~.!:.!!--/ 
Bentham say when he hears t 1 
MRs. BoYLE. Are you blind, man, that you can't see that it was 
Bentham that has done this wrong to her 1 
BoYLE (passionately). Then he'll marry her, he'll have to marry 
her! 
MRs. BoYLE. You know h~'s gone to England, an' 
where he is now. 
(BoYLE jumps from his chair in a frenzy of rage, and goes round R. 
end of table to back, where he clenches his fists, and shows the mood 
of rage which dominates him.) 
BoYLE. I'll folly him, I'll folly him, an' bring him back, an' 
make him do her justice. The scoundrel, I might • own what 
he was, with his yogees an' his prawna! 
MRs. BoYLE. We'll have to keep it quiet till we see 
do. ~~-----
BoYLE. Oh, isn't this a nice thing to come on top o' me, an' the 
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state I'm in I A pretty show I'll be to J oxer an' to that oul' wan, 
Madigan ! Amn't I afther goin' through enough without havin' 
to go through this ! 
MRs. BoYLE. What you an' I'll have to go through'll be nothin' 
to what poor Mary'll have to go through ; for you an' me is middlin' 
old, an' most of our years is spent; but Mary'll have maybe forty 
years to face an' handle, an' every wan of them'll be tainted with a 
bitther memory. 
BoYLE (vengefully). Where is she 1 Where is she · 1 I tell her 
off 1 I'm tellin' you when I'm done with her she'll b · 
MRs. BoYLE. I left her in me sisther's till I came to speak to you. 
You'll say nothin' to her, Jack; ever since she left school she's 
earned her livin', an' your fatherly care never throu led the poor 
girl. 
BoYLE. Gwan, take her part agen her father ! But I'll let you 
see whether I'll say nothin' to her or no! Her an' her readin' I 
That's more o' th' blasted nonsense that has the house fallin' down 
on top of us I What did th' likes of her, born in a ten ent house 
want with readin' 1 Her readin's afther bringin' her to nice pass 
--{)h, it's madnin', madnin', madnin' I 
MRs. BoYLE. When she comes back say nothin' to her, Jack, 
or she'll leave this place. 
BoYLE. Leave this place I Ay, she'll leave this Wac~ an' 'ck 
too I '.::::::::: 
X !' 
I )Jornny /l~~~ie 
I 
turns 
to 
1 Juno , 
sits 
/ ~ofa 
MRs. BoYLE. If Mary goes, I' g it hei>.-----------;1 
ny 
c 
oX 
-C to 
·le BoYLE (roughly). Well, go Wl her! Well, go, th' pair o' 
yous I I lived before I seen yous, an' I can live when yous are gone. 
Isn't this a nice thing to come rollin' in on top o' me afther all your 
prayin' to St. Anthony an' The Little Flower. An' she's a child o' 
Mary, too-l wonder what'll the nuns think of her now 1 An' it'll 
be bellows'd all over th' disthrict before you could say Jack Robin-
son ; an' whenever I'm seen they'll whisper, " That's th' father of 
Mary Boyle that had th' kid be th' swank she used to go with; 
d'ye know, d'ye know 1 " To be sure they'll know- ore abou 
it than I will meself I 
JoHNNY (viciously). She should be dhriven out o' th' 'OUse she's 
brought disgrace on I 
MRs. BoYLE (turning to JoHNNY}.Al~w , Y.hl~y,. (1'.umwg 
to BoYLE.} We needn't let it be ~s'd all over the place; all 
we've got to do is to leave this place quietly an' go somewhe~ere 
we're not known, an' nobody'll be th' wiser. ~----~-~ 
BoYLE. You're talkin' like a two-year-oul', woman. Where'll 
we get a place ou' o' this 1-places aren't that easily got. 
MRs. BoYLE. But, Jack, when we get the money ... 
BoYLE (stopping his walk behind table to look intently at MRs. 
BoYLE}. Money-what money 1 
MRs. BoYLE. Why, oul' Ellison's money, of course. 
BoYLE. There's no money comin' from oul' Ellison, or anyone 
sof'a 
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else. Since you've heard of wan throuble, you might as well hear 
of another. There's no money comin' to us at all-the Will's a 
washout! 
MRs. BoYLE (stupefied). What are you sayin', man-no money 1 
JoHNNY. How could it be a washout 1 
BoYLE. The boyo that's afther doin' it n it o me 
as well. The thick made out the Will wron · he said in th' ·n, 
only first cousin an' second cousin, instead of mentionin' our name 
an' now anyone that thinks he's a first cousin or second cousin 
t'oul' Ellison can claim the money as well as me, an' they're springin' 
up in hundreds, an' comin' from America an' Australia, thinkin' 
to get their whack out of it, while all the time the lawyers is gob-
blin' it up, till there's not as much as ud buy a stockin' for your 
lovely daughter's baby! 
MRs. BoYLE (vehemently). I don't believe it, I don't believe it, 
I don't believe it ! 
JoHNNY (angrily to BoYLE). Why did you say nothin' about 
this before 1 
MRs. BoYLE (appealingly). You're not serious, Jack; you're 
not serious ! 
BoYLE. I'm tellin' you the scholar, Bentham, made a banjax 
o' th' Will; instead o' sayin', "th' rest o' me property to be divided 
between me first cousin, Jack Boyle, an' me second cousin, 1\:lick 
Finnegan, o' Santhry," he writ down only, "me first an' second 
cousins," an' the world an' his wife are afther th' property now. 
MRS. BoYLE. Now, I know why Bentham left poor Mary in 
th' lurch; I can see it all now-oh, is there not even a middlin' 
honest man left in th' world 1 
JOHNNY (fiercely to BOYLE). An' y 
borreyed money from everybody to yo 
now, you tell us the whole thing's a washout! , 'f · ' thrue, 
I'm done with you, for you're worse than me sisther Mary . 
BoYLE (threateningly, and moving over by table, to JoHNNY). 
You hole your tongue, d'ye hear 1 I'll not take any lip from you. 
Go an' get Bentham if you want satisfaction for all that's afther 
happenin' us. 
JoHNNY. I won't hole me tongue, I won't hoi me kmgu 
I'll tell you what I think of you, father an' all as you are .•. 
you ... 
MRs. BoYLE (appealing to JoHNNY). Johnny, Johnny, Johnny, 
for God's sake, be quiet ! 
JoHNNY. I'll not be quiet, I'll not be quiet; he's;a~n~ic...,e_f_a_t_he_r..:., _____ _ 
isn't he 1 Is it any wondher Mary went asthray, en ... 
MRs. BoYLE. Johnny, Johnny, for my sake be quiet-for your 
mother's sake I 
BoYLE. I'm goin' out now to have a few dht.Utb with th' last 
few makes I have, an' tell that lassie o' yours noNo e en 
I come back; for if I lay me eyes on her, I'll lay an 's on her, 
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an' i(I lay me han's on her, I won't be accountable for me actions I 
JoHNNY. Take care somebody doesn't lay his han's on yo 
y'oul' ... 
MRs. BoYLE. Johnny, Johnny I _ 
BoYLE (at door, about to go out). li, a nice son, an' a nicer 
daughter, I have. (Calling loudly upstairs.) Joxer, Joxer, are you 
there 1 
JoxER (from a distance). I'm here, More .•. ee ... aar ••• 
i ... tee! 
BoYLE. I'm goin' down to Foley's-are you comin' ! 
J OXER. Come with you 1 With that sweet call me 
stirred; I'm only waiting for the word, an' I'll 'th 
a bird I 1
Bovle 
____ opens 
(BoYLE and JoxER pass the door going out.) 
JoHNNY (throwing himself on the bed). I've a nice si&MJ.er, an' a 
nice father, there's no bettin' on it. · to God a burta a 
bomb had whipped me ou' o' this long ago! Not one o' yous, 
not one o' yous, have any thought for me ! 
MRs. BoYLE (with passionate remonstrance). If you n't whisht, 
Johnny, you'll drive me mad. Who has kep' th' h e together 
for the past few years-only me. An' who'll have to bear th' 
biggest part o' this throuble but me-but whinin' an' whingin' 
isn't goin' to do any good. 
JoHNNY. You're to blame yourself for a gradle of it--givin' 
him his own way in everything, an' never assin' to check him, no 
matther what he done. Why didn't you look afther th' money 1 
why ••• 
(A knock at door R. MRs. BoYLE takes no notice, but sits on her 
chair in despair. The knock again, louder. MRs. BOYLE gets up 
heavily from chair, crosses front of table, to door R., and opens it. 
The two furm:ture-removal men, wearing green baize aprons, enter, 
and stand to R. of MRs. BoYLE. JOHNNY turns on his seat to see 
who has come in, and listens to what is said.) 
FIRsT MAN. We've been sent up be anag a 
Furnishing Co., Mrs. Boyle, to take b ;o the furniture that was 
got a while ago. 
MRs. BoYLE. Yous'll touch nothin' here-how do I know who 
yous are 1 
coor 
exits 
uno s i t 
R chai 
FIRsT MAN (showing a paper). There's the ordher, ma'am. 
(Reading.) A chest o' drawers, a table, wan easy an' two ordinary 
chairs ; wan mirror ; wan chestherfield divan, an' a wardrobe vase. 
(Turning to mate.) Come on, Bill, it's afther knockin'-o:ff time, 
already. We'll the chest o' drawers fir·~~------------'l~~I~wed 
(The two men cross MRs. BoYLE near door R., and go to back R. Each John 
takes an end of the chest of drawers, and carries it out by door B. 
MRs. BoYLE returm to front of table and watches them.) & J1mo 
s Sound 
- ------------ -
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JoHNNY. For God's sake, mother, run down to Foley;' an' 
bring father back, or we'll be left w· hout a tick. 
(The men carry o table.) 
MRs. BoYLE. What good would it be-you heard w 
before he went out. 
JoHNNY. Can't you thry; he ought to e here, an' the like of 
this goin' on. 
(MRs. BoYLE goes by L. end of table to alcove, takes her coat from the 
bed, puts it slowly on, comes downstage by R. end of table, to door 
R. As she reaches door, MARY enters, tired and dejected. She runs 
to MRs. BoYLE and puts her arms round her.) 
MARY. What's up, mother 1 
chest of drawers, an' everybody's 
money, after all. 
MRs. BoYLE (near door R., on MARY's L.). Everything's gone 
wrong, Mary. We're not gettin' a penny out of the Will, not a 
penny. I'll tell you all when I come back-I'm goin' to look for 
your father. 
(She goes out door R. MARY, with her head bent, crosses front of table, 
to chair that BoYLE had occupied, L. end of table, and sits down 
on it. JoHNNY standing, leaning his elbow on mantelpiece, watches 
her with a scornful look on his face.) 
JoHNNY (bitterly). It's wondher you're not ashamed to show 
your face here, afther what has happene 
~~-(JERRY enters door R., a look of hope on ~s a . He pauses by door 
for a second, looks over at MARY, then comes closer, front of table.) 
JERRY (softly). Mary I 
(MARY does not answer, and sits silently on chair.) 
Mary, I want to speak to you for a few moments, may I 1 
_(MARY remains silent. JoHNNY goes slowly into om L. JERRY 
crosses slowly, front of table to MARY, and stands on her R.) 
Your mother has told me everything, Mary, and I have come to 
you. . . • I have come to tell you, Mary, that my love for you 
is greater and deeper than ever ..•• 
MARY (with a sob). Oh, Jerry, Jerry, say no more; all that is 
over now ; anything like that is impossible now ! 
JERRY. Impossible 1 Why do you talk like that, Mary 1 
MARY. After all that has happened. 
JERRY. What does it matter what has hap ened 1 We e 
young enough to be able to forget all those things. e catches her 
hand.) Mary, Mary, I am pleading {Qr your love. With Labour, 
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Mary, humanity is above everything; we are the Leaders in the 
fight for a new life. I want to forget Bentham, I want to forget 
that you left me-even for a while. 
MARY. Ob, Jerry, Jerry, you haven't the bitter word of scorn 
for me after all. 
JERRY (passionately). Scorn l I love you, love you, Mary ! 
MARY (rising, and looking him in the eyes). Even though .•. 
(MARY rises from chair, turns to face JERRY, he takes her hand, and 
she looks up into his eyes.) 
Even though . . • 
JERRY. Even though you threw me over for another man; 
even though you gave me many a. bitter word! 
MARY. Yes, yes, I know; but you love me, even though ... 
even though ... I'm ... gain' ... gain' . . . (He looks at her 
questioningly, and fear gathers in his eyes. ) Ah, I was thinkin' 
so. . . . You don't know everything ! 
JERRY (poignantly). Surely to God 
. . that . . . that . . . 
MARY. Now you know all, Jerry; no you know all! 
JERRY. My God, Mary, have you fallen as low as that 1 
MARY. Yes, J erry, as you say, I have fallen as low as that. 
(JERRY moves a little away from her, to the R. He wishes to get away, 
but finds it awkward. He turns towards her again.) 
JERRY. I didn't mean it that way, Mary ... it came on me 
so sudden, that I didn't mind what I was sayin'. • • • I never 
expected this-your mother never told me. . • • I'm sorry • • . 
God knows, I'm sorry for you, Mary. 
MARY. Let us say no more, Jerry; I don't blame you for 
thinkin' it's terrible. . . . I suppose it is. . . . Everybody'll 
think the same ... it's only as I expected-your humanity is 
just as narrow as the humanity of the others. 
L J JERRY (half-way to door R.). I'm sorry, all the same. . . • I 
~ '7 ~ldn't have throu ed you ••• I wouldn't had I known .••. 
Jrt?' (B crosses on to door R.) ~ .e ,yN 1U. 11 I can ever do anything for you • . . Ma • • • I will. 
'tv'V ~ (lie pausesfo·r a f ew moments at door R., then goe uietly out. Another 
short pause, and JoHNNY returns slowly from room L., comes to 
fireplace, leans his arm on mantelpiece, and looks down at MARY. 
MARY sinks down into chair again.) 
JoHNNY (inquiringly) . .c_J.~.t...W-. 
MARY (tonelessly). Yes. 
~-------~~----~ (The two furniture-removal by door B. 
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FIRST MAN (apologetically). Sorry, Miss, but we have to liv 
well as the next man. 
67 
or 
Johnny 
(They carry out the table.) /~~~~ to 
JoHNNY. Isn't this terrible 1 I suppose you told him every- then DSL 
thing. Couldn't you have waited for a. few days. . . . He'd have 
stopped the taking of the things, if you'd kept your mouth shut. t.o Mary • 
Are you burning to tell everyone of the shame you've b -u ht on Mar yX 
us 1 -------·~'ut door 
MARY (in agony). 0 , t~ is unbearable psR 
(She swiftly crosses to door ., and goes out. The two furniture- overs 
removal men re-enter door R.) V ~ nter 
FIRST MAN. We'll take the sofa, now:--. ~-~;:====:r':_ __ ~ __ ..._Jake 
~ lrm-(They go to the sofa; the Kq'jy@ '1ghf fl. ers for a m nt, and then 
goes oul.j cha ir 
JoHNNY (glancing up at the light). Mother of G~....,.=-=:;;:..;~--- ~SohLnnyX 
gone out! 
FIRST MAN (startled). You put the wind up me, the way you a lls on 
bawled that time. 
(He goes over to fireplace, peers down into the red bowl.) 
The oil's all gone, that's all. 
------lmovers 
(He goes back to help other ma"! with sofa; JoHNNY gives an agon-bz-~ "'t-L_ 
mg cry.) ~ ~\::." l 
• ..._,;;7(.. 
JoHNNY. Mother of God, there's a shot I'm afther gettmg I 
(The FIRST MAN goes over towards JOHNNY, and looks at him anxiously.) 
FIRST MAN. What's wrong with you, roan-is it a fit you're 
afther takin' 1 
JoHNNY (with a wail). I'm afther feelin' a. pain in me breast, 
like the tearin' by of a bullet. 
FIRsT MAN (turning to his mate). That ch 
a. wondher they'd leave a. chap lika that her 
rop 
hcd.r; 
ne Y 
tTSL 
o sR 
f J. 
(Door R. suddenly flies open, and the two IRREGULARS enter swiftly. rregu-
They carry revolvers in their hands. One crosses swiftly to JoHNNY; ars en-
the other, standing in front of the two :urniture :m.&Jb..:cowz;s .th.t-m-------:+re~ ls t 
with his gun. They put their hand ~ ve Jl"iirheads.) Y 
L to 
FIRsT IRREGULAR (to the furniture-removal men, quietly, quickly, ,S2.h.nny; 
and decisively). Who are you-what are yous doin' here-quick I 2 X to 
FIRST FURNITURE-REMOVAL MAN (in fear answering rapidly). 
Removin' furniture that's not paid for. movers 
IRREGULAR. Get over to the other end of room; - alces 
wall, an' keep your hands up-quick I t em go 
t wall 
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(The two furniture-removal men turn, with hands over head, walk fo 
end of room c. back, and, with faces to wall, stand there with hands 
over heads. The FIRST IRREGULAR then goes over to other IRREGU-
LAR, who is standing over JOHNNY at fireplace.) 
SECOND IRREGULAR (to JoHNNY). ome on, Shean Boyle, you're 
wanted; some of us have a word ay o you. 
JOHNNY (plaintively). I' sick ; I can't; what do you want 
with me 1 
SECOND IRREGULAR (catching one of JoHNNY's arms). Come on, 
come on ; we've a distance to go, an' we haven't much time--come 
on. 
JoHNNY (with pathetic appeal). I'm an oul' comrade-yous 
wouldn't shoot an oul' comrade. 
SECOND IRREGULAR. Poor Tancred was an oul' comrade o' 
yours, but you didn't think o' that when you gave him away to 
the gang that sent him to his grave. But we've no time to waste ; 
come on-here, Dermot, ketch his a-~---------
(The IRREGULARS pull JOHNNY from chair, and drag him across 
stage to front c. He feebly resists them.) 
FIRST IRREGULAR (suddenly to JoHNNY). Have you your beads 1 
JoHNNY (in a sweat of fear). Me b s! Why do you ass me 
that, why do you ass me that 1 
SECOND IRREGULAR. Go on, go on, march ! 
JoHNNY. Are yous goin' to do in a comrade-look: at me arm, 
I lost it for Ireland. 
SECOND IRREGULAR. Commandant Tancred lost his life for Ire-
land. 
JoHNNY (praying as he is dragged along). Sacred Heart of Jesus, 
have mercy on me ! Mother o' God, pray for me-be with me now 
in the agonies o' death ! :IJB;il, Mary, full ·O' gr_ace • . . the 
~ -------.~~~~~~=.!o~r~~·~·~·i·~w~it~h~T~h!ee~.~ ~ Cue#2$ 
, ~doo R., and the CuRTAIN falls. 
When it rises again most the furniture is gone. "'M.ARY . anil~---... 
MRs. BoYLE, one on each side, re sitting in a darkened room, by 
,_ __ --..,~~~9--~::Jb:re, on two boxes, for all chairs are gone; it is our later.) 
J,tt O MRs. BoYLE. I'll not wait much longer ... wftq,t did they 
i\..11. h bring him away in the mothor for 1 Nugent says he thinks they 
fVV v had guns . . . is me throubles never go in' to be over 1 • • • If 
anything ud happen to poor Johnny, I think I'd lose me mind. 
/ J oP I ~ (Decisively.) I'll go to th olice Station, surely they ought to v,A ~ be able to do somethin'. 
(MRs. BoYLE goes over to alcove, back L., and takes her hat from 
the bed, and puts it on. Outside of _door R., voices are heard 
t •peaking.) tJ~~v'Y-
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Whisht, · that something 1 Maybe, it's your father, 
I left him · oley's he was hardly able to lift his hea 
(A knock at the door R., and the voice of MRs. MADIGAN speaking 
very softly outside.) 
MRs. MADIGAN. Mrs. Boyle, Mrs. Boyle. 
(MRs. BoYLE from alcove, crosses down to door R., opens it, and MRs. 
MADIGAN comes in. She goes over to MRs. BoYLE with an air 
of deep sympathy. They stand R.c., MRs. MADIGAN on MRs. 
BoYLE's R. MARY turns round to listen, but still sits on box by 
the fire.) 
Oh, Mrs. Boyle, God an' His Blessed Mother be with~-!.;;.r..;;.;;;;.;;,;;;;;o"'.:...:..­
MRs. BoYLE (calmly). What is it, Mrs. Madigan. 
-something about Johnny. 
MRs. MADIGAN. God nd it's not, God send it's not JQliD.n_yl~-----(.' 
X 
MRs. BoYLE. Don't eep me waiti)l', Mrs. Mitdi'gan ; I've gone 
through so much lately at I feel able for anything. /Juno X 
MRs. MADIGAN. Two polismen below wantin' you. S 1 
MRs. BoYLE (surprised). Wantin' me; an' why do they want '-f' . to 
~~ ~l • 
MRs. MADIGAN. Some poor £ella's been found, an' they think ar X 
it's ..• it's . . . / o Juno 
MRs. BoYLE (with grief). .I~¥-, :OOmil-¥--1 SL 
MARY (rushing from her pl~ MRs. BoYLE and putting arms 
round her). Oh, mother, mother, me poor, darlin' mother. d .X 
MRs. BoYLE. Hush, hush, darlin'; you'll sh.ortly have your 
own throuble to bear. (To MRs. MADIGAN.) An' why do the polis 
think it's Johnny, Mrs. Madigan I 
MRs. MADIGAN. Because one o' the doctors knew him when he 
was attendin' with his poor arm. 
MRs. BoYLE. Oh, it's thrue, then; it's Johnny, it's me son, 
me own son I 
MARY (wildly). Oh, it's thrue, it's thrue what 
-there isn't a God, there isn't a God ; if th 
let these things happen I 
MRs. BoYLE (soothingly). Mary, Mary, you lll('!m~.lii;I.;~,.D.eJ:u..---;r­
things. We'll want all the help we can get from Go ' His Blessed 
Mother now I These things have nothin' to do with the Will o' 
God. Ah, what can God do agen the stupidity o' men ! 
MRs. MADIGAN. The polis want you to go with them to the 
hospital to see the poor body-they're waitin' below. 
MRs. BoYLE. We'll go. Come, Mary, an' we'll ne r come back 
here agen. Let your father furrage for himself now , I've done 
all I could an' it was all no use-he'll be hopeless till the end of 
his days. I've got a little room in me sisther's where we'll stop 
till your throuble is over, an' then we'll work togetherAor the sake 
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MARY. My poor little child that'll have no father! 
MRs. BoYLE. 'I have what's far betther-it'll have two 
methers. 
MRs. BoYLE releases herself gently from MARY, goes back to alcove, 
takes her coat from bed, and puts it on her. MRs. MADIGAN goes 
to MARY, and puts an arm round her. A rough voice is heard 
.,; shouting from outside door R.) 
(MRs. MADIGAN runs to door R., opens it, and shouts out.) 
MRs. MADIGAN. Take your hour, thete take y.our hour! If 
yous are in such a hurry, skip off, then, ~body wants you here 
-if they did yous wouldn't be found. For you're the same as 
yous were undher the British Government--never where yous are 
wanted ! As far as I can see, the Polis as Polis, in this city, is 
Null an' Void! 
MRs. BoYLE. We'll go, Mary, we' go; yon to see your poor 
dead brother, an' me to see me poor <lead son ! 
MARY. I dhrea "t, mother, I dhread it! 
{MRs. MADIGAN go ack to MARY, and again put~._,~""""~-:;;;.;.:.:;._ 
round her. They stand a little in from door MRs. BoYLE 
comes slowly down to centre of stage, and stands there.) 
MRs. BoYLE. I forgot, Mar 
mother was only thinkin' of herse No, no, yo tn't come-
it wouldn't be good for you. You go on to me sisther's a - ' face 
th' ordeal meself. Maybe I didn't feel sorry enough for r . 
Tancred when her poor son was found as Johnny's been found 
now-because he was a Die-hard! (With deep feeling.) Ah, why 
didn't I remember that then he wasn't a Die-hard or a Stater, but 
f only a poor dead son! It's well I remember all that she said-
an' it's my turn to say it now : What was the pain I suffered, 
Johnny, bringin' you into the world to carry you to your cradle 
to the pains I'll suffer carryin' yo~ out o' the world to bring you 
to your grave! Mother o' Go <i~Jihe ' G ha.:v:a..Jpi.Ly...GDL.J.La......J 
all ! Blessed Virgin, where were ou when me darlin' son was 
riddled with bullets, when me darlin' son was riddled with bullets 1 
Sacred Heart o' Jesus, take away our hearts o' stone, and give us 
hearts o' flesh ! Take away this murdherin' pte, an' give us 
Thine own eternal Jove ! ' 
(MRs. BoYLE crosses by in front of MRs. MADIGAN and RY, and 
goes slowly out by door R., f ollowed slowly by MRs. MADIGAN and 
MARY. There is a pause, then the sound of shu.ffling, te s are 
heard outside door R. The door opens and BoYLE, ve run , 
enters. and shu.ffles acro:Js too. He stands therefor a few moments. 
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~-----_. ....... "-"'~ Then J OXER, as drunk as BoYLE, appears at dcor, an ports 
/ himself against one side of it.) 
BoYLE. I'm able to go no farther. . • • Two polis, ey 1 ... 
what were they doin' here, I wondher 1 • • • Up t o good, 
anyhow ... an' Juno an' that lovely daughter o' mine "th them. 
(Taking a sixpence from his pocket and looking at it.) Wan single, 
solithary tanner left out of all I borreyed. . . . (He lets it fall.) 
The last o' the Mohicans. . • . The blinds is down, Joxer, the 
blinds is down ! 
J OXER (walking unsteadily across the room, and anchoring at the 
bed). Put all ... your throubles • in :y_,o ' · 
an' smile . . . smile . • . smile I 
(BoYLE staggers over to the L., and swayingly sits down on a box 
above fireplace.) 
BoYLE. The counthry'll have to steady itsel ... it's goin' 
. . to hell. . . . Where'r all . . . the chairs . . gone,-+io>- . -.- .-----
steady itself, Joxer. (In a hazy way, notices ch irs are gone.) 
Chairs'll ... have to ... steady themselves. . . . No matther 
... what anyone may •.. say. . . . Irelan' sober ... is Ire-
1 ' • fre:.;;e;,;.. _.,.,_ _ _ 
JoxER (stretc ing ~mself on the bed). Chains .•. an' ... 
slave .. that's a darlin' motto ... a daaarlin' ... motto! 
OYLE. If th' worst comes ... to th' worse ... I can join 
a . • . flyin' . . . column. . . . I done . . . me bit . . . in Eas-
ther Week . . • had no business . . . to . • . be . . . there . 
but Captain Boyle's Captain Boyle ! 
Jox . 
X to 
ire . 
its 
n bar-
e l. 
J OXER. Br~thEil'~~ith so o d~ __ _......_ _ _., 
... this ... me ... o ... wn, me nat ... ive I ... an'! oyle 
"''" BoYLE (subsiding into a sittinf! posture .or. the floor, stretching out ~~ 8 i ts 0 n ft{f, lt.h;~ arms). ma d1ed ... m them ... arms . . . , _.,_.-!c1 l 
!1"' 1" Joxer. . . Tell me Volunteer - utt!es ... says e ... that ~/'~: nnp 
. . . I died for . . . Irelan' ! • .__ 
J OXER. D'jever rade Willie . • . Reilly . . • an' his • . • own J ox e r 
... Colleen ... Bawn 1 It's a darlin' story, a daarlin' tory! _____ _ 
BoYLE. I'm telling you ••. Joxer ... th' who e worl's ... 1-----------:::::111·n a terr ••. ible state o' ••. chassis I 
p sses 
0 t 
oyle 
p sses 
ut. 
~----
CURT AIM. 
-
' 
·-
BoYLE's song, as he cooks breakfast. 
J'i Jd'j~ 
...______... 
a . gain,.... And the flow • ers are in When the rob • ins nest 
--J~~~ :J~==.t==~ __ __.. 
bloom;.... When the spring· time's sun • ny smile Seems to 
t4¥J :t :rl c c W · =±# 1 11 J=p:g :J E 
ban · ish all sor. row and gloom, .•.. Then my bon • ny blue • ey'd 
~;;;~~~:tt=@l J 11$~ 
pro· mised he'll come back to me, When the rub • ins nest a· gain. 
Sung by B oYLE, end of Act I. 
~JG17=-9 =R&±H=t=rt==¥1 
0 my dar· lin~ JU • no, I will be true to thee; My 
~~j :§&~F=" I 
own, my dar - lin&' Ju • no, You're all the world to me. 
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LIST OF PROPERTIES: Juno and the Paycock 
Dresser 
Blue and white colored chaR:k statue of Blessed Vir . 
small crimson bowl for votive light 
kitchen table and 3 chairs 
old armchair 
teapot 
frying pan 
5 cups 
5 saucers 
mirror 
shovel 
poker 
stoker 
2 newspapers 
three books 
2 ribbons 
document as Will 
parcel of sausages 
bread 
lace curtains 
sofa 
1 upholstered chair 
chest of drawers (new) 
china ware for tea 
2 bottles whiskey 
8 bottles stout 
6 tumblers 
a cake 
vase 
attache case 
fountain pen 
gramophone 
grammophone records 
artificlal flowers for vase 
money in notes 
silver coins 
colored Xmas paper chains 
a picture 
2 blue plates 
sugar bolv,·l 
2 revolvers 
2 barrels 
lamp 
suit of clothes & pr pants for Nugent 
bottle of liniment 
bread board 
bread knife & silverware 
clock 
bedding 
~---------~----------------~--
stand for flowers 
table cloth 
curta ins 
cand~r dish 
dErning bag 
comb a nd ribbon 
tombacco pouch 
captain's chest 
apron 
water container 
pad for teapot 
pitcher of water 
matches 
plate for cakes 
pipe 
I 
Properties 
Act I 
Press : 2 blue plates 
1 sugar bowl 
1 frying pan 
bread board 
bread knife 
silve:eware 
5 cups and saucers 
Stove: teapot 
Mantle: 2 pot holders 
1 box matches 
( ARRAJITGEHEJ'JT ) 
clock ( preset at 11 am) 
picj~~p.re 
Fireplace: tools 
shovel 
coal bucket 
Table: 3 chairs 
1 cup and saucer 
1 newspaper 
table cloth 
Alcove: bed a: ing 
curtains 
Dresser: mirror 
tea pot 
pitcher 
1 glass 
candy dish 
darning bag 
Mary's hat 
comb and ribbon 
books 
tobacco pouch 
Mise: stand and flowers SR 
Captain's chest USR 
Water container next dresser 
apron 
Properties continued Act II 
Dresser: Spoons 
Vase fo:r flov.:ers 
pad for teapot 
5 cups and sauc e rs 
bmttles of stout 
2 bottles ofw hiskey 
6 glasses 
candy dish 
pitcher of water 
green ribbon for Mary 
matches 
dresser cover 
sugar bowl 
d!e'esser mirror 
plate for cakes 
Table: tablecloth 
lamp 
attache case 
~ntle: 2 pictures 
clock 
matches 
Press: tea pot 
pot holder 
Stove: Tea kettle 
Alcove: Juno's hat 
Mise: newspaper on sofa 
tobacco and pipe on sofa 
ACT III 
green ribbon offstage for ~1ary 
stand w/flowers 
paper decorations 
arpon on hook . 
Table: 2 chairs 
lace tAblecloth 
2 newspapers 
2 cups and saucers 
I!7resser: candy d :! sh 
2 bottles of stout 
pitcher and g]a ss 
i! 
1: 
II 
...... r""""l 
Properties continued 
bottle of lineament 
3 matches 
Boyle's pipe in drawer 
Matlille: picture 
clock 
statues 
matches 
Press: pot holders 
Stove: kettle 
fire tools 
coal 
tea pot 
Alcove: curtain closed 
Mis e: captain's chest w/gramrnaphone on it 
flowers on stand 
Juuo's coat on hook; also hat 
pictures onW311 
ACT III (Scene II) 
Manetle: clock; matches 
Stove: tea kettle 
Press: tea pot 
Alcove: curt Bins closed 
Mise: capt's chest; 2 barrels; Juno and Mary's coats 
on hooks; fire tools; coal 
-
Cue !I 1 
Cue # 2 
Cue # 3 
Cue # 4 
Cue# 5 (a) 
Cue# 5 (b) 
Cue # 6 
Cue # 7 
Cue # 8 
Cue # 9 
Cue # 10 
Cue # 11 
Cue # 12 
Cue # 13 
Cue # 14 
Cue # 15 
Cue # 16 
Cue # 17 
Cue # 18 
Cue # 19 
LIGHTING FLO T 
Act I 
Exterior Lights 
Interior llghts 
Liahts on fi~e come up , then fade 
Lights on door SR come up slowly 
Interior lights come up 3 degrees 
SL downstage creep up (Boyle special) 
Downstage Center highlight 
Exterior , Interior out (BLACKOUT) 
Act II 
Exterior Lights (Same as Act I) 
Interior lights (same as Act I} 
Interior lights creep up 4 degrees 
(preparation for party scene) 
Light in alcove creep up to full USL 
Exterior fade 5 degrees 
Lamp on 
Exterior fade 2 degrees 
Interior fade DR 2 degrees 
Interior fade 2 degrees 
Lamp out 
Exterior , Interior out (BLACKOUT ) 
Act III 
Votive on 
1: 
1: 
II 
I! 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
..-
LIGHTING PLOT (continued) 
(Act III continued) 
Cue # 20 Fire in firepdace SL up slowly 4 counts 
Cue # 21 Exterior Lights (Dusk) 
Cue # 22 l amp on 
Cue # 23 lamp out, interior fade 
Cue # 24 votive flickers, fade 2 counts 
Cue # 25 votive out 
Cue # 26 Interior out (BLACKOUT) 
Cue # 27 Interior and fire on ful l 
Cue # 28 DR up 2 degrees (door) 
Cue If 29 Spec ia 1 for Juno CS up 2 counts ff 
Cue # 30 Special for Juno full 
Cue # 31 Special for Juno creep out full 
Cue # 32 cs up 3 counts 
Cue # 33 alcove up 2 counts 
Cue # 34 fire DL out full 
Cue # 35 Interior out slow {BLACKOUT) 
SOUND PI..OT 
Act I 
Cue # 1 off-stage noise (Simon MacKay trampling) 
Cue # 2 off-stage noise (Simon MacKay trampling again) 
Cue # 3' knock on street door 
Cue # 4 knock on street door again 
Cue # 5 voice of coal-block vender chanting in street 
Act II 
Cue # 6 Juno's off-stage voice before she enters 
Cue # 7 Bentham knocking at street door 
Cue # 8 Gramophone 
Cue # 9 prayer 
Cue # 10 prayer fades out 
Act III 
Cue # 11 off-stage voice from street (policemen) 
Juno 13oyle 
Captain · oyle 
Mary Boyle (Act I) 
Mary Boyle(Act II and I I) 
Johnny Boyle 
. ~) 
( 

~,~s Madigan 
I 
I 
) 
I 
/ 
Charlie -qentham 
Jerry Dev· 1ne 
... eed le ... ugent 
1\ (t / 
, ' 
b 
1 8 rs · Tancred 
I 
1 I I 
I I I r~J 
3ewing ~ ~achine 
~an 
Coal Vender 
Immob. lizer 
2 Irrep;ulars 
T • 8lghbor 
":7 
-- .... .._,..lt.J.....,_""•" .1: v.r.t. '"'u.~.Lu Cl .t t \.!. Ul l 'C: .royvuu.t\. 
DIRECTED BY FRA!--rK E. MELLO , MAY 6 & 
7, 1961. DESIGN THE SM."E FOR ALL 
THREE ACTS, EXCEPT ACT I - NO SOFA. 
I! 
Critical Notices 
1. The play bore little reference to any revolutionary activi-
ty, which could have been dramatically realized in many ways. 
2. The characters (especially Boyle add Joxer) tended to be-
come characterizations during the play's realization. They 
posed, played with words, did not relate to one another, becamE 
too grotesque and were not warm-hearted Irishmen. 
3. Boyle's action was unclear; also Joxer's. 
4. Juno, Mary, and Johnny tended to play against the overall 
style of the play (as set by Joxer, Needles Nugent & Boyle) 
5. Joxer too active while speaking to Boyle. Director has 
him constantly engaged in fulf'illing action of eating Boyle 
out or house and home. Became distracting and line of rocus 
on Boyle lost at times. 
6. Juno was entirely too realistic. Analogy to !olly Bloom 
of Ulysses, Tennessee William's character. Too irascible to 
be heroine of the play, or of a noble nature. 
7. Juno too active during entire pla y . Director kept her 
too busy. No focus. 
8. Tempto too fast and furious. Reflective moods should have 
been stressed by the director. 
9. Boyle too vicious, piteous, grotesque. None of his in-
herent Irish temperament and good will manirested. 
10. Too much movment on stage during all three acts. 
I 
! 
Faculty Comments 
1. Dr. Ehrensberger stated Boyle and Joxer emerged as chara-
cterizations, and lost entire quality and warmth of inher-
ent Irish character. Also that entire play lacked any depth, 
warmth, purpose, imagination. 
2. Mri Hirsch also p&inted out the characterizations of Boyle, 
Joxer - that they should have been 'toned down' and that 
their attudinizing, posing, lack of depth and purpose cur- I 
tailed the play's ultimate realization. I 
3. Mr. Nicholson spoke to the director of the inheritance scene -
that it should have been executed in the splrit of an Irish 
jig. It should have been a much more peppier occasion. He 
also pointed out the scene between Boyle and Madigan in the 
third act - that the blocking was cumberson and slightly II 
unbelievable. He also spoke of Mary and Juno's song in the 
second act - that the blocking and movement were too pre- 11 
determined. He summarized on the play's inadequacy, that it 
should have centered about Juno's crises and her development -
that the actress playing the role lacked the depth and tragic 
realization of the character. He attributed this mainly to 
the director, but also spoke of the actress' own interpret~-
tion of the role. I 
4. Mr. Thoummen too spoke of Boyle and Joxer's (too overt} I 
characterizations - that both actors playing the roles went 
overboard in their respective actions, and that both being 
comedians, should have been 'toned do~~' by the director II 
I 
~------------------------~ 
I 
Faculty Comments (continued) I' 
so as to insure more forcible motivations and realizations 
as characters. He also pointed out another defect when he 
asked the director of the coal-vendor's and the sewing-machine 
man's relative purpose in the play. The director frankly ad- I 
mitted he did not stress their importance - that they were mani-
pulated to serve as comic devices. 
5. Mr. Kasanoff, lastly, pointed out Boyle and Joxer's weak 
characters - that they tended to become character izations. He 
also pointed out the lack of a relation between Boyle and Joxe~, 
Boyle and Juno, Juno and Joxer, Mary and Juno, Mary and Joxer, 
Mary and Boyle, Boyle and Johnny, Mary end Johnny, Johnny and 
Juno. Boyle, he asserted, was too grotes oue- that he 'played' 
bits rather then situat i ons , situations rather t han his motiva-
tional needs. He felt Boyle was more of a dreamer, not so II 
self-pitying- that Boyle was too angry. J oxer, Mr. Kasanoff, 
also was not purposeful enough. He was not as acute and cunning 
as the character demands. He also felt Joxer was t oo cute and 
-
Final Hindsight Conclusions and Comments 
The faculty commen s and tne comments elicited from t e 
Friday critioue-performance audience were of great value to 
the director as he annroached his last two days of ~ehearsal. j 
They were of inestimable value in that they were direct and 
purposeful, both to the benefit of the director as well as 
the actors; moreso they were extremely important because each 
ctitical observation was proven theatrically effective. 
The director's mistakes were many. By this he profited. 
He believes he was justified though in spending a week's re-
hearsal (ten hours were actually spent) working on the Irish 
speech pattern. However he feels he was not especially justi-
fied in his method or approach towards drama~ically realizing 
the play . The actors who became c•~racatures as the rehear- 11 
sals neared thetr end should have been toned down as soon as 
the director saw what they were doing. And he did see it . I*-
stead he had complete faith in the actors' abilities and their 
discretion, and thou~ht they would play the prevalent action of 
the play. Instead the play, the Friday critique performance, 
took a turn for the worse. Ceetainly it was entertaining and 
highly received by its audiences, but as a dramatic work of II 
art it fell flat on its face. The comic situations, attudini-
zing, c aricaturing was abominable . This was the director 's 
fault for he should have put a stop to the acting when he saw 
that it was taking a turn for the worse - the overplaying of 
roles . 
RegardiDg the failure of the play to approximate dramatic 
2 
art a lot may be explained by way of self-criticism. ~~ . Norton 
speaks of the true test of a play. I:t it is memorable then it 
has withstood the test of critical analysis, and this would usu-
ally necessitate its worth as a worl<: of art. Now Juno and the 
Paycock is a memorable work of art, but this performance simply 
was not . Its execution (to be taken in more ways than one) did 
not measure up to its ideal . O'Casey's vision simply got away 
from the director. It was too deep, too humane, too introspec-
tive for him to have fathomed or delineated it . 
Juno's dilemna constantly assailed the director's imagina-
tion and intellect. How best, imaginately and realistically, 
to enhance and produce her particular crisis, was a problem he 
could not come to grips with . The aetress playing the role 
was too cerebral in her understanding and realization of the 
role. Consequently the direct JD~ should have given her more to 
do, should have brought her out of herself so to speak, should 
ha.ve given her impossible tasks to perform , should have demandee 
that she ask no more questions and simply do the task asked of 
her . He did not and consequently the actress was never given 
a thing to really work with. He chose to have her draw on her 
own resources as an actress, but the method back-fired . 
And so the director failed to achieve the basic conception 
that the play wished to develop and delineate. The actress nor-
tr~ying Juno could not realize Juno's tragic circQ~stance, nor 
did she ever become aware of what Juno must do to change her 
life. Kronenberger contends that Tragedy demonstrates Man's 
behaviour in the face of disaster. How he comports himself 
brings about the true t measure of Tragedy . If he is noble, or 
a person above the common rung of humanity he may suffer life 
3 
and transcend the hardsb~ps he has had to contend with. If 
not then life has defeated him, and an audience can only feel 
a morsel of pity for his circumstances, and not the actual 
compassion one man 6en usually feel for another when he sees 
him down and out. 
Well Juno too finds herself in a selfsame situation. She 
must act and transcend the evil (man-incurred) done her. Only 
by quiting Boyle will she be able to provide, and live for, her 
daughter and her grandchild. The reason she has come to this 
decision is because Johnny has been cruely taken from her. He 
was the only meaning for her futile existence. The husk of a 
husband has failed her, miserably, aBd so she had turned to 
her son ~sorely needed her love and comfort, whatever h~s 
actual reasons may have been. This then was stressed over and 
over again, but never quite realized mn the acting. 
The director is not blaming anyone. It would be too 
petty to do so. Fe is blaming himself rather, and categori-
cally stating his errors, and his actaal failure to achieve 
the desired effect. As such then he could not communicate 
the essence and motivating action of the play to the actress 
portraying Juno as well as the other main actors. They really 
did everything he asked of them, but they could not create a 
memorable event simply due to the director's lack of imagina-
tion and directorial control. At best the play emerged an 
academic attempt atrecaptur'ing the play's inherent warmth, 
beauty, and humanity. A lot of work was manifested by both 
the director and the actors and all the other personmel con-
nected with the play's realization, and it may be said much 
was accomplished to the sincere admiration of t he director. 
He really enjoyed the love that the actors threw into their 
performances. It may have been wide of the mark, but they 
enjo~ed every paTt of what they were doing. 
The director now sees his mistakes. He should have ton-
ed down the actors portraying Boyle and Joxer earlier during 
rehearsals. He really thoghtthey knew how to play Actions, 
but there was an apparent lack in this area . This was his 
mistake in that directing is more than just supposing the 
actors can master the roles by themselves with little effort 
on his part. As such the characters got the best of the ac-
tors, and they overplayed their roles. 
4 
On the other hand the act:ress portraying Juno tended to 
underplay her :role. This was consciously imposed_ on her by 
the director; howvver according to vaTious critic·sms of the 
paay it seemed to be incongruous to the others' styles of act-
ing . Could this incongruity have been brought about, then, 
because the director chose to emp~opposite acting styles? 
It may be so . Maybe the director should have imposed one style 
of acting, and not bother with his delineation of the polari-
ties inherent in the characters. Only he feels it would have 
seriously imytred the author's intentions, for the style of the 
play, as carefully studied by t~e director he feels, actually 
. seems an ambiguous conglomeration of opposing styles. O'Casey, 
t he director feels, simply was not style conscious when he 
WDDte the play. He knew 1 ttle if nothing of what acting sty-
les, directing styles, and theories of styles really meant. 
He ,1ust recreated life as he saw, heard, tasted, felt, and 
spibke it. What style can possible approximate reality. Realism? 
Alon~ this same line of self-criticism,the director feels 
that the acting and the realization of the production escaped 
his grasp. Unforseeable events constantly manifested themsel-
ves, and he failed to cope with them as he should have. After 
the critique performance, for instance, the two remaining re-
hearsals were unimaginatively executed by both the director 
as well as the actors. They were dull, trying endeavours. The 
director could not control this. He tried to but to no avail. 
The play, he feels, was in the hands of the actors as soon as 
the critique performance had been over with, and he ha~ exhau-
sted his hold over the text, actine;, lighting and scenic design. 
Maybe there were too many rehearsals (thirty-three), and the 
actors were tired, and apathetic towards wanting to s pontaneous-
ly create the play. Their will-to-create may have been exhaus-
ted. If so then the director should have stimulated them even 
more to want to ~ rform the Play. In thj_s too he failed to 
achieve the desined effect. 
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Otherwise all the other elements that lent themselves to-
wards realizing the predation fully measured to his expectations. 
Their faults were minor to his own artistic faults. Still, 
utting on a thesis production is an unforgettable experience 
a potential director may never forget. It is helpful towards 
aiding him to realize many of his artistic mistakes as well as 
many of his good points. It is an excellent method in sharpen-
ing the potential in the student, and vicariously acquaints him 
with the actual problems of a dramatic production. 
Appendage to Final Hindsight Conclusions 
~n retrospect, the foregoing essay is concerned with what the 
director should have specifically done to further the effica-
cy of his production: what he would now do if he again had the 
occasion to direct the play, why he chose to use opposite act-
ing styles, and lastly why his two remaining rehearsals (prior 
to tee first performance of the play) failed achieve anything 
at all. 
In the first instance, since the director failed to es-
tablish specific relationships between the actors on stage, 
he would like to speak of the reasons why he failed in doing 
so' and what he should and could have done to correct this 
deficiency. 
Mary in the first scene was not really making use of 
her senses on stage as a character. The director failed to 
correct this and give her sorrething to do. She did not really 
relate to the content of the newspaper - what it said. It con-
tained important news that would further on in the play reflect 
the action of the play. Johnny the same in the ~iBst scene. 
His purpose was ambiguous. For both the director should have 
given them specific things to do. Johnny could have been look-
ing out the window. The question could have been asked by -the 
audience, what in the world is he looking for? Is he avoiding 
something? Then he could have crossed to the fire in anticipa-
tion of his mother's entrance. Another specific which could 
have aided him :tn having a purpose on stage could have been 
achieved by having him hover over his mother as she took out 
her groceries, and tidied the house up. This right away could 
have manifested his concern with getting his mother to cater 
6 
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to his every whim. The whole scene between Juno and her chil-
dren could have been of amore antagonistic nature. Both chil-
dren could have been totally oblivious to their mother's con-
cern with cleaning the house, etc., and only concerned with 
their own we lfares. And as the mother asked after the where-
abouts of the father, they could have agnored her to the point 
of rudeness. This could have reacted greatly on Juno, and cause 
her to sink deeper into her own self and resources. It would 
have dramatised the downright ignorance of the children re-
garding the welfare of their mother, and given the idea that 
something is wrong in the household. 
The Jerry-Mary scene could have been more violent. Jerry 
could have pawed the delicate Mary even more than he did. As 
he grabs her he could have tried to force her to give into him. 
It would all the more have been conducive to the director's in-
tentions for it would have made the scene all the more ridicu-
lous as Boyle reared his soppy head onstage. 
Prior to this, regarding specific actions that could have 
been ~one to enhance the production, the Boyle-Juno-Joxer scene 
could have been even more of an effective scene if the codgers 
took mor e time when they came in. They could have peered all 
over the paace in search of Juno, thBnfinally relaxed their 
vigils, both at the same time. The effect could have been nur-
tured even more by having had Joxer remain near Juno as she 
lay in waiting behind the curtain. The sus pense could have 
mounted because we already know Juno loathes Joxer. Then when 
she emerges from the curtain, the two could have been thunder-
stricken as they both were about to relax and partake of the 
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victuals. I do believe the scene between Boyle and Juijo, after 
this episode, to have attained a king of quality akin to the 
nagging wife and the poorT defenseless husband. By having had 
even more of a quality of shrewness, Juno could have incited 
the audience's reactions and feelings against her, which would 
all the more heighten the audience's sympathy towards her in her 
final scene. This was worked on, but could get no where. As the 
director 'sees' the scene emerge in his mind's eye,he could have 
had Juno all but shout in Boyle's ear as he slunk into his chair, 
and asshe went about carrjing out her household duties. Boyle 
could very weml have crossed to the befiroom during the broad-
side, or walked about the room in helpless consternation. Juno, 
on the other hand, could have conducted her work with one hand 
and followed him, nagging in his ears. The scene would have 
been more pliable, and not so static and purposeless as it ori-
ginally was. This could have lent a terrifying atmosphere to 
the scene, one which could ha¥e manifested the paphazardness of 
the Boyle household. 
The Joxer-Boyle episode contained quite anumber of activ-
ities that rather busied the actors quite a lot. Maybe too 
much in fact. Joxer was clear in the scene. He a.te like a 
scavenger; he buttered up his old buddie; he begged, borrowed, 
stole his way into the household like a pack-dog. Boyle was 
now Master of the house. However it could have been more mani-
fested if he dalberatly took advantage of Joxer by goading him 
on (due to his own ability to have coped with his wife's harra-
nge.) He could have very well have taken l t all out on Jt!'Ier 
by continuously subjecting his buttie to merciless analysis. 
He could have made Joxer look llke a fool, as Joxer would attem-
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p:tt to mollify his wrath and placate him, as in t he 'Father 
Farrel' scene at the breakfast table. Both could have checked 
the door ;y going over to it, as if in anticipation of Juno's 
entrance. This could have heightened the effect when both the 
coal vendor and swwing-mahcine man entered. More activity 
could have been given both as the vendor and sewing-mahcine 
men entered. They could have done rather stupid things as they 
hurried to rearrange the household as it was before. Joxer 
comld have hunted all over for an exit. Boyle could have left 
the table in a horrible mess. The tim g was rat her slow be-
cause the director gave too much to Boyle to do during the 
scene. Consequently it lost its comic validity. The 'Dem was 
the days' scene with Boyle could have been more imaginately ex-
emecuted. Boyle could have heightened the scene by playing that 
he was t hecaptain of a ship. Joxer could have remained by the 
table checking the door, rather than beigg near Boyle the whole 
time. The Juno-Boyle scene, prior to the inheritance once, 
would have resumed the heated argument they had already had; 
however Boyle could have been on a mysterious, best- behavior 
attitude, which could have rrede Juno all the more suspicious 
of what went on prior to her entrance . As his wife crossed to 
theroom to see to Johnnv, Boyle could have cleared the remaining 
implements on the table v:hich had ezBe.Ped Juno's perusal, smok-
ed his pipe, looked out the window where Joxer was situated. 
When Juno would bade him to put on his best clothes, she could 
have shoved him, which would have all the more moved the audien-
ces to second-guess which of them was the worst - thw shrew or 
the shirker? In the inheritance scene, the director could 
have given more specific thing.s for the actors to perform, such 
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as Bentham and. Mary behaving as two love-birds as Juno goes 
into the bedroom in search of Johnny and her bhsband. They 
would have been all the more embarrased as Juno came out with 
her son . Boyle could have manifested an entirely different 
attitude towards Bentham, which would show his outward appear-
ance to anyone outside his household. It would betray the super-
ciQliousness of the man towards outsiders. The ambiguity of the 
man would have all the better been shown. Pow as the Boyles 
learn of the inheritance, there could have been shouts, dancing, 
singing {all but Mary, of cours e, since she alreay knows of it}. 
Boyle could have executed an Irish jig, Johnny could have shout-
ed, Juno could have sad down and wept. This could have demon-
stated the unbelievable circumstance they had encountered, and 
could have achieved an excellent effect when Joxer came into 
the scene out of the window . He could have stayed there the who-
le time, then bounded to the floor like a schoolboy as Boyle ran 
after him in hot pursuit. The chase cofuld have been taken around 
the entire room, and surnrised Bentham and Mary who could very 
well have got in the way of the runners . Soyle running after 
Joxer like an Indian ready to scalp his adversary. And Boyle 
sweating and puffing like a steam engine could have grabbed his 
wife and shouted a vow to the heavens that he would have no more 
to do with Joxer . As one can see this would prove a contradic-
tion to the second act entrance bf Joxer when both butties are 
reunited . 
The second act opening scene between Joxer and Boyle is 
really a discussion on politics, religion , and whatnot. The 
director attempted to bring a little life to it by having rome 
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movement in it. While Boyle is spoutlng his paradoxes (he is 
praising the people he earlier in the first act had denounced 
quite vehemently) I had Joxer foraging for food. Boyle discov-
ers this and makes thin~s a little too unpleasant for Joxer. 
Joxer in the scene has sufficEient proof and cause to hate Boyle, 
and it should have been manifested by the actor even more. 
The scene could have been heightened all the more, as I think of 
it now, by having Joxer drop the situation of wanting some tea~ 
and instead paying strict attention to the blatherings of the 
captain. Boyle, to gain greater emphasis in the scene, which he 
sorely lakked, could have remained surveyor of all he owned, 
and stood the whole interim 6f the scene. Instead the director 
chose to have Boyle speaking to himself while Joxer was stealing 
food. This in a sense greatlV. distracted from the import of 
what Boyle was attemptinR to disclose. 
witb his family need not ha~e napped. 
Boyle in the next scene 
He could easily have walk-
ed about the whole house, and manifested his agitation at wanting 
to get out of the house and down to Foley's pub. Hiswealth is 
only good to him if he can show it to his friends, and he can 
know he owns it. The vulgarity of the new surroundings could 
very well have motivated his uneasiness and desire to leave. 
Then Bentham's entrance would throw a different light on the 
picture. Boyle's attitude towards the teacher would have been 
much different, and reflective of his new position and property. 
This would induce Boyle to badger Bentham. They are now equals 
since Boyle is in the money. Instead of hatung Boyle sit during 
his colloquy with Bentham it would have been better, as I think 
of it, to have had him standing once again (for the same pur-
pose of lording it over anyone he had in the previous scene with 
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Joxer.) Then the tea could have been served the family and 
Bentham; only Bentham could have gained the focus of the scene 
since it his theosophic nonsense which prvades the measure of 
the scene's worth. He could have been situated centerstage 
and stood up to now show up Boyle's ridiculousness. It could 
have been a battle to see who is best, both as a thinker and 
as a sport. It could have had the atmoshpere of a 'tell me i~ 
you've heard this one' situation, with the ~an of property 
pitting himself against the man of 'wo rth'. B~th Mary and Juno 
could have been engrossed with Boyle's making a food of himself 
and in Betham's quasi-mysticism. Johnny would not be ~rt and 
Parcel of the scene, but looked on both men distastefully. 
Johnny's apparition scene could have been more inhanced by 
having hum run out shoutin~ and looking for his mother in his 
fear. It was too well blocked; it seemed that Johnny knew where 
his mother was all the time. The whole of the scene between Juno 
and Johnny, according to the directions, was to be played up-
stage, but it could have very well have been played downstage on 
the sofa. This would not have detracted from the narty scene 
since Johnny escapes into his room when a knoct is heard at the 
door. He should have gone into the room earlier so that Juno 
could ha ve ,ioined Boyle as Boyle introduced Madigan and .:roxer to 
his daughter and her intended. It would have been family pride 
and satisfaction at seeing her daughter finally settle down 
that would have motivated Juno to join in. For a whilethat is 
because the Johnny situation would still be with her. The John-
nny situation, then, could have been dropped until he could 
come out of his room, all calmed down now, just as Tancred en-
tered. This would have sent him bolting back into the bedroom, 
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and made lim seem all the more guilty. This was the director's 
intenmion, because no one couJd prove it - only his seeming to be 
guilty was the only factor on which to judge him. I wanted the 
audiences to ponder over whether Johnny was guilty of Robbie Tan-
cred's death or not. Only be varying both aspects of guilt, and 
non-quilt could it have been done. Hence it would have heightened 
the scene when he is carried out by the IRA men. My attempt was to 
second guess, once again, the audience who is not so easily deceive 
ed. 
The Tancred scene, I felt, bad little to add to. It is a 
gen~mine schock when she comes in to disrupt the party. How best 
to have realized it more fully could have been through by austerity 
and soberness Mrs Tancred manifested in her clothes and her speech. 
Its melodramatic, humane effect rested on the spirit of the party -
on the way it should have been codducted. If it was a wild romp, 
then the Tancred scene would have been all the more efficaeious sin 
ce it would have the antithetical effect on its audiences. O'Casey 
is excellent when it comes to sheer irony, as effedtdve as Brecht 
and Ghelderode. 
As to the party I do not feel it could have been ebhanced any 
more save through a wild auality in the acting. It was in the 
hands of the actors, and they were told to create a wild party 
of grotesque proportions so the audience could see how very easily 
people forget their problems, and the JrOblems of the world around 
them. If I had to do it over again, however, I would have had 
much more laughter, drunkeness, dancing for Joxer and Boyle, while 
Juno would sit glumly in her chair brooding over the condition 
of her son, that is until the moment when she is asked to sing 
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a song. This could have been given to show the mastery that 
Boyle now exerted over the household; indeed he should have ur-
ged her to sing much more. It would all juxtabposed with the 
relationsfuip between both in the first act when she had gained 
the upperhand. The director should or could have g iven her 
less to do in the scene, had her s i t about more (even if the 
scenes in which she appeared in the second act too brief) or 
speak in a defeated tone of sub~essiveness. ~he incongruity 
of such a scene - Boyle, Joxer, Nad_igan, Bentham, Mary as they 
lived it up, with Juno glum and somewhat lost in her own house-
hold - could have greatly shown Juno's distrust of her new pre-
dictament and a certain foreboding on her patt that all would 
one day fall in a heap. Rowver this is despelled as her husband 
shouts at her to ~ep quiet after Tancred has left, and sh~ goes 
on to critimize Robbie Tnacred's faults. 
The Mobliizer-Johnny scene was specific enought in itself, 
due to its bre,ity. The director, if he were to do it again, 
would this time have cut out the extraneous movements of Johnny's 
crossing to the window and the table, and had him comfortable si-
tuated himself in the chair by the fire. He is finally alone in 
the house; his harrowing experience has calmed him down and he 
seeks refuge in the silence of bhe house. This unusual circumstan-
ce would have been all the more heightened if he had failed to look 
at the open door, if he had compftetely dropped his dread of what 
is behind the door (the entrance, that is.) Then the Mbbilizer's 
entrance could have scared him all the more. He could have taken 
up tbe poker and defended hims~if like a caged animal. His run-
ning into his bedroom, after the Mobilizer has left~ should be 
left as it was done in the performance. Johnny's refuge is also 
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Where he has seen Robbie's apparition. The comfort of the fire 
has been dropped for the comfort of moving shadows. 
The last act was the one which actually evaded the direc-
tor's controll Specificalls he could have given Juno the nagging 
qualit~r he had had in the first act, even moreso. Instead of hav-
ing her outside the door she could have been speaking to Boyle 
with the door opened. And less running in and out. She could 
have situated herself at the door. Mary during the inteimm is 
in a great d ilemna of not knowing why Bentham has left her. Se-
condly, is there something pysciologicaly wron~ with her? The 
director could have ~iven her the simple task of feeling all over 
her body to detect the anea that pains her. She could have brok-
en down as Juno finishes her argument with Boyle. Juno could 
have ~ound her in hhis predictament and tried to comfort her, 
and she could ha¥e burst out of the room in utter embarrasernent. 
This would have necessitated the audience to ask, is she dis-
traught over Bentham's disappearance, or does her mother instinct-
ively know something is psysiologically wrong with her? Then 
what is it? Why did Bentham leave her? If he violated her, how 
could he have possibly know at so early a time - a month and a 
half? Why did he go to England? These were also the questions 
that confronted the actress in the scene, for their nature was 
often contradictmry one to the other. 
The Joxer-Nugent scene I felt was always static and unimag-
inative. I sought to have Joxer, since he had previously searc-
ed every nook and cranny ano found no nne, literally take over 
the place. I had him sit in Boyle's favorite chair, steal a 
bottle of beer, drink a cup of tea, make himself comfortable as 
he could but still with an eye at the door. Now why O'Casey chose 
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to have Joxer not look into the bedroom is a fallacy in the writ-
ing. He perhaps overlooked it, or overlooked Joxer's fo~ quali-
ty. Joxer is cunning enought to have detected this and opened the 
bedroom door to find Boyle. So I instead had Joxer mainly concern 
himself with ~umping Nugent as to Boyle's predictament (that no 
moaey was coming to the old rascal afterall). However instead of 
having Nugent sit like an undertaker purveying a well-laid corpse, 
he should have been more active. I could very well have had him 
looking at all the new ~equisitions that the Boyle's had buught, 
thinking that Boyle could pay him cash if he can afford to keep 
such vuigarities in the household. The Boyle-Nugent scene at the 
bedroom could have been wilder, and not quite as long as it was 
done. This would have been more effective; especially if they 
both were to pull the suit back and forth, only to have Nup,ent 
win the struggle. Then Boyle could have immediately run out of the 
bedroom, but this time~ Joxer who could have been, as it were, 
himself caught in the act. Boyle coudd have been oblivious to 
Joxer's presense, and only interested at the injustice done him. 
There was to much movement in the preceding scene between 
Boyle and Joxer. Boyle could very well have run out in his trou-
sers and sat on the sofa in utter dismay. Itwould have cut out a 
lot of extraneous, unmotivated movement . To console himself, he 
could have gone for his beer, only to find it has been stolen. 
The scene would have led to the next one - w/Madigan - by having 
him search the entire household for the beer (a cossolation that 
has not been ~ranted him when he is in most need of it) with Jox-
er directly behind him. 
During Madigan's scene there coudd have been more of a tug-
war between her and BoYle over the R:ramophone, with her fortitude 
finally gaining the upper hand. As she leaves, Joxer could have 
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been discovered foGling around with the candy which was situa-
ted upstage, only both the incidents of Nugent and Madigan woih.dd 
have made him oblivious in Boyle's eyes. This would again have 
heightened the audience's interest- is he or is he not going 
to get any money. Boyle could have been less on tbe defensive 
with Jmer than he was, so he would not tip ~ imself off. Then 
when Joxer fimally hits him with the question as to whether he 
is going to get any money or not, Boyle could have been motivated 
to explode. The way the scene was done Boyle seemed little shaken 
by what had happened. And also, rather than have the running 
about the table which I actually had in the scene, Joxer could have 
just ran out the door. Why duplicate the first act? 
Now as Johnny comes out Boyihe could have shouted him down. 
Johnny would have reacted rather surprised, since it is the first 
time they have spoken to one another for some time. Usually it 
ends with Johnny disparaging his father. This would have set up 
the last scene between both, all the more, when hms father vells 
at him to get Bentham is he waats satisfaction for the will being 
a washout. For then Johnny~s whole rage comes out, and he feebly 
attempts to stand up to his father, but to no avail. 
The Juno- Boyle scene then takes place. Th i s and Juno's fi-
nal scene were the more important scenes in the play since Boyle 
quits the family in it, tells his family there is no money coming 
in, and when he learns of Mary's pregnancy (through Juno) there is 
not a drop of pity recognizable in his face and his words. It is 
a touching scene, and should begin tremolo, and proceed to a cli-
max of emotional outburst. To give s necifics in this scene is a 
difficult task since quit a number af things are revealed of them 
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selves. Howvver instead of having Boyle badger about the house 
I would, on second try, have kept him more at the table during the 
beginning of the scene. The movement I feel was distracting the 
essence of the scene - and that was a crisis in the lives of the 
Boyles. Boyle and Juno should have been mituated at the table, 
opposite one another, then set down in the sofa. Howver Juno wish-
ed to do more . The director did it, unwillingly and unwittingly, 
and felt it would detract the focus of the scene - the revelation 
of Mary's pregaancy and the money not coming through. The impor-
tant thing was to show how both parents would pull themselves out 
of it. Twenty years coming to a head, and only in ten minutes. 
Well Juno was lost. Fore the first time she has turned, in complee 
bewilderment as to what she should do, to her husband, and he has 
again disappointed her and let her down. The baby is literally in 
her capable hands. 
Juno could have pur~ued Boyle to come to a decision much more 
specifically than was done. She could very well have grabbed him 
and forced him to hear her out, or followed him as he fed himself 
morsels of self-pity. This would have heightened (again the same 
word) or effected, as it were the emotionality of the scene. He 
would, through movement, evade her pursuance of an answer to their 
problems. It is the climax, and a climax, the director feels, 
can only be realized by having the actors fully divulge the souls 
of the characters they are portraying, not retionally but emotion-
ally. I beieve if both actors playing Boyle and Juno had been 
given enought to work on 1.n the prior scenes, and a sense of what 
they wanted as characters, the full emotional impact of the scene 
could have worked itself out. 
The movers entrance was too fast. Absolutely too fast and 
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unreal. I would have slowed it down consierablJ, if I had to do 
it over again. Also more time could have been taken as they took 
the furniture out. This would have given Juno and Johnny some 
time on stage in which to show their dilemna. Juno could have 
walked about (upstage) as the movers took her furniture away, 
completely helpless as to what she could do it stop it all. John-
ny could have looked on the roofers in distrust. He too easily 
belived them to be movers. It was not within h~s character to 
have done so. 
The Mary-Jerry scene culd have gone much better if Mary had 
tried to go into the bedroom to escape Jerry. Jerry could have 
dissuaded her and then brought her back to sit at the sofa. The 
scene could have taken plane entirely on ~the sofa, instead of half-
standing and sitting, as it originally did. Jerry should have 
been much more involved with Mary's predictament at first. All 
his talk about there being no God, is lost in a moral judgement, 
however, as he judges Mary with the phrase 'My God, Mary, have 
you fallen as low as that'. He is not man enought to face up to 
the situation. Jerry is presumputious, and easily jumps to easy, 
absurd conclusions. He cannot fathom or forgive nor even under-
stand Mary's problem, and just at the moment when she most neeas 
someone's love and understanding. Her father has anathemetized 
and deserted her. And so Jerry's true nature comes out. He has-
nt guts enough, nor eove enough for Mary, or to be resnonsible 
to someone in need. So he too deserts her. The scene was meant 
to be a kind of static interluce to all the rest of the act's 
sound and fury. The secondary love-interest also collapses. 
Everyone of the Boyles is lost and damned. Everyone has deser-
ted hhem . Now they should stick together, but they are more apa-
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rt than ever. 
The Johnny-IRA men scene was flat. It shomdd have gone as f~ 
ious as is possible. The IRA men should have brutally handihed the 
movers and Johnny much more than was done. The movers could have 
been more frightened. Johnny could have been yanked by the IRA 
man much ouicker insead of all the shilly-shallying that was done 
between them. Johnny knows he's been finally found; he could have 
very well attempted to escape out a window or into his be~room. 
This would have effected the melodrama of the scene much more. The 
scene could have been more brutal, merciless, furious with Johnny 
trying to escape the IRA men. They could have very well knocked 
him about or knowked him down, and both held him as they went out. 
Then he could have collapsed to the floor screaming instead of 
whimpering as was done; then dragged out like a dog. This scene, 
and it was worked on, happens to be the only one in the play which 
demonstrates the brutality of the rruerrila warfare during the time . 
Omly by emphasizing the tota 1 apathy of taking a human life could 
it have had any validit~r as dramatic material. 
Jtino~s scene, the most diff~ult in the play to convey to its 
audiences, is also the key scene in the whole play- the scene the 
director based his statement of intentions on, and the whole action 
lifie of the play. If he were to do it over however he would h~e 
had Juno collapse to the floor on hearing of Johnny's death; I be-
lieve this would have shown her dllmena at the time, and when she 
speaks of going t o the stationhhus e to identify the body she could 
have been sitting . Her strength could have come out of her pray-
er, and it could have beendone standing. During the scene it is 
also conceivable that several shots could be heard inthe neighbor-
hood, which would have escaped her attention. It could have fully 
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demonstrated O'Casey's hatred of patriotism, and point out his 
particular sentiments regarding who the real hero of Ireland rea-
lly is -the mo~hers, sweethearts, and wi~es who have lost their 
husbands, lovers, and sons. Juno, instead of standing also could 
have been sitting on the stool, seemingly defenseless to the evil 
that has been perpetrated to her and around her. As she stood, 
then, she would gain the momentum of saving grace. That she can 
and will face her son's death, her daughter's predictament. Low-
lightin too could have enhanced the earlier pant of the scene, 
and a sudden light - a brightenin~ effect could have ended it as 
Juno prayed to God to end Ireland's bloodshe~. For this scene, 
I should have worked personally with the actress, over and over 
again until she had come through with t he desired effect - unter 
despair which turns into hope, just as what is evil eventually 
tttnBs to good and has a purpose for its existence. 
Then into the scene Boyle and Joxer could have emerged. The 
lightin~ could have enhanced O'Casey's irony. The failure m~ the 
scene, I felt, was Boyle's attitude towards everything missing, 
and everyone gone. Since he was drunk I did not know whether he 
shouftd have continued oblivious to it al l , or ready to weep and 
feel compassion for himself. I decided that, since he is be yond 
any help it seems, he did not realize the circumstances that had 
,iust destroyed his entire home, which Juno had prevlous to his 
entrance. She has escaped the decaying monstrosity of her former 
life; he cannot since he refueee to acknowled.ge he is at the dep-
ths of the human predictament, very much the same as are the man 
and wife in Ionesco's Amedee. Joxer, on the other hand, could 
have had his arm about Boyle the who l e time - like the leech he 
is. Whlle Boyle does not care. It woula have showed that both 
have finally one another for company - in their drunken stupor, 
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that is - for one can hardly imagine 1oxer tagging alwong 
Boyle anymore once he has reached sobriety. Boyle simpl y has 
no one to turn to anvmore. Fe is finally in t he self-same pre-
dictament his buttie has been for some time, 
Secondly, the reason the director chose to employ two dif-
ferent styles of acting (and this may seem an ambiguous one) 
was due to the seriousness and lack-of-seriousness that two 
types of characters had created. Although the play falls under 
the Realistic cstegory in its total realization, Joxer and Boyle 
are comic characters who do not seem to be intersted in their 
relationships with the world around them. They are grotesque, 
supercilious, crude, lovable, engaging, ambiguous, affable, in-
sidious. They do not seem to be interested in their futures -
so long as they have their food, drink, song, butties to spread 
yarns to, that is all the~ care for. 
On t h e other hand Juno, Johnny, ~ary and Madigan seem mo"Be 
serious&mindea, and are fundamentally intersted and distressed 
with their relationships to their loved ones and the world i~­
self. Both elements, then, go to make up O'Casey's vision of 
the tragi-comic existence that He believes Han leads. Boyle 
and Joxer are not concerned with the thi ngs that Juno and Johnny 
are concerned witlhl. They want a better life but are unwilling 
to pay for it by responsiblity, hard work, menial tasks, uerse-
verance, thrift. mence they behave differently than the others, 
like comic, F.!U.enated fj gures. rrhe others do not. The~r are 
serious in purpose ancl inters ted in t heir roles in life. And so 
the i r behaviourism, both manifested and spoken, would be best 
shown in a totally rea!iatic sense. These two styles were pur-
posely worked on, as it relates in the section under Projected 
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Styles, earlier in the book. Whe ther they worked or not is lar-
gely a matter of interpretation for the d irector felt he achiev-
ed this distinction and the aims he sought to achieve, even if Jox-
er and Boyle tended to become grotesque caracatures of the ori-
ginals. 
Thirdly, the reasons for the failure of the remaining rehear-
sals preceding the critique performance are many . As already it-
erated, the director felt the actors disinterested in their roles 
and in the play. This is of course as it has been pointed out 
based on an emotional observation. Why , however, the rehearsals 
failed, may be said to be because the director failed to stimulate 
the actors. First he posed many of the problems of the play , and 
pointed out the actors' faults he had detected during the critmque 
performance. He told the actors the specific instances each of 
them went wrong, when nothin~ was achieved at all. He t hen went 
on to re-block the second scene of the third act, and some of the 
first act - Mary and Jerry scene - without wanting too much to can-
fuse tbe actors who had thejr movements and intentions pretty well 
down pat. Then he reran the entire play. Well it was then that 
he found a definite distnte:eest in bhe acting. The actors did 
little to improve on what they had doae the previous evening. He 
felt they were being mechanical in their performances. 
They were not imaginatively executed (the rehearsals) in th~ 
the director interrupted the scenes very little. He strived most-
ly for continuity due to the new blocking and the new emphasis he 
had given the actors. This was saturday's rehearsal. He also 
felt he had exhausted his tonic, so to sneak, and that thereat 
of the play was inthe capable (he felt} hands of the actors. 
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Perhaps he had himself lost inters t n the play - that since it 
was in the hands of the actors he could finally relax his inten-
sity and control. When he did interrupt the actors wo rked on the 
new specifics he gave them. The specifics were the re-blocking 
on the first scene in the thttd act between Juno and Mary , 
Juno's last scene, and Mary-Jerry's scene in the first act. In 
all three he mainly emphasized the new movement, and that the ac-
tors were not relating to one another. It had been obvlous in the 
previous evening 's performance. This was sorely missing in the 
whole production. 
The director had only a four hour rehearsal each day . The 
scheduling was good , and the director always kept to it (about 4!. 
hours a day of rehearsal.) He should have had it for an entire 
day, thai saturday and sunday , but somehow he believed the actors 
needed an audience once again, and not any details he could 'milk' 
from their performances. He was not hims elf stimulated enought 
by what he had oringially done (at this point) to have attempted 
to bring about a better show. He could not possibly think of his 
direction as improving the show at all, as it now was. Consequent-
ly, then, the rehearsals proved to him unima~inative, faulty, ted-
ious, unimpressive. He had failed to simulate his actors due to 
his own lack of stimulation. Everything had been done for the 
critique performance, and the actors somehow relaxed once the mon-
day and tuesday of performance showed up. It is all inca l culable, 
but that is exactly what happened. Other Persons, however, connect-
ed with the product ion may fee 1 otherwi se, but this is the' d irec-
tor's emotional as well as objective analysis . 
